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Aaron Ekblad’s leg injury rings familiar to Hurricanes defenseman Dougie Hamilton
By Chip Alexander
If someone can relate to the gruesome leg injury Florida
Panthers defenseman Aaron Ekblad has apparently suffered,
it’s Dougie Hamilton of the Carolina Hurricanes.
A year ago, it was Hamilton who was hurt, falling to the ice in
pain, grabbing his leg. He broke his left fibula against
Columbus, and he needed surgery.
Ekblad suffered a fracture in his left leg Sunday against the
Dallas Stars after a hit from defenseman Esa Lindell. Ekblad
fell awkwardly along the boards, his body contorting in a way
that seemed to strain his left leg. He was taken off the ice on
a stretcher, underwent surgery Monday and will miss the
remainder of the season, the Panthers said.
Such an injury is tough for a player to mentally process, to
accept. Hamilton had been selected to represent the
Hurricanes in the 2020 NHL All-Star Weekend, seemingly on
his way to the most productive season of his career and
thought to be a Norris Trophy contender as the NHL’s top
defenseman.
“He’s arguably our No. 1 guy on everything,” Canes coach
Rod Brind’Amour said at the time.
Then, just like that, Hamilton was out, injured Jan. 16, 2020
in a road game against Columbus. The next day he was in
surgery, his recovery time said to be indefinite but believed
to be four to six months.
“It’s obviously really hard,” Hamilton said Monday on a media
call. “It’s tough to go through, especially having a good
season. (Ekblad) was having a great season, so I’m
definitely disappointed for him, for sure.
“I think for me, I learned a lot going through it. Stuff about life
and having a good attitude and all that stuff. Realizing how
lucky we are and that life is good.”
That’s easier to say in retrospect than in real time after the
injury, of course. The Canes were in playoff position last
season and playing well., and it was difficult for Hamilton to
wheel about PNC Arena, his left leg propped up, and watch
his team play, than stand in the corner of the locker room
after games in a suit.

Canes (23-7-3) and two points behind the Tampa Bay
Lightning (24-8-2). Florida has an 11-point advantage on
Nashville and Chicago, both with 37 points, and is in solid
position to be one of the division’s four playoff teams with 21
games remaining in the regular season.
The NHL’s suspension of the 2019-20 season during the
pandemic worked in Hamilton’s favor. When the 2020 Return
to Play postseason was held in August, Hamilton was able to
compete in the playoffs against the Boston Bruins, albeit not
at full speed. The Canes, who also saw defenseman Brett
Pesce suffer a season-ending injury, had traded for
defensemen Brady Skjei and Sami Vatanen, adding depth.
The Panthers have time to work a deal before the April 12
trade deadline, but Ekblad might not have the ability to return
for any postseason depending on the severity of the injury.
Each player must take their own approach to injuries. Some
will sulk and prolong their rehab. Some will be determined to
get back as quickly as possible and willing to work as hard
as possible.
Hamilton was not at his best in the Boston playoff series, but
has gotten stronger as this season has moved on and will
take a 14-point point streak into Tuesday’s road game
against the Blackhawks. The injury is behind him.
“Just have to have a good attitude and take whatever
challenge is in front of you,” Hamilton said Monday. “It sucks
but it’s part of life, I guess.”
Of note
Vincent Trocheck practiced with the Canes on Monday at
Wake Competition Center, centering a line with Andrei
Svechnikov and Jesper Fast while working on the second
power-play unit. Trocheck has missed the past eight games
with an upper-body injury.
Brind’Amour said after practice that they were waiting on
medical tests results before deciding if Trocheck can jump
back into the lineup. ...
Forward Martin Necas was named the NHL’s second star of
the week for the week ending March 28. Necas had four
goals and three assists in three games last week.

Ekblad, one of the NHL’s best, has 11 goals and was tied for
the league lead among defensemen through Sunday’s
games. He was playing 25 minutes a game, and is an
alternate captain for the Panthers.

Carolina Hurricanes at Chicago Blackhawks

After Sunday’s games, the Panthers (22-9-4) were third in
the Central Division with 48 points, one point behind the

TV: FSCR

When: Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
Where: United Center, Chicago.
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Necas' Breakout Week Garners More League Recognition
Necas named NHL's Second Star of the Week
By Michael Smith
It's rare now that a game goes by in which Martin Necas
doesn't dazzle with his playmaking ability or add a jawdropping goal to the highlight reel.
It was another big week for the Canes' breakout performer.
In three victories, Necas recorded four goals, including one
game winner, and three assists, including the primary helper
on an overtime winner, to earn NHL Second Star of the
Week honors.
As Necas continues to garner more well-deserved
recognition from the league (he was named the Third Star of
the Week in early March), the bigger his star status grows.
The Canes already knew that, though.
"I know how good he is," Sebastian Aho said last week. "Our
team knows how good he is, but maybe for the media and
other teams, maybe he's underrated. Our team for sure
knows how good he is."
Let's look back at the week that was for Necas.
3-0 W at Columbus on March 22: 1 goal
Necas emphatically began his week with a beauty of a giveand-go goal, which stretched the Canes' lead to 3-0 in
Columbus on March 22. The chemistry between Aho and
Necas is palpable, and it's plainly evident in a mesmerizing
sequence of one-touch passes. In transition, Aho dropped
the puck back to Necas, who one-touched it back to Aho,
who then one-touched it over to Necas for the one-timer
finish.
4-3 W (OT) at Columbus on March 25: 1 goal, 1 assist
As if his goal three nights prior wasn't pretty enough, Necas
followed it up with another beauty.
Late in the second period, Necas hopped over the boards
and twirled his stick, as if he knew he was about to make
some magic with it. And then he did just that.
Necas sped to a loose puck and then accelerated as he
cruised around the defense. He circled around the back of
the cage at top speed, and with his left knee rotating on the
ice, Necas stuffed in the puck on a wrap-around.
The celly said it all.
Necas wasn't finished. About 80 seconds into overtime, he
helped set up Aho's game winner. The sequence started in
the defensive zone, where Necas poked his stick out to

defend a Jack Roslovic pass. The puck popped out into the
neutral zone, and Necas raced to chase it down.
Necas shrugged off Zach Werenski to get off a backhand
chance, and though Joonas Korpisalo bodied down the shot,
he couldn't control the rebound. Necas picked up the puck,
and with Korpisalo having drifted out of his crease, Necas
centered to Aho for the emphatic one-timer finish into the
open net.
4-3 W vs. Tampa Bay on March 27: 2 goals, 2 assists
Necas finished his week with an exclamation point, equaling
a career-best performance with four points, the gamewinning goal included in a signature 4-3 win against the
defending Stanley Cup champions.
Necas factored in on all four of the Canes' goals, beginning
with Cedric Paquette's tally against his former team at the
2:24 mark of the second period. Credit to Brett Pesce for the
heads-up play he made with the puck to move it up through
the neutral zone to Necas at the far blue line, catching the
Lightning on a line change. Necas then slid the puck to
Paquette, who snuck in behind his old teammates on a
breakaway.
Just 62 seconds later, Necas helped set up Aho's gametying tally on a 3-on-1 rush. As the Canes took advantage of
another defensive breakdown by the Lightning, Necas
outwaited the sliding defense of Jan Rutta to drop the puck
back to Nino Niederreiter. Niederreiter faked a shot, settled
the puck and fed Aho for the one-time, chip-shot finish.
On a power play later in the second period, Necas scored his
first of the game to put the Canes ahead 3-2. When Andrei
Svechnikov's shot bounced off Aho in the slot, Necas
converged on the loose puck to pop it past Andrei
Vasilevskiy.
With the score tied at three and the Canes back on the
power play late in regulation, Necas struck again. It was a
simple play, as he stepped up at the top of the right circle
and fired a laser wrist shot through Jordan Staal's screen in
front and past Vasilevskiy, but it also underscored his gamebreaking abilities.
What Have We Learned?
As Aho noted, the Canes aren't exactly learning anything
they didn't already know, but it sure is fun to watch breakout
performance after breakout performance from a star in the
making. Whether he's using his speed to find open ice, his
stickwork to find an open teammate or his underrated shot to
scorch a puck past a goaltender, it's clear that Necas
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possesses elite offensive talents that are now being
showcased in the best league in the world.

"He's blossoming and maturing. The talent has always been
there, and then you figure out how to play," head coach Rod
Brind'Amour said. "You're starting to see all that come
together."

Preview: Hurricanes at Blackhawks
Canes close out March schedule with 10-1-2 record in the
month
By Michael Smith
CHICAGO - The Carolina Hurricanes are back on the road
for a nationally televised two-game set against the Chicago
Blackhawks.
The Match-Up
Carolina Hurricanes (23-7-3, 49 points) at Chicago
Blackhawks (16-15-5, 37 points)
Tuesday, March 30, 7:30 p.m.
Watch: NBCSN
Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes
app
Tracking the Storylines
Czech Him Out: Martin Necas earned NHL Second Star of
the Week honors after recording seven points (4g, 3a) in
three games. Necas factored in on all four goals to equal a
career best with four points (2g, 2a) in the Canes' 4-3 win
against Tampa Bay on Saturday. Necas ranks second on the
team in assists (19) and points (28).
Doug Dynasty: With the primary assist on Necas' gamewinning, power-play goal against Tampa Bay on Saturday
night, Dougie Hamilton extended his point streak to 14
games (2g, 14a). The point streak is the longest in franchise
history by a defenseman, the longest active in the NHL and
the longest by any NHL player this season. Only 12 other
defensemen in NHL history have recorded a point streak of
at least 14 games.
The Opposition
Last five games: 2-3-0, 4 points
At home: 9-6-2, 20 points

CAR vs. CHI: 2-1-0
Leading scorer: Patrick Kane, 48 points (13g, 35a) in 36
games
This two-game series against the Canes marks the latter
third of a six-game homestand for the Blackhawks. After
sweeping a two-game set against the Florida Panthers,
Chicago then dropped back-to-back games against the
Nashville Predators. Alex DeBrincat scored two goals in a
1:50 span early in the third to tie the game at two on Sunday,
but Roman Josi's tally in the back half of the period was the
difference. The Blackhawks, who are 3-7-0 in their last 10
games, now find themselves just on the outside of the playoff
cut line in the Central Division.
"They're definitely an interesting team," head coach Rod
Brind'Amour said after practice on Monday. "They give you
some chances, but they get a lot of chances. It can be a
dangerous mix."
The Last Meeting
Nino Niederreiter tallied a pair of goals, including what would
be the game-winner on the power play, and his 300th career
point in the Canes' 5-3 win against the Blackhawks at home
on Feb. 19. The Canes saw a 2-0 lead dissipate in the
second period, but three straight goals, including two on the
man advantage, in the third helped power the team to
victory.
"We played a pretty good second period. We had our
chances. Just a couple unlucky breaks at the end. Roddy
just came in and said, 'Keep doing it the right way,'" said
Jaccob Slavin, who recorded a goal and an assist. "Our
power play came up huge in the third period. That was the
difference-maker tonight. It was a good team effort for pretty
much the full 60 minutes."
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Fox of Rangers, Long Island registered nurse NHL First Stars of Week
Necas of Hurricanes, Saros of Predators also honored
By NHL Public Relations
NEW YORK - New York Rangers defenseman Adam Fox
and Northwell Health - Long Island Jewish Medical Center
RN Deena Trupkin have been named the NHL's "First Stars"
for the week ending March 28.
Throughout the 2020-21 season the NHL is celebrating the
remarkable efforts of the off-ice stars who make it possible
for us to play our games amid a pandemic by honoring
frontline healthcare heroes from the regions represented by
the League's weekly and monthly "Stars."
Trupkin, a Rangers fan since birth, is a registered nurse in
maternal fetal medicine at Northwell Health - Long Island
Jewish Medical Center in New Hyde Park, N.Y. At the height
of the pandemic, she was reassigned to work in labor and
delivery. Her role became even more essential to many
laboring women who could not have the in-person support of
their partner or family due to the unknown threat of COVID19 on newborns.
Trupkin's fandom of the Rangers spans generations. Her
grandfather had season tickets for more than 60 years and
her daughter's middle name is Madison, after Madison
Square Garden. Trupkin is very proud to share this weekly
honor with Fox, who hails from Long Island (Jericho, N.Y.).
Rounding out the "Three Stars" of the week are Carolina
Hurricanes center Martin Necas and Nashville Predators
goaltender Juuse Saros . More on each NHL player's
performance can be found below.
FIRST STAR - ADAM FOX, D, NEW YORK RANGERS
Fox collected a League-leading 10 assists and 11 points in
four games (1-10-11) to propel the Rangers (15-15-4, 34
points) to a 2-2-0 week. He recorded 1-2-3, his second
career three-point outing (also Jan. 2, 2020 at CGY: 0-3-3),
in a 5-3 victory over the Buffalo Sabres March 22. Fox then
notched a career-high five assists, the eighth such
performance in Rangers history and first since since Feb. 15,
1999 (Wayne Gretzky: 0-5-5 at NSH), in a 8-3 triumph
against the Philadelphia Flyers March 25. Fox added three
more helpers over his next two contests, assisting on New
York's lone goal in a 2-1 loss to the Flyers March 27 and

picking up two helpers in a 5-4 defeat against Washington
Capitals March 28. The 23-year-old Jericho, N.Y., native who finished fourth in Calder Memorial Trophy voting in
2019-20 (8-34-42 in 70 GP) - ranks third among defensemen
with 3-26-29 through 33 appearances this season,
highlighted by an active seven-game point streak dating to
March 17 (1-13-14). Fox, who topped the NHL with seven
power-play assists/points last week, also places among the
overall leaders in both power-play assists (4th; 15) and
power-play points (7th; 17) in 2020-21.
SECOND STAR - MARTIN NECAS, C, CAROLINA
HURRICANES
Necas posted 4-3-7 in three games to lift the Hurricanes (237-3, 49 points) to a perfect week and into second place in the
Discover NHL Central Division. He registered 2-1-3 over a
pair of matchups against the Columbus Blue Jackets, scoring
once in a 3-0 win March 22 and adding 1-1-2 - including the
lone assist on Sebastian Aho 's overtime goal - in a 4-3
triumph March 25. Necas capped the week by factoring on
all four of Carolina's goals (2-2-4), including scoring the
winner with 3:53 remaining in regulation, in a 4-3 victory over
the Tampa Bay Lightning March 27. It stood as Necas'
second career four-point performance, matching his career
high set Dec. 23, 2019 (2-2-4 at TOR). The 22-year-old Nove
Mesto na Morave, Czech Republic, native - who collected
16-20-36 during his first full NHL campaign in 2019-20 (64
GP) - ranks second on the Hurricanes with 9-19-28 through
30 outings this season.
THIRD STAR - JUUSE SAROS, G, NASHVILLE
PREDATORS
Saros stopped 80 of the 82 shots he faced, compiling a 3-0-0
record, 0.67 goals-against average, .976 save percentage
and one shutout to help the Predators (18-17-1, 37 points)
win all four of their games. He earned his 12th career shutout
with 31 saves in a 2-0 triumph over the Detroit Red Wings
March 23. Saros then yielded one goal in each of his next
two appearances, making 20 stops in a 7-1 victory against
the Red Wings March 25 and denying 29 shots in a 3-1 win
over the Chicago Blackhawks March 27. The 25-year-old
Forssa, Finland, native has played in 18 total contests this
season, posting a 9-6-0 record, 2.38 goals-against average,
.923 save percentage and one shutout.
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Carolina takes on Chicago, looks for 4th straight win
Carolina Hurricanes (23-7-3, second in the Central Division)
vs. Chicago Blackhawks (16-15-5, fifth in the Central
Division)

TOP PERFORMERS: Alex DeBrincat leads the Blackhawks
with 18 goals and has 35 points. Brandon Hagel has three
goals and three assists over the last 10 games for Chicago.

Chicago; Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. EDT

Sebastian Aho leads the Hurricanes with 15 goals and has
33 points. Martin Necas has 11 points over the last 10
games for Carolina.

BOTTOM LINE: Carolina will try to extend its three-game win
streak with a victory against Chicago.
The Blackhawks are 16-15-5 against opponents from the
Central Division. Chicago is 15th in the league with 29.3
shots per game and is averaging 2.8 goals.
The Hurricanes are 23-7-3 against the rest of their division.
Carolina ranks fifth in the NHL recording 9.2 points per
game, averaging 3.3 goals and 5.9 assists.
In their last meeting on Feb. 19, Carolina won 5-3. Nino
Niederreiter scored two goals for the Hurricanes.

LAST 10 GAMES: Blackhawks: 3-7-0, averaging 2.2 goals,
3.9 assists, 3.2 penalties and seven penalty minutes while
giving up 3.1 goals per game with a .905 save percentage.
Hurricanes: 7-1-2, averaging 3.1 goals, 5.6 assists, 3.4
penalties and 6.8 penalty minutes while giving up two goals
per game with a .925 save percentage.
INJURIES: Blackhawks: None listed.
Hurricanes: Teuvo Teravainen: out (concussion), Jake
Gardiner: day to day (back), Petr Mrazek: out (thumb),
Vincent Trocheck: day to day (upper body).

Ranking the NHL's top defensemen for 2021: Execs, coaches, players debate the top 10
By Greg Wyshynski
Evaluating the top 10 defensemen in ESPN's 2021 NHL
position-by-position rankings is a study in competing
philosophies on how to properly evaluate the position.
What metrics best define value for scoring defensemen or
"defensive" defensemen? Do the elite have to do both well,
or can one aspect compensate for the other?
I once asked Hockey Hall of Famer Nicklas Lidstrom how he
evaluates other defensemen. He said the best of the best
play instinctually, like he did. But there is one stat he
scrutinizes: How much they play, and how good they are
after playing a ton of minutes.
"That means you're playing all the power-play minutes but
also have to have the ability to play against the opponents'
top lines. You have to be able to defend," he told me. "I've
seen players where their ice time goes up and their
performance declines. They get fatigued. They make
mistakes. If you're able to handle that ice time and still
perform, or even get better as the game goes on, that's very
important."

Lidstrom retired in 2012, so he wasn't a voter in our survey.
We canvassed 10 active NHL players -- seven skaters, three
goaltenders -- and 10 individuals in team hockey operations,
from coaches to general managers to player personnel
executives. The surveys were conducted over the past two
months.
Respondents were asked to rank their top 10 players at
center, winger, defenseman and goaltender, based on a
predetermined list of the top 20 to 30 players at each
position. Players who were ranked in the top 10 on each
ballot were given a numerical score: No. 1 earned 10 points,
No. 2 earned nine points and so on.
After ranking the wingers last week, here are the positional
rankings for defensemen for the 2020-21 season, according
to those in the NHL we surveyed. The blueliners who didn't
make the cut are as noteworthy as those who did.
Stats are collected from sites such as Natural Stat Trick,
Hockey Reference and Evolving Hockey.
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1. Victor Hedman, Tampa Bay Lightning
182 points | Age: 30
I've made the case that the Lightning defenseman could be
the best all-around hockey player in the world. Our survey
respondents agreed that Hedman is, at the very least, the
best defenseman in the world. He was ranked No. 1 on 14 of
the 20 ballots. Two more had him second. Two more had
him third.
"He's just a hell of a player," said one NHL coach.
Hedman, 30, has played every season with the Lightning
since coming into the NHL as a 19-year-old in 2009-10. He is
second to John Carlson of the Capitals in points-per-game
average among defensemen since the 2017-18 season
(0.83). His plus-98 places him firmly at No. 1 in that span,
ahead of Zdeno Chara (+82).
Hedman won the Conn Smythe Trophy as playoff MVP last
season, leading the Lightning to their Stanley Cup
championship with 22 points in 25 games and 26 minutes, 28
seconds of average ice time. He's been a Norris Trophy
finalist in four straight seasons, winning the award in 2017-18
for the first and only time.
He controls play in his own zone as a defensive stopper. He
has been on the plus side of puck possession in eight
straight seasons. While Hedman is no doubt the beneficiary
of having an incredible assemblage of offensive talent
around him, he's also an integral part of that offense with his
puck-rushing and passing skills.

strength. He has 15.8 goals scored above average in his first
two seasons, nestling in between the totals for Connor
McDavid (15.9) and Mark Stone (15.8) in that metric.
Some of the respondents who ranked Makar lower than
second overall pointed out issues that are typical of young
defensemen, like inconsistent play in their own zone and
forcing things offensively at times.
"He tries to make so many plays that sometimes they really
blow up on him," said one NHL coach that had him fifth
overall. "But when you have the puck as much as him, s--- is
going to happen."
3. Roman Josi, Nashville Predators
127 points | Age: 30
The 2019-20 Norris Trophy winner was the clear No. 3
behind Hedman and Makar. He didn't earn a first-place vote,
but no one had more second-place tallies (7) than the
Predators defenseman. He was ranked between second and
sixth on 16 ballots.
Josi, 30, is fourth in points (140) and fifth in points per game
(0.78) over the past three seasons, through 179 games. He
skates 25:20 per contest, and he plays in all situations. His
Norris win came in his first season as a finalist, after scoring
a career-best 65 points in 69 games with a plus-22 for
Nashville.
Respondents praised his poise and his ability to excel in both
ends of the rink.

One of the aspects of his game that doesn't get enough
attention: That the Lightning have been able to play him with
anyone and still Hedman excels. He had four different
primary defensive partners -- Jan Rutta, Dan Girardi, Jake
Dotchin and Anton Stralman -- during his four straight Norris
nominations.

"He rarely makes the wrong play, no matter how much
pressure he's under," said one team official. "In the
defensive end, he's very good away from the puck, at things
like boxing out and tying up other players' sticks."

"Hedman came in young. He had a longer runway than other
young players," Lidstrom told me recently, "but boy, did he
ever take off, in every aspect of his game."

4. Alex Pietrangelo, Vegas Golden Knights
100 points | Age: 31

Speaking of younger players...
2. Cale Makar, Colorado Avalanche
135 points | Age: 22
Is it too soon to declare that the 22-year-old blueliner for the
Avalanche is the second-best defenseman in the NHL? Not
according to the players and team officials in our poll.
Makar was ranked No. 1 among all defensemen on two
ballots: one from a general manager and one from another
NHL defenseman. Makar was listed in the top five on 15
ballots. He was listed in the top 10 on 19 of 20 ballots, save
for one veteran goaltender who didn't rank him among the 10
best.
(For the record, it's not the same goalie who left Nikita
Kucherov off his ballot and potentially cost him the No. 1 slot
among wingers.)
Makar won the Calder Trophy as NHL rookie of the year last
season, compiling 50 points in 57 games. He is second to
Carlson in points per game during Makar's first two seasons
(0.90), with 41 of his first 69 career points coming at even

Josi was also third in the NHL Players' Association poll on
best defensemen for the 2019-20 season.

The Knights' free-agent prize was ranked in the top five on
11 ballots: first (1), second (1), third (3) and fourth (6).
Over the past three seasons, Pietrangelo has 103 points in
159 games and has skated to a plus-21. He averaged 24:17
in ice time per game in that stretch, and he played in all
situations. He's never been a Norris finalist, finishing as high
as fourth in the 2019-20 season, which was the best
offensive season (0.74 points per game) of his career -- and
not coincidentally, the one that preceded him signing a
seven-year, $61.6 million free-agent contract with Vegas.
But Pietrangelo, 31, was completely left off of four rankings.
"Overrated," said one skater who snubbed him.
A coach who left him off of his ballot was a bit more
diplomatic. "He's fine. He's good. Is he worlds ahead of other
defensemen? Not really," he said.
5. Miro Heiskanen, Dallas Stars
84 points | Age: 21
Heiskanen, 21, had a star-making performance during the
Stars' run to the Stanley Cup Final in the playoff bubble. He
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tallied 26 points in 27 games, averaging 25:58 in ice time.
That caught a lot of attention -- including that of Lidstrom.

"Right now, he's the best defenseman in the league," said
the NHL veteran.

"I've noticed him. Especially the way he played in the
playoffs. When I first saw him play when he came into the
league, he was very poised for his age. He's been getting
better and better as well," said the Hall of Famer. "He's a
better skater than me. I was mobile, but I wasn't as fast as
Miro is. Maybe that's one player that plays similar to my
style, but probably a notch better skater, or faster skater,
than I was."

Slavin, 26, had his best offensive season in 2019-20 (0.53
points per game). Naturally, that uptick in offense finally
earned him the attention of the Norris voters, and he finished
fifth for the award last season.

The Stars defenseman was ranked in the top five on eight
ballots and made the top 10 on 16 ballots.

Interestingly, the three goalies we polled had Slavin at an
average ranking of sixth overall.

"He's legit," said one NHL coach who had him fourth overall,
ahead of Makar. "I really like Miro. He's got some flaws, but
so does Makar."

8. John Carlson, Washington Capitals
63 points | Age: 31

He hasn't quite cracked the code offensively, with 51 points
in his last 99 games -- although Dallas isn't exactly a scoring
machine, either. But his all-around game gets him No. 5
overall in the survey.
"He's so smooth and has a great stick on the defensive
side," said one veteran NHL defenseman.
One NHL coach who had Heiskanen ahead of Makar
appreciated the Stars defenseman's competence. "The best
defensemen are efficient. They create a lot without giving up
much. That's what Heiskanen does. He's in the elite
category," he said.
6. Seth Jones, Columbus Blue Jackets
70 points | Age: 26
Despite not being at his best this season, Jones has clearly
made enough of an impression on his peers and team
officials to still rank sixth.
In fact, one coach ranked him at No. 1 overall.
"When he's on his game, he's the best defenseman in the
league. He plays so effortlessly and he can play all night,"
the coach said.
Jones, 26, is playing around the same offensive pace as last
season (0.54 points per game in 35 games). That's down
from his best scoring season (0.73) in 2017-18, when he had
his highest finish for the Norris Trophy (fourth). But he has
struggled in other facets of the game, with the highest
penalties taken per 60 minutes (0.79) of his career and just a
45.2 expected goals percentage at 5-on-5.
Jones appeared in the top 10 on 11 of the 20 surveys
"You want him on the ice whether you're up a goal or down a
goal," said one veteran defenseman who had him ranked
fourth overall.
7. Jaccob Slavin, Carolina Hurricanes
65 points | Age: 26
Long considered one of the best defensive defensemen in
the NHL, Slavin appeared in the top 10 on 14 of the 20
rankings -- including one skater who had him at No. 1
overall.

His offense has regressed to the mean this season at 0.33
points per game, as he has settled back into a safety-net role
for partner Dougie Hamilton.

Carlson has been the best offensive defenseman in the NHL
over the past three seasons in points (173 in 183 games)
and points-per-game average (0.95), while skating to a plus30. While playing on the same power play as Alex Ovechkin
has its obvious benefits, Carlson leads all defensemen with
105 even-strength points in that span as well.
This season, he's in the blueliner scoring title mix again, with
28 points in 34 games. Offense is never the issue. Stopping
the other team, on the other hand, has proved more difficult.
The perception that Carlson, 31, isn't a "well-rounded"
defenseman cost him the Norris last season and hurt him in
previous campaigns. This season, he has a 49.7 expected
goals percentage at 5-on-5.
Carlson received one first-place ranking from a veteran
forward, but he earned only four rankings inside the top five.
He wasn't included in the top 10 on seven ballots.
"A lot of times with offensive defensemen, you're giving up
something defensively. So you better be great at what you
do," said one coach who had Carlson ranked eighth overall.
9. Shea Theodore, Vegas Golden Knights
45 points | Age: 25
Like Heiskanen, Theodore's star went supernova in the
postseason bubble last year for the Knights. He led all Vegas
players with 19 points in 20 games, skating 22:24 per game.
Theodore, 25, has seen his offensive numbers increase over
the past three seasons, including a 0.86 points-per-game
average this season through 29 games. He was sixth for the
Norris last season, and it's just a matter of time before he
ends up a finalist.
Theodore appeared in the top 10 in 11 rankings.
"He blew me away in the bubble. He's taken the next step,"
said one NHL coach who had him eighth overall. "And he's
so fast, I think he can beat out his own icing."
10. Ivan Provorov, Philadelphia Flyers
29 points | Age: 24
The final spot in the top 10 goes to the Flyers' 24-year-old
defenseman.
Provorov is in his fifth NHL season. He's playing as much as
he ever has (25:07 time on ice per game), although his
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offense and puck possession are a tick down from last
season.
He hasn't gotten into the Norris conversation yet, but
Provorov was ranked in the top 10 on seven ballots in the
survey. One NHL general manager had him second overall,
his highest ranking. That alone was the difference between
Provorov getting the final spot by a slim margin over Brent
Burns (27 points).
"I'm becoming a bigger and bigger fan of Provorov," said one
NHL coach. Apparently he's not alone.



Following them was Dougie Hamilton of the
Hurricanes with 22 points. He was the only player to
receive a second-place ranking -- given to him by a
team player personnel official -- who didn't
ultimately make the top 10 overall.



Torey Krug, whom the Blues signed to replace
Pietrangelo, received a single ninth-place vote. "I
think he's the best in the league in running the
power play," said one NHL coach.



Only one player in our pool of 25 D-men didn't
receive a single top-10 ranking from our players or
team officials: Shea Weber of the Montreal
Canadiens.



Finally, you may be wondering about a couple of
the NHL's top defensemen this season. Adam Fox
of the New York Rangers, Samuel Girard of the
Colorado Avalanche, Darnell Nurse of the
Edmonton Oilers and Jeff Petry of the Montreal
Canadiens were not included in this edition of the
survey, which was formulated right as the season
was starting. It'll be interesting to see where they
end up next year. The Boston Bruins' Charlie
McAvoy and the Toronto Maple Leafs' Morgan
Rielly were in the survey, but did not garner enough
support for the top 10.

Honorable mentions
After Burns, the next-highest-ranked defenseman was Quinn
Hughes of the Vancouver Canucks (24 points). Had this
survey been held at the end of last season, perhaps the
Calder runner-up makes the top 10. But while Hughes'
offensive output has been strong this season, with 28 points
through 37 games, a few respondents noted that his defense
hadn't taken the next step in the same way that Makar's had.
"He's been a turnstile this season," said one team official.
A few other notes on the survey:



Drew Doughty of the Los Angeles Kings and John
Klingberg of the Stars were right behind Hughes
with 23 points.
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NHL Power Rankings: Avalanche starting to hit their stride
By Adam Gretz
In this week’s edition of the NHL Power Rankings the
Colorado Avalanche make a jump into the top-two thanks to
a pretty dominant stretch of games during the month of
March.
Colorado is 10-2-3 over its past 15 games, but even that
does not fully tell the story of just how good they have been
over the past calendar month. They have not only had the
second-best goal differential in the league this month (trailing
only Pittsburgh), they have been the league’s most dominant
team when it comes to tilting the ice and controlling shot
attempts, shots, and scoring chances.
From the very beginning of the season the Avalanche were
viewed as one of the league’s top Stanley Cup contenders,
and now that they are starting to get healthy and closer to a
full complement of players they are starting to play like it.
They have a trio of All-Stars (Nathan MacKinnon, Mikko
Rantanen, and Gabriel Landeskog) at the top of the lineup, a
very deep group of forwards behind them, and what might be
the best defense in the entire NHL. As long as they get even
average or slightly above average goaltending this team is
capable of something special.

6. Minnesota Wild. Through 12 games they were a
completely forgettable 6-6-0. Since then they are 15-4-1.
They have a new star (Kirill Kaprizov), a good defense, and
two outstanding goalies. Good combination.
7. Pittsburgh Penguins. Even with five of their top-nine
forwards injured they are still finding ways to win a lot of
games.
8. New York Islanders. Lou Lamoriello has been very patient
when it comes to retooling this roster. How active will he be
at the trade deadline this season?
9. Florida Panthers. The Aaron Ekblad injury is brutal news
for both him and the team. He is having a fantastic season.
10. Toronto Maple Leafs. The Frederik Andersen situation
has to be a concern. Jack Campbell is playing great for now,
but he is not going to stay unbeaten forever.
11. Edmonton Oilers. Tyson Barrie made a smart decision to
sign here and stack up a bunch of points with Connor
McDavid and Leon Draisaitl.
12. Winnipeg Jets. With these forwards and goaltenders they
are going to be a tough team to deal with in the playoffs.

They climb to the second spot in this week’s NHL Power
Rankings.

13. Boston Bruins. They simply can not score goals right
now. There is nothing else to say about them at the moment.

Where does your team sit?

14. Nashville Predators. Pekka Rinne and Juuse Saros
started stopping everything and the Predators played their
way back into playoff contention.

To this week’s NHL Power Rankings!
1. Washington Capitals. Bet against Alex Ovechkin in the
goal scoring race if you must, but you could also just save
yourself some time and simply flush that money down the
toilet.
2. Colorado Avalanche. This might be a wildly crazy hot take,
but Cale Makar might end up being the best player on this
team in short order. Yes, that includes MacKinnon.
3. Carolina Hurricanes. Dougie Hamilton still plugging along
as the completely underappreciated No. 1 defenseman that
he is with a point in 14 consecutive games and helping to
control every game when he is on the ice.
4. Tampa Bay Lightning. They closed out the week with
back-to-back losses but I do not worry about this team and
you should not either. They are still a force.
5. Vegas Golden Knights. Just a hunch but I could see this
team figuring out a way to make another big addition before
the trade deadline. Yeah, I know. The salary cap. When has
that ever stopped them?

15. Arizona Coyotes. Not sure if you have noticed, but the
Coyotes start the week just one point back of the St. Louis
Blues for a playoff spot in the West Division
16. Montreal Canadiens. With Eric Staal and presumably
Cole Caufield on the way they are getting even more help at
forward.
17. New York Rangers. Mika Zibanejad just needed a couple
of games against the Philadelphia Flyers to turn his season
around.
18. St. Louis Blues. You can not lose back-to-back games to
the Anaheim Ducks when you are competing for a playoff
spot.
19. Chicago Blackhawks. They have only won four games in
the month of March and their upcoming schedule features
two against a great Carolina team and three games against
Nashville and Dallas, teams they will be competing with for a
playoff spot. Seems like a big stretch for their season.
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20. Philadelphia Flyers. They allowed at least four goals on
10 of their first 15 games in the month of March. That is not a
winning formula.

26. Los Angeles Kings. It will be interesting to see if they
move a veteran before the trade deadline. Looking at you,
Dustin Brown.

21. Vancouver Canucks. Every team is streaky to a certain
degree, but this team is taking it to an extreme this season.

27. Ottawa Senators. They open the week on a six-game
point streak (nine out of 12 points) that has seen them collect
seven out of eight points in four games against Calgary and
Toronto. They can be a thorn for teams.

22. Calgary Flames. When you are trying to make up ground
in the playoff race you can not punt two games against the
Ottawa Senators.
23. Dallas Stars. Their reason for optimism is the fact they
have so many games in hand on their competition and they
have a bunch of upcoming games against the teams they are
chasing. There is an opportunity to make up ground. If they
can win, that is.
24. New Jersey Devils. Mackenzie Blackwood showed on
Sunday why he is such a big part of the Devils’ future.
25. Columbus Blue Jackets. The Blue Jackets have not won
a game in regulation since March 4, a stretch of 11 games.
The two games against the Detroit Red Wings this weekend
were ugly.

28. San Jose Sharks. It is stunning how quickly Brent Burns
and Erik Karlsson declined.
29. Detroit Red Wings. Filip Hronek still leads the team in
points. He has not scored a goal against a goalie this season
(his only two goals are empty net goals).
30. Anaheim Ducks. They have won just seven of their past
29 games, and only three of those wins have come in
regulation.
31. Buffalo Sabres. It is really difficult to go 17 consecutive
games without winning even one of them.

Dougie Hamilton’s Play Is Putting Pressure On Carolina Hurricanes To Get Him Signed
By Matt Kalman
Players react to contract years different ways.
Some crumble under the pressure, some thrive on it.
So far it looks likes Dougie Hamilton falls into the latter
category.
The Carolina Hurricanes defenseman is tied for sixth place
among NHL defensemen with 27 points. Lately he’s been
unmatched, as he recently became the 13th different
defenseman in league history to record a point streak of 14
games. He’s also the second defensemen since 1997-98,
along with Philadelphia’s Shayne Gostisbehere in 2016, to
record a 14-game point streak. And the streak is still alive.
“I don’t really care too much,” Hamilton said during a video
conference Monday. “I think it’s just a game at a time. I think
I don’t even remember really two games ago or three games
ago or last game even now after a day off yesterday. Just
with this schedule and stuff, it’s just try to play the game,
reset the next day and get ready for the next game, and do
your best in that game and then learn from it and get ready
for the next one. So it’s been I guess a long time now, but
just trying to focus on the next game and see what happens.”
While he’s making history by racking up points in historic
fashion on the ice, he looks ticketed to make history in the
offseason, or sooner, off the ice. The six-year, $34.5 million
contract he signed with Calgary in June 2015 will expire at
the end of this season. If he doesn’t sign an extension he’ll
become an unrestricted free agent for the first time.
Two years after the Hurricanes matched Montreal’s offer
sheet to Sebastian Aho and agreed to pay the star forward

nearly $8.5 million per season for five years, the Hurricanes
might be anteing up more to keep their cornerstone
defenseman, who’ll turn 28 this June.
The Hurricanes acquired Hamilton before the 2018-19
season and he’s fit seamlessly. His 2.2 expected goals
against per 60 is similar to other elite defenseman around
the league, and his 0.37 ixG/60 is better than even former
Norris Trophy winners Victor Hedman and Roman Josi.
“I do think we needed that type of player, obviously, and it fit
perfect,” Carolina coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “And then
he’s got the perfect partner [Jaccob Slavin] to play that style.
And I think our system fits well to that type of player. And
then I think he does like it here. So there’s just a lot there,
just the right fit.
“And hopefully we can keep him here, that’s going to be the
tough part. But I do think his style is a fit for us and us for
him.”
Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell last week told
TSN that he and Hamilton’s representatives have agreed to
table negotiations until after the season. That doesn’t mean
something won’t get done, it just means it’s less likely
Carolina will lock up Hamilton before the lead-up to free
agency. It would behoove the Hurricanes, though, to keep
Hamilton off the open market.
A right-shot defenseman of his stature and at his age will
have a laundry list of suitors. Consider that Vegas threw a
seven-year, $61 million contract at Alex Pietrangelo last
summer at 30 years old. Pietrangelo’s numbers are nearly
identical to Hamilton’s in most important categories.
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As far as other right side defenseman, San Jose’s Erik
Karlsson (eight years, $92 million) and Los Angeles’ Drew
Doughty (eight years, $88 million) set the ceiling, and
Washington’s John Carlson (eight years, $64 million) and
Pietrangelo probably set the standard for a player willing to
be rich but leave cap space for a strong team around him.
We might not know exactly what Hamilton’s thinking until we
see what he does about his contract status. He said Monday
that even before Waddell’s announcement he hadn’t been
too involved in the talks.
“I haven’t really been thinking about it too much, I think I’m
just trying to play hockey,” Hamilton said. “We had lots of
time to talk already, so it is what it is at this point. I think just
it’s not really in my mind, so I guess like he said, figure it out
after this season. Like I said, I wasn’t part of it the last couple

months, so I’m just trying to focus on hockey and win hockey
games. So that’s what I’ll keep doing.”
The NHL trade deadline is two weeks away. In the not-sodistant past of the Carolina organization, before the
ownership of Tom Dundon, even the Hurricanes’ status as
contenders (they’re battling Tampa Bay for first place in the
Central Division) wouldn’t have stopped them considering
selling if they hadn’t re-signed a player of Hamilton’s stature
yet.
Now if they make any trades, they’ll be buyers. But their real
deadline is the start of free agency this offseason. Letting
Hamilton leave would set their program back, and he’s
proving that with every game he adds to his record point
streak. Carolina has to get Hamilton to buy what it’s selling.

After delayed games, Chicago Wolves pick up right where they left off
Dominik Bokk, Ryan Suzuki, and Jamieson Rees picked up
points over the weekend against the Rockford IceHogs.
By Sarah.A
By The Numbers
Record: 12-2-0-1 (1st in Central Division)

inconsistent scheduling is nothing new for the AHL, where
sometimes teams play three in three, and sometimes they
get one game in a week. But two weeks is a significant gap,
enough so that one would wonder how exactly the team
would fare upon its return, with only two team practices
before seeing action again.

Shots/Game: 32.07

Apparently there was nothing to worry about, as the Wolves
swept their weekend series against Rockford and are now 50 this season against their local rival. The Wolves increased
their lead in the Central Division, where they lead both in
points (25) and points percentage (0.833).

Shots Against/Game: 31.53

Game 14: Chicago 6, Rockford 3

Power Play % (Rank): 25.4% (3rd)

Facing off against Rockford goaltender Ivan Nalimov, making
his North American professional debut, the Wolves wasted
no time in getting on the scoresheet. Hurricanes prospect
David Cotton scored just 24 seconds into the first period.
Max Lajoie, acquired by the Hurricanes in January, scored
just 17 seconds later to give the Wolves a 2-0 lead before
the first minute of play was even up.

Goals/Game: 4.53
Goals Against/Game: 2.53

Penalty Kill % (Rank): 80.0% (18th)
Leading Scorer (Overall): Tanner Jeannot (17)
Most Goals: Rem Pitlick (8)
Most Assists: Tommy Novak (13)
Next Game: Thursday, April 1 vs. Grand Rapids
(stats as of March 29, 2021)
Eventually, COVID postponements come for us all, and the
Chicago Wolves are no exception. The team was originally
slated to play the Grand Rapids Griffins last week, on March
19 and March 23, but the games were postponed due to
COVID protocols impacting the Wolves. (The AHL, unlike the
NHL, does not release a COVID protocol list of players or
other personnel who are unavailable to play.)
While those games have since been rescheduled for
Tuesday, April 13, and Monday, April 26, that left the Wolves
with nearly two weeks in between games. Strange gaps and

Cotton scored again on the power play to round out the first
period of action, and then spent the rest of the game looking
for the elusive third goal to complete the hat trick, which
never materialized. He did wind up with five shots on goal,
good for second on the team, behind the six shots of
Dominik Bokk.
Bokk continued his strong run of play by recording a goal
and an assist, giving him goals in four straight games. Coach
Ryan Warsofsky spoke about Bokk’s growth after the game,
citing his increased engagement in play as one of the biggest
factors behind his improved performance.
“Slow start, to be expected for a younger kid that’s coming
over from Europe, hasn’t played a North American ice sheet
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before,” Warsofsky said of Bokk. “Where he is now to where
he was day one is much improved. He’s more engaged in
the hockey game, he’s holding onto pucks, using his shot
more. Obviously the points help and the goals help, but from
a coaching standpoint, we’re looking at how he plays away
from the puck, how he’s playing with the puck.”
Ryan Suzuki scored his fourth of the season, taking
advantage of a Rockford misplay behind its own net.
Scoring: David Cotton, 2 G; Max Lajoie, 1 G 2 A; Tanner
Jeannot, 1 G 2 A; Dominik Bokk, 1 G 1 A; Ryan Suzuki, 1 G;
Tommy Novak, 3 A; Anthony Richard, 2 A; Cavan Fitzgerald,
1A
In Net: Antoine Bibeau, 0.885 Sv %, saved 23 of 26
Game 15: Chicago 5, Rockford 4
Sunday’s game saw two Nashville Predators prospects
making their debuts for the Wolves. Forward Luke
Evangelista drew into the lineup for the first time, as well as
goaltender Devin Cooley, who has played most of the
season for the ECHL’s Florida Everblades, as well as
spending time on Nashville’s taxi squad.
One of the more fascinating stats this season for the Wolves,
which also happens to show exactly how dominant the team
has been, is that until Sunday, there hadn’t been a lead
change in a Wolves game since Feb. 6, when the Wolves

came back from a 2-0 deficit to the IceHogs. Rockford
opened scoring at 16:34 in the first period on the power play,
giving them a relatively short-lived lead.
The Wolves got on the scoresheet with less than a minute to
go in the first period thanks to Predators prospect Tanner
Jeannot, who now has goals in five straight games, which
stands as the longest active goal streak in the AHL. While
the Wolves have no captain this season, Jeannot, a third
year pro, is somewhat of the heartbeat of the team. He has a
knack for scoring a timely goal or landing a big hit, and
excels at taking up space at the front of the net to screen
opposing goaltenders.
A wild second period saw five total goals — two from
Rockford and three from Chicago — including Ryan Suzuki’s
fifth of the season, a shot which ricocheted off a Rockford
defenseman and into the net.
Jamieson Rees once again showed off his hands and his
speed, scoring twice for the Wolves, including the game
winner at 4:41 of the third period.
Scoring: Jamieson Rees, 2 G; Ryan Suzuki, 1 G; Tanner
Jeannot, 1 G; Sean Malone, 1 G; Sheldon Rempal, 2 A; Phil
Tomasino, 1 A; Matt Murphy, 1 A; Max Lajoie, 1 A; Josh
Healey, 1 A
In Net: Devin Cooley, 0.833 Sv %, saved 20 of 24

They said it: Brind’Amour, Foegele, Hamilton post practice
Rod Brind’Amour, Dougie Hamilton and Warren Foegele
spoke with the media after practice Monday.
By Ryan Henkel and Andrew Schnittker
The Hurricanes will look to keep it rolling to close out the
month of March when they visit the Blackhawks in Chicago
tomorrow night, as they’ve won three straight games and
picked up a point in five straight.
After a day off Sunday, the team got back on the ice for
practice Monday. Rod Brind’Amour, Dougie Hamilton and
Warren Foegele spoke to the media after, here’s a full
breakdown of everything they had to say:
Rod Brind’Amour
On Martin Necas playing in all situations: I think just no
matter how the game’s going, it gives you an extra couple
shifts and certainly gets you in the flow. The danger of it is
you lose other guys. And that’s sometimes where it can be
tough, because now some other guys aren’t getting those
minutes. He’s obviously shown that he can handle it. So
that’s good on him.
On Vincent Trocheck: We’re still waiting on, I guess he had
some tests this morning, so I haven’t heard the results, but
as of right now he’s not in the lineup.
On the power play: It’s all personnel. I’ve been here for a
long time running the power play and I haven’t really
changed it from one year to the next too much. And yet now,
all of the sudden, it’s ‘Oh, it’s a good power play.’ Well, we’ve
been trying the same things for 10 years. It’s just that you get
better players. And there’s something to be said about

having guys that have been around each other for a while
now. That chemistry, that understanding, OK, where we’re
going, the different feel they have for just playing the game.
But it’s all personnel.
On if Trocheck could get back in the lineup quickly if he’s
medically cleared, and an update on Petr Mrazek: I don’t
know on Petr. We’re waiting on him on that. That’s kind of his
call. When he feels like he’s good, he’ll give us a thumbs up
on that, and then we’ll make that decision. Trocheck, it’s a
medical thing for sure. It’s a matter of a healing issue. And
then once we get the OK, your question, do we put him in,
that’s going to be up to him too. If he feels he can go, then
he’ll go.
On the Blackhawks: It’s the same story watching that game
last night with them. They have two elite players that are
really carrying the load. They can just literally win games.
[Patrick Kane] is a special player, and [Alex DeBrincat],
they’ve got great chemistry. Those two guys are going to be
a handful, and now they’re getting some healthy guys back.
So they’re definitely an interesting team, because they give
you some chances but they get a lot of chances. That can be
a dangerous mix.
On Martin Necas: He’s just blossoming and maturing. The
talent’s always been there, but then you’ve got to figure out
how to play. You take the video, the stuff you get taught and
you go ‘Oh yeah, this does work.’ You apply it to all that
talent. I think you’re starting to see all that come together.
On Dougie Hamilton: I do think we needed that type of
player, obviously, and it fit perfect. And then he’s got the
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perfect partner to play that style. I think our system fits well to
that type of player. And then I think he does like it here. So
there’s just a lot there. It’s just the right fit. Hopefully we can
keep him here. That’s going to be the tough part. But I do
think his style has fit for us and us for him.
Dougie Hamilton
On if tabling contract negotiations takes any weight off of him
for this season: I haven’t really been thinking about it too
much. Just trying to play hockey. We had lots of time to talk
already so it is what it is at this point. It’s not really on my
mind. We’ll figure it out after the season. I wasn’t part of it the
last couple of months. I’ve just been trying to focus on
hockey and winning games and that’s what I’ll keep doing.
On how hard it is dealing with an injury that is season
ending: It’s obviously really hard. It’s tough to go through,
especially having a good season. [Ekblad] was having a
great season so I’m definitely disappointed for him for sure. I
think for me, I learned a lot going through it. Stuff about life
and having a good attitude and all that stuff. Realizing how
lucky we are and that life is good. Just have to have a good
attitude and take whatever challenge is in front of you. It
sucks but it’s part of life I guess.
On if he pays any attention to his point streak: I don’t really
care too much. It’s just one game at a time. I barely can
remember two games or three games ago or even last game
after having a day off yesterday. Just with the schedule and
stuff, I try to play the game. Reset the next day and try to get
ready for the next one. Do your best in that one and learn
from it and get ready for the next. It’s been a long time now,
but I’m just trying to focus on the next game and see what
happens.
On if he had a vote for the Norris trophy, what factors he
would consider: I don’t really think about that too much
because I don’t have a vote. You could probably tell me
better than I could tell you. But I think when you’re looking for
a defenseman, it should be a complete defenseman that
helps his team and does everything in all situations. I think
that’s what you want to be as a defenseman.

On what he misses the most from a normal season: There’s
some stuff away from the rink. Going out for dinners and stuff
with the guys. Definitely miss the media in the locker room.
That’s probably the biggest thing. Other than that, the fans
for sure. We had more fans last game and it was nice to
have that energy. Hopefully we can have more and more as
time goes on here, but definitely some stuff away from the
rink. It’s kind of hard to do the same stuff over and over and
being in your room in the hotel and stuff.
On what it meant to him for the coaching staff to give him
more time in all situations and if he feels it’s important for
other players like Necas when they get that same trust too:
For me, I wanted to do that. I wanted to play in those
situations and I try my best when I do get that opportunity to
keep their trust. I’m sure Necas likes that a lot too. Anytime
you can play more, you feel like you’re more into the game.
You can ask him that, but he’d probably say the same thing.
You just feel like you’re contributing to the team a lot more.
Warren Foegele
On his time in the AHL helping his development: It was huge
for me. Coming from juniors and playing against men and
just being a professional. Learning what to do every day and
how to treat your body. I had a lot of fun in Charlotte. I
learned a lot. We had a pretty solid team too. It was a great
experience for me and I learned a lot of things from that year.
On the team’s ability to slide guys up and down the lineup:
We try to stick to our identity and that’s just being relentless
and working hard. Trying to take the game over with our skill
as well, but there’s a lot of guys that can go anywhere in the
lineup and contribute in any way. That’s what you need. You
want to have a deep team to go far.
On there being another level for the team to reach and what
it would be: I think we could be a little more consistent. There
are some games where that’s how you’ve got to do it and
games where we get away from it, but we end up scoring a
bunch of goals. I think just being consistent going down the
stretch here will be good going into the playoffs.
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Carolina Hurricanes at Chicago Blackhawks: Game Preview
The Carolina Hurricanes will start a two-game series tonight
in Chicago as they look to extend their win streak to four and
point streak to six.
By Ryan Henkel
After an exciting win in regulation over the Tampa Bay
Lightning Saturday night, the Carolina Hurricanes will now
face the Chicago Blackhawks Tuesday night for the first of
yet another two-game series.
Carolina Hurricanes (23-7-3) vs. Chicago Blackhawks (1615-5)
2021 Regular Season Game 34
Tuesday, March 30, 2021 - 7:30 p.m. ET
United Center — Chicago, IL

But the Canes have no timetable for Teuvo Teravainen, who
is still experiencing post-concussion symptoms, and Jake
Gardiner — who’s currently on the taxi squad — aggravated
something else during his recovery from a back injury.
It’s been a frustrating time for the Hurricanes in terms of
injuries as it’s not only been key players, but there have also
been no clear timetables for their returns.
But their opponent’s injury problems have been just as bad if
not worse.
Chicago has been without Jonathan Toews, Alex Nylander,
Brent Seabrook, Zack Smith and Kirby Dach from the very
start of the season and had since lost Andrew Shaw as well.
But there has been a slight bit of relief as Dach, who
fractured his wrist in the World Juniors Tournament, made
his return to the lineup Saturday.

Watch: NBCSN
Listen: 99.9 The Fan

He could bring a substantial boost to the Hawks lineup that
was sorely missing a high-end center. Even without one,
Patrick Kane (13-35-48) and Alex DeBrincat (18-17-35) have
been carrying the load for Chicago, something head coach
Rod Brind’Amour pointed out yesterday.

SBN Opposition: Second City Hockey
Follow Canes Country on Social Media
Twitter @CanesCountry
Facebook Canes Country
Instagram @canescountrypix
The Hurricanes, winners of their last three and with points in
their last five, are keeping the ball rolling even in the face of
continuous injuries.
Vital Statistics

“They have two elite players that are really carrying the load.
They can just literally win games. [Patrick Kane] is a special
player, and [Alex DeBrincat], they’ve got great chemistry.
Those two guys are going to be a handful, and now they’re
getting some healthy guys back.”
Another heavy lifter for the Hawks has been rookie
netminder Kevin Lankinen. Coming into the season, the
Hawks were projected to be cycling a few netminders to see
if anything would stick and Lankinen’s emergence was a
welcomed surpise.

Category

Hurricanes

Blackhawks

Record

23-7-3

16-15-5

Goals/Game

3.27

2.83

But the Hurricanes’ own rookie netminder has been just as
impressive. Alex Nedeljkovic could be the Hurricanes’ goalie
of the future and he’s been really making the case for
himself.

Goals Agaisnt/Game

2.52

3.11

Goaltender #1

Shots/Game

31.82

29.33

Category

Alex Nedeljkovic

Kevin Lankinen

Face Off Win %

54% (2nd)

46.7% (27th)

Record

8-2-2

12-8-4

Power Play % (Rank)

30.2% (1st)

27% (3rd)

Save %

0.929

0.92

Penalty Kill % (Rank)

83% (8th)

73.8% (27th)

GAA

2.05

2.72

ES Corsi For %

53.1%

46.6%

ES PDO

100.8

99.7

PIM/Game

7:23

7:10

Vincent Trocheck is practicing but needs medical clearance
and Petr Mrazek is also practicing but his return all depends
on when he himself gives the team the green light.

Goaltender #2
Category

James Reimer

Malcolm Subban

Record

13-4-1

4-5-1

Save %

0.907

0.903
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Category

James Reimer

Malcolm Subban

GAA

2.7

3.14

Game Notes



The Dougie Hamilton point streak is still chugging
along. Another point tonight (15) will move him into
a tie for 10th all time for point streak by a
defenseman and he’ll be just the second
defenseman to reach that milestone in this
millennia.



After a four-point night in his last game against the
Lightning, Martin Necas now leads all Central
division skaters in points (17) in the month of
March.



The game could see another special teams battle
as each rocks a top three power play. The two
teams have scored a combined seven power play
goals in just the three meetings between them.



The Canes will be featured in a prime time slot on
NBCSN, their first nationally televised game this
season.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250291730.html
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/martin-necas-breakout-week-garners-more-nhl-recognition/c-323034878
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/gameday-preview-carolina-hurricanes-chicago-blackhawks/c-323045668
https://www.nhl.com/news/nhl-3-stars-of-the-week-march-29/c-323035252
https://apnews.com/article/nino-niederreiter-sebastian-aho-carolina-hurricanes-chicago-alex-debrincat-7daf7bfc862549518e9207e55e07490f
https://www.espn.com/nhl/insider/story/_/id/31158736/ranking-nhl-top-defensemen-2021-execs-coaches-players-debate-top-10
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/03/29/nhl-power-rankings-colorado-avalanche-starting-to-hit-their-stride/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattkalman/2021/03/29/dougie-hamiltons-play-putting-pressure-on-carolina-to-get-him-signed/?sh=5dd864c83560
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/29/22356050/after-delayed-games-chicago-wolves-pick-up-right-where-they-left-off-ahl-affiliate-ryan-suzuki
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/29/22356657/carolina-hurricanes-rod-brindamour-dougie-hamilton-warren-foegele
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/30/22357823/carolina-hurricanes-at-chicago-blackhawks-game-preview-march-30-nbcsn
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NHL hockey game against the Columbus Blue Jackets, Thursday, Jan.
16, 2020, in Columbus, Ohio. JAY LAPRETE AP

Aaron Ekblad’s leg injury rings familiar to Hurricanes defenseman Dougie
Hamilton

If someone can relate to the gruesome leg injury Florida Panthers
defenseman Aaron Ekblad has apparently suffered, it’s Dougie Hamilton
of the Carolina Hurricanes.

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

A year ago, it was Hamilton who was hurt, falling to the ice in pain,
grabbing his leg. He broke his left fibula against Columbus, and he
needed surgery.

Carolina Hurricanes’ head athletic trainer Doug Bennett attends to
Dougie Hamilton after Hamilton was injured in the second period of an
NHL hockey game against the Columbus Blue Jackets, Thursday, Jan.
16, 2020, in Columbus, Ohio.

Ekblad suffered a fracture in his left leg Sunday against the Dallas Stars
after a hit from defenseman Esa Lindell. Ekblad fell awkwardly along the
boards, his body contorting in a way that seemed to strain his left leg. He
was taken off the ice on a stretcher, underwent surgery Monday and will
miss the remainder of the season, the Panthers said.

Carolina Hurricanes’ head athletic trainer Doug Bennett attends to
Dougie Hamilton after Hamilton was injured in the second period of an

Such an injury is tough for a player to mentally process, to accept.
Hamilton had been selected to represent the Hurricanes in the 2020 NHL
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All-Star Weekend, seemingly on his way to the most productive season
of his career and thought to be a Norris Trophy contender as the NHL’s
top defenseman.

Where: United Center, Chicago.

“He’s arguably our No. 1 guy on everything,” Canes coach Rod
Brind’Amour said at the time.

News Observer LOADED: 03.30.2021

Then, just like that, Hamilton was out, injured Jan. 16, 2020 in a road
game against Columbus. The next day he was in surgery, his recovery
time said to be indefinite but believed to be four to six months.
“It’s obviously really hard,” Hamilton said Monday on a media call. “It’s
tough to go through, especially having a good season. (Ekblad) was
having a great season, so I’m definitely disappointed for him, for sure.
“I think for me, I learned a lot going through it. Stuff about life and having
a good attitude and all that stuff. Realizing how lucky we are and that life
is good.”
That’s easier to say in retrospect than in real time after the injury, of
course. The Canes were in playoff position last season and playing well.,
and it was difficult for Hamilton to wheel about PNC Arena, his left leg
propped up, and watch his team play, than stand in the corner of the
locker room after games in a suit.
Ekblad, one of the NHL’s best, has 11 goals and was tied for the league
lead among defensemen through Sunday’s games. He was playing 25
minutes a game, and is an alternate captain for the Panthers.
After Sunday’s games, the Panthers (22-9-4) were third in the Central
Division with 48 points, one point behind the Canes (23-7-3) and two
points behind the Tampa Bay Lightning (24-8-2). Florida has an 11-point
advantage on Nashville and Chicago, both with 37 points, and is in solid
position to be one of the division’s four playoff teams with 21 games
remaining in the regular season.
The NHL’s suspension of the 2019-20 season during the pandemic
worked in Hamilton’s favor. When the 2020 Return to Play postseason
was held in August, Hamilton was able to compete in the playoffs against
the Boston Bruins, albeit not at full speed. The Canes, who also saw
defenseman Brett Pesce suffer a season-ending injury, had traded for
defensemen Brady Skjei and Sami Vatanen, adding depth.
The Panthers have time to work a deal before the April 12 trade deadline,
but Ekblad might not have the ability to return for any postseason
depending on the severity of the injury.
Each player must take their own approach to injuries. Some will sulk and
prolong their rehab. Some will be determined to get back as quickly as
possible and willing to work as hard as possible.
Hamilton was not at his best in the Boston playoff series, but has gotten
stronger as this season has moved on and will take a 14-point point
streak into Tuesday’s road game against the Blackhawks. The injury is
behind him.
“Just have to have a good attitude and take whatever challenge is in front
of you,” Hamilton said Monday. “It sucks but it’s part of life, I guess.”
OF NOTE
Vincent Trocheck practiced with the Canes on Monday at Wake
Competition Center, centering a line with Andrei Svechnikov and Jesper
Fast while working on the second power-play unit. Trocheck has missed
the past eight games with an upper-body injury.
Brind’Amour said after practice that they were waiting on medical tests
results before deciding if Trocheck can jump back into the lineup. ...
Forward Martin Necas was named the NHL’s second star of the week for
the week ending March 28. Necas had four goals and three assists in
three games last week.
CAROLINA HURRICANES AT CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS
When: Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

TV: FSCR
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‘He’s never lacked confidence.’ How Martin Necas became the
Hurricanes’ go-to player

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

Carolina Hurricanesí Martin Necas (88) reacts after scoring on Tampa
Bay goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy (88) to give the Hurricanes a 1-0 sudden
death overtime victory in their season home opener on Thursday,
January 28, 2021 at PNC Arena in Raleigh, N.C.
Martin Necas may be the fastest skater in the National Hockey League.
Talk about wheels: When the Carolina Hurricanes winger starts moving
those feet and gets in motion, he’s hard to catch. Add in his deceptive
one-timers, quick wristers and darting wraparounds, in addition to his
ability to make tape-to-tape passes, and he’s a pretty complete offensive
player.
Canes teammate Cedric Paquette skated against Necas a year ago as a
member of the Stanley Cup Champion Tampa Bay Lightning. Saturday,
Paquette had a front-row seat to watch Necas record four points against
those same Lightning players.
“He’s been unreal,” Canes teammate Cedric Paquette said. “He’s got
some skills, a crazy shot and he’s got the confidence right now.”
Necas had two power-play goals and two assists in the Canes’ 4-3
Central Division victory over the Lightning at PNC Arena. He was the
game’s first star as the Canes (23-7-3) pulled within one point of the
division-leading Lightning.
When center Vincent Trocheck went out of the lineup in early March with
an upper-body injury that remains undisclosed, Canes coach Rod
Brind’Amour had to be fretting, even if he didn’t talk about it publicly. The
Canes already had lost forward Teuvo Teravainen, first to to COVID-19
and then a concussion. Then the veteran Trocheck, who had 13 goals,
went down.
Trocheck might have been the Canes’ MVP to the point in the season
when he went out, after the March 9 game against Nashville.
Necas might be the Canes’ MVP since then, good enough to warrant
consideration when the NHL picks its three stars for the month of March.
Necas has seven goals and 10 assists in 13 games in March, and five of
the goals and five assists have been in the eight games since Trocheck
was injured. That’s called filling a void, and the former first-round draft
pick has done it well, and with flair.
On the power play, Necas is like a quick-draw artist, getting off shots
rapidly, with velocity. His winning goal Saturday with 3:53 left in the third
period came on a whistling wrister from the top of the right circle that
Tampa Bay goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy, the best in the business, had no
chance of stopping.
“He’s never lacked confidence,” Brind’Amour said after Saturday’s game.
“From day one, he’s been trying to make plays. We encourage it but now
I think he has a better understanding of when and where to make plays.
“You can see it. He’s matured. Physically he’s a little stronger, which
goes a long way to having your own confidence. I think it’s his maturity,
physically. He’s always had the confidence.”
NECAS GROWS UP, ADDS STRENGTH
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While Necas grows in many ways, two things he always had growing up
in his natice Czech Republic are speed and quickness.
But not strength.
He began regimented conditioning and weight-training when he was 17,
when he was about 5-8 and 137 pounds.
Now 22, he’s listed at 6-2 and 189 pounds. Still slender, but stronger,
sturdier. No. 88 has grown up.
Necas was the 12th pick of the 2017 NHL Draft, playing in the Czech
Extraliga for another season after making his NHL debut with Carolina in
a cameo appearance. He chafed a bit when his first professional season
in North America was spent mostly with the Charlotte Checkers in the
American Hockey League, not the Canes.
But Necas, drafted as a center, was used on the wing with the Checkers
in 2018-19 and was a big part of their Calder Cup championship run. In
his first season with the Canes, in 2019-20, he had 16 goals and 20
assists in 64 games before the league’s coronavirus pause, then had a
goal and three assists in eight postseason games.
Playing more alert hockey, playing harder in the defensive end, backchecking, and blocking shots, Necas earned Brind’Amour’s trust. And
more minutes.
And here he is.
Asked Saturday about stepping in for Trocheck, Necas matter-of-factly
explained that there was a need for a right-shot forward on the top
power-play unit to replace Trocheck. He moved up from the second unit.
That had him playing with Sebastian Aho. Soon he was on Aho’s line.
That simple, to him.
With his speed and puck-handling, Necas is adept in zone entries. If a
game goes to overtime, the three-on-three format and open ice give him
more room to roam. He has nine goals and 19 assists in 30 games, and
a plus-16 rating.
“I got on the first ‘PP’ which gives you a little more confidence and time
on the ice,” Necas said. “I felt good. My teammates played great and I’ve
been trying to keep up with them.”
Keep up with them? How about keeping up with Necas?
“He’s got all the skill in the world,” Aho said Saturday. “The way he
skates is pretty impressive. Fun player to play with.”
News Observer LOADED: 03.30.2021
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Martin Necas’ Hurricanes breakout has reached critical mass: ‘He’s
always had the confidence’ — now we see why

By Sara Civian Mar 29, 2021

You could consider the Hurricanes’ 4-3 win over the Lightning on
Saturday their best of the season for a few reasons: Their perseverance
to come back after falling into an early 2-0 hole. The league’s best power
play staying consistent. The fact that they beat the best team in the
league and by far the best goaltender.
But when I look back on that game, I’ll remember something that has
been quietly building all season and hit critical mass that day: the
unignorable emergence of Martin Necas.
Necas’ career-best four-point evening left no crumbs. He factored in on
every Carolina goal, assisting on Cedric Paquette and Sebastian Aho’s
goals while giving the Canes the lead twice with his own snipes.

And he did that against Tampa Bay. Against Andrei Vasilevskiy.
If you watched, you’ll also recall the crossbar he hit and Vasilelevskiy’s
robbery of another chance.
“I know how good he is,” Aho said when I asked him if Necas is
underrated around the league. “In my mind, he’s not. Our team knows
how good he is. But maybe for the media and other teams, maybe
underrated. I don’t know. But our team for sure knows how good he is.”
It all brought me back to the first game of the month against the
Panthers, when head coach Rod Brind’Amour benched Necas for almost
nine minutes after some lazy defense. Y’all remember the rest of March
11, 2021, though? Necas came back for an assist and the game-winning
goal in overtime.
“He’s never lacked for confidence,” Brind’Amour said. “From Day 1, he’s
been trying to make plays. We encourage it, but I think now he has a
better understanding of when and where to make plays. You can see it.
He’s matured. Physically, he’s a little stronger, which goes a long way to
having your own confidence. I think it’s his maturity, physically. He’s
always had the confidence.”
I picked the brain of Hurricanes color commentator Tripp Tracy while
writing this article, and he nailed the dynamic between Brind’Amour and
players like Necas that has made this team work so well: “It’s a two-way
road, and two-way players get two-way coaching.”
Necas has been one of the best players in the league in March with
seven goals and 17 points in 10 games, but his impact — and
Brind’Amour’s decision to put him on a line with Aho and Nino
Niederreiter — has been deeper than that.
Overall, Necas ranks No. 3 among the Canes in Goals Above
Replacement, according to Evolving-Hockey. His power-play production
(four goals and 10 points) has contributed greatly to his point totals, but
then you consider his plus-16 rating, and it’s his even-strength offense
and reliability that is driving that.
And according to The Athletic contributor Shayna Goldman, Necas’
progress is likely here to stay.
“His offense looks pretty sustainable — no red flags standing out, no
inflated shooting percentage (13 percent), goal scoring is close to
expectations (8.02 expected versus actual 9), and the team is driving
play at five-on-five with him on the ice,” she said. “When we weigh his ice
time to compare how he stacks up to the team, he’s scoring at a rate of
3.18 points per 60 minutes in all situations, which is second to Vincent
Trocheck (and rates 29th in the league).”
In eight games with Aho and Niederreiter, Necas has posted five goals
and five assists. And when the line is on the ice at five-on-five, the Canes
control 53.3 percent of the shots and 56.7 percent of the expected goal
share. The team has scored at a rate of 2.22 goals per 60 minutes with
them on the ice, which is just below expected (2.42 goals per 60).
Hockey-Viz shows us something Brind’Amour would love: The
Hurricanes are 14 percent stronger defensively when the NAN line (we’re
making this a thing unless you have any better suggestions) is out on the
ice.
You’ll notice how much they have protected right in front of the net.
That doesn’t come without buy-in from Necas, and many wondered if
he’d be given that after finding himself on the short end of an expansiondraft loophole that allows the Canes to keep him — unprotected —
because they left him in AHL Charlotte in 2018-19.
“It was hard, that one year when I was in the AHL,” Necas said. “I was
not upset, but maybe it pissed me off that I was in the AHL. But it
happens. You’ve just got to keep getting better every day. That’s what I
was doing in the AHL. Last year was my first year in the NHL, and this
year it’s better.”
Can confirm.
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He ended up getting Calder Cup-champion experience despite probably
being ready to play in the NHL, and while anyone would have been
frustrated, he also got to work on the defensive side of the game, which
is part of what has made him ready for the first line now.
Patience pays off, but this is one of these situations where it truly seems
the perfect coach met the perfect player.
The Athletic LOADED: 03.30.2021
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GM Stan Bowman is ‘doing a lot of listening,’ but the Chicago
Blackhawks’ abundant cap space and playoff prospects won’t affect his
trade deadline strategy

By PHIL THOMPSON

The Chicago Blackhawks are in an enviable position as the NHL trade
deadline approaches in two weeks.
By most measures, they’re ahead of schedule in the first full season of
their rebuild.
They’re flush with cap space with almost $22 million in salary saved with
players on long-term injured reserve.
And they have plenty of young talent to develop, so they’re not looking to
acquire a veteran and a costly salary — and definitely not a rental.
“No question, this is the most cap space we’ve ever had because of the
long-term injury,” Stan Bowman, the team’s president of hockey
operations and general manager, told the Tribune.
Bottom line, the Hawks are in no rush to spend their sizable cap space.
However, they are willing to use it to help a team unload a contract — as
long as they get the asset or assets they want.
“I can tell you what we’re not looking for: We’re not going to be using our
young assets and draft choices to try to bring in veteran players,”
Bowman said of the April 12 trade deadline.
“So on a very short-term basis, we have a lot of flexibility. But then we
start getting into future years, if you’re looking at taking on a player from
another team, if they’ve got an additional year or two or three years, then
at that point the fact we have a lot of cap room this year doesn’t really
help us for two or three years from now because we don’t know what our
cap will look like at that point. So much changes from year to year.
“So I think in the short term, yes, we have a lot of flexibility that we’re
willing to use, but it’s still early.
Bowman said he expects talks to ramp up, but “at this point, I’m just
doing a lot of listening, I’m just checking in with managers to let them
know our situation.”
Blackhawks President Stan Bowman watches practice Jan. 4, 2021, at
Fifth Third Arena.
Bowman said the Hawks would be receptive to trading for young players
who have more than a year left on their contracts or draft picks. But the
front office isn’t searching for anything in particular.
“I think what we’re going to do is react to what’s out there in the market,”
he said. “There’s certain teams that are going to be trying to do certain
things, and if we can capitalize on a situation and improve the long-term
prospects of our group, then we’re going to do that.”
However, the Hawks could afford to stand pat at the deadline.
They’ve have been pleased with the progress they’ve seen from rookies
Pius Suter, Philipp Kurashev, Brandon Hagel and Ian Mitchell — and that

group certainly includes goalie Kevin Lankinen, who is in the Calder
Trophy conversation.
Center Kirby Dach, a bright spot in the Edmonton bubble this summer,
just returned to the ice this weekend. And the team has been encouraged
by Adam Boqvist’s development this season.
The Hawks’ philosophy has been to acquire draft picks, prospects and
young veterans, so any deal the Hawks make would likely align with that.
There would be limits to the kind of contract the Hawks take on, of
course.
“If we brought on a veteran player, it would be because the other team
was attaching an asset to it that we thought would be part of our future,”
Bowman said.
“I think the (current) young players have actually been a bright spot, so
we want to continue to give them a chance. I don’t know if anything’s
changed really relative to our expectations for this year,” he said,
referring to the playoff race.
Bowman dangled the possibility of a one-for-one trade for players who
are at similar stages in their careers.
“If we have a young player that we like but we’re getting another young
player that we think fits in better or fills a need, then that’s an avenue
we’re going to pursue,” he said. “Or if we can get a young asset attached
to a veteran player, that’s another thing.”
But there are caveats.
“We’re not going to be spending assets to bring in players who are not
signed past this year” — no matter their age,” Bowman said.
So to any Hawks fans who have harbored designs on a Taylor Hall
acquisition from the Buffalo Sabres, consider that Hall is an unrestricted
free agent after this season. So the Hawks’ trade parameters would
seem to rule him out.
As Bowman alluded to, the Hawks have breathing room this season, but
the next season or two could see a flat cap because of the league’s
revenue hardships during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Hawks have Jonathan Toews, Brent Seabrook, Andrew Shaw, Zack
Smith and Alex Nylander on long-term injured reserve (they’re spending
about $3 million of $25.3 million), but the landscape could change, and
certainly should next season.
“We’re not going to bring back the same group of 25 guys,” Bowman
said. “In the process of that happening, as we bring in new players, what
might be a need as of March 2021 might not be a need and when we get
to this offseason, because all of a sudden we’ve made some other
move.”
The Hawks might want to add size and a right-handed shooting
defenseman, among other needs, but Bowman isn’t looking to address
everything at once. He’d rather target attributes that reflect the
organization’s culture than focus on measurables.
“It’s never that cut and dry. There’s a lot more nuance to it,” he said.
“We’re looking for players that can bring that relentless approach, that
work ethic; that’s something that our team is built upon.
“We’d love it if we had guys that did all that and they were big guys, that
would be great. But just to get a big guy, or just to get a right-handed
shot, and then you can say, ‘Well, I checked off that box.’ That’s looking
at it a little too simplistically.
“It has to be a little more holistic than that.”
Chicago Tribune LOADED: 03.30.2021
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Slumping Blackhawks trying to ‘get back to the way we were playing’ as
losses pile up
Having lost nine of their last 13 games, coach Jeremy Colliton believes
the Hawks need to “get back to our mentality and our identity and the
things we did earlier in the year.”

By Ben Pope Mar 29, 2021, 2:20pm CDT

Opponents' scoring chance rate 49%

54.5%

+0.055

• They’re taking fewer shots (.808 vs. .843 per minute) and allowing more
shots (.972 vs. .940 per minute).
• The shots they’re taking are less accurate (55.8% vs. 58.3% on goal)
and less dangerous (48.9% vs. 50.0% are scoring chances), and those
they’re allowing are more accurate (59.3% vs. 57.7% on goal) and more
dangerous (54.5% vs. 49.0% are scoring chances).
• They’re winning fewer faceoffs (46.5% vs. 47.4%).

The Blackhawks have reached a crucial point in their season. And they
know it.
One by one, wing Alex DeBrincat, goalie Malcolm Subban and coach
Jeremy Colliton spoke after the Hawks’ loss Sunday to the Predators and
used the same rhetoric to describe the state of the team.
‘‘We’ve got to figure out what our identity is,’’ DeBrincat said. ‘‘We’ve got
to go back to what we were doing earlier in the season: battling hard,
getting cheap goals, going to the net, getting pucks on net and doing all
that. We’ve gotten away from that a little bit, and that’s why we’re
struggling right now.’’
‘‘We just need to get back to the way we were playing,’’ Subban said.
‘‘We just need to embrace it and just be ready for the challenge and try to
surpass these obstacles.’’
‘‘We’ve got to get back to our mentality and our identity and the things we
did earlier in the year that allowed us to have success,’’ Colliton said. ‘‘If
we do, then we’ll be fine. But it’s important that we don’t wait any longer.’’

• Their goaltending has gotten worse (.903 vs. .914 save percentage).
Colliton is aware the Hawks’ struggles have spread across the board.
Asked Sunday what they need to do better, he listed a dozen things in a
minute.
‘‘Skating, work ethic, competitiveness, relentlessness, defending hard,’’
he said. ‘‘Being willing to play a ‘zero shift’ and just leave the next line in
a better spot. Being harder to play against physically. Being willing to
grind. The best thing you do may be finishing [your shift] in the offensive
zone, or maybe you start in the [defensive] zone and don’t get scored on.
That can be a positive for the team. Draw a penalty. Do little things that
will help your teammates have a chance at success.’’
Fixing all that at once will be difficult, if not impossible. But the clock is
ticking on the Hawks to find a way to do so.
Chicago Sun Times LOADED: 03.30.2021
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The Hawks have lost nine of their last 13 games, have taken almost 100
fewer shots than they’ve conceded during that span and have scored
only 17 goals in their last eight games.

Early return gives Kirby Dach an opportunity to prove the Blackhawks are
his team now

And they’ve fallen out of a playoff spot, with the Predators holding fourth
place in the Central Division on the regulation-wins tiebreaker.

The Hawks are prepared to ride Dach as far as he proves able to take
them this spring. And that’s an exciting opportunity for them and their
soon-to-be cornerstone player.

Compared to the optimism at the end of February, the Hawks have
slipped into a discouraging place as the end of March nears. Not even
the buzz created by center Kirby Dach’s return from a wrist injury has
helped reverse the downward spiral so far.
And the road isn’t about to get any easier with the Hurricanes, who at 237-3 lead the NHL in point percentage, coming to town for games Tuesday
and Thursday.
‘‘It’s frustrating,’’ DeBrincat said. ‘‘We’ve lost too many games in this
stretch to be OK with [it].’’
‘‘All teams go through ebbs and flows through the year,’’ Colliton said.
‘‘This is ours, and we’ve got to nip it in the bud. The positive is, through
how we played earlier, we’re still in a good position in the standings.’’
Colliton’s claim about the standings might not be true, but he’s right that
the Hawks’ well-above-expectations play through February gave them a
bit of a cushion to remain in playoff contention. Still, every metric —
offensive and defensive — indicates their play has declined since then:
Blackhawks’ declining play, by the numbers
Stat category

March

Change

Hawks' shot attempts/minute

Jan-Feb

0.843

0.808

Hawks' accuracy

55.8%

-2.5%

Hawks' scoring chance rate

50%

48.9%

Hawks' faceoff rate

46.5%

-0.9%

58.3%

47.4%

-0.035

-1.1%

Hawks' save percentage

0.914

0.903

-0.011

Opponents' attempts/minute

0.940

0.972

+0.032

Opponents' accuracy 57.7%

59.3%

+0.016

By Ben Pope Mar 29, 2021, 6:30am CDT

Kirby Dach returned to the Blackhawks’ lineup Saturday and will be on
the team for the final 22 games this season.
One day after center Kirby Dach made his surprise return to the
Blackhawks’ lineup Saturday, coach Jeremy Colliton made his plans for
him this season abundantly clear.
‘‘He’s going to play a lot for us,’’ Colliton said Sunday. ‘‘He’s going to be
hopefully a big part of the success we’re able to have.’’
In other words, Dach’s playing time won’t be limited. His right wrist has
been cleared by doctors and won’t be a hindrance, and the coaching staff
won’t shelter him.
The Hawks are prepared to ride Dach, 20, as far as he proves able to
take them. And that’s an exciting opportunity for them and for their soonto-be cornerstone player.
‘‘There’s still areas that I want to improve on as a player, whether it’s in
the faceoff dot or playing down low ... or in the neutral zone,” Dach said
Saturday. ‘‘Overall improvement on my game each and every day is
where I want to go.
‘‘We’re right in the mix of things, and we want to be in that playoff spot.
It’s gonna be a fight till the end. We’ve got to find a way to bring it each
and every night.’’
Dach centered Mattias Janmark and Dylan Strome on the third line
Saturday, then Janmark and Patrick Kane on the first line Sunday.
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Where exactly he’ll slot into the lineup for the rest of this season will be
determined in time. Colliton said Dach’s return provides flexibility with the
forward lines, which will allow him to ‘‘see how it all shakes down here
over the next few weeks.’’
Whether Dach ends up officially being designated the first-line center,
however, makes little difference. During the Hawks’ dynasty era, they
were clearly Jonathan Toews, Patrick Kane and Duncan Keith’s team,
even when Toews and Kane weren’t together on the first line or when
Keith technically found himself on the second pair.
During this old-core-to-new-core transition season, Dach will be given as
long a leash as he needs — regardless of the nominal lines — to prove
the Hawks are his team now.
Defensively, Dach is already elite. The combination of his physical
strength, rangy frame, stick use, positioning and hockey intelligence
makes him extremely good off the puck. As his familiarity with the NHL
continues to grow, he might become a legitimate Selke Trophy contender
in the future.
Offensively, Dach’s skating stride, north-south style, vision and
puckhandling skills give him the tools to become elite. His execution —
shooting and passing — aren’t at that level yet, but it’s likely they’ll get
there. His immediate placement on the top power-play unit Saturday
showed the Hawks’ confidence in his offensive potential.
‘‘[He’s] a center who skates extremely well and is excellent defensively,’’
Colliton said. ‘‘[He] comes up with a lot of loose pucks, wins a lot of 50-50
[battles] and, obviously, he’s growing into a productive, skilled offensive
player for us.’’
Looking purely at the numbers, outsiders might have a tough time
understanding the Hawks’ sky-high projections for Dach. He didn’t score
that much (23 points in 64 games) during his rookie season in 2019-20,
although he averaged only 14:16 of playing time.
The playoffs were when Dach demonstrated his imminent stardom. He
scored six points in nine games as his ice time jumped to 19:24, and his
improvement in the four months between March and July 2020 was eyepopping.
That’s what makes Dach’s return this spring so compelling. By May,
when this regular season ends, nine months will have passed since the
2020 playoffs.
‘‘It’s important for his development to get [to] playing games,’’ Colliton
said. ‘‘He’s had tremendous growth over the past 18 months or so. But
certainly when you’re rehabbing, it’s not as great for your development as
[it is when] you’re playing NHL games — and playing a lot.’’
How big a leap has Dach taken since August 2020? We’ll find out in the
coming weeks, but it’s tempting to imagine a stretch run in which he puts
the Hawks on his back and carries them into the postseason.
If that’s not how it plays out, it’ll be understandable. Dach is still only 20
and is coming off wrist surgery. But he will be given the opportunity to do
so.
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Familiar territory: Stars enter another pivotal stretch that could determine
their fate this season

Beginning Tuesday night in Nashville, the Stars will start a six-game road
trip that includes four games against teams they are chasing for the final
Central Division playoff spot. Dallas plays the Predators, Carolina
Hurricanes and Chicago Blackhawks twice each as they hope for some
clarity ahead of April 12′s trade deadline.
“We know that time’s running out, and we can’t take any longer to figure
it out,” forward Blake Comeau said.
It seems like the Stars have been in this situation before this season: a
pivotal stretch that could decide the route their season takes.
When they went to Florida and Tampa Bay for a four-game road trip in
late February following a winless four-game homestand, it looked like the
Panthers and Lightning could bury the Stars. Yet they still had enough
cushion from the beginning of the season to survive.
When they had a six-game homestand against the ripe middle of the
Central (Columbus, Nashville, Chicago) at the beginning of March, this
seemed like the time the Stars could gain ground on the teams they were
chasing. They picked up five of 12 points and watched as the Predators
continued to struggle.
Even this most recent five-game homestand gave Dallas a chance to
climb.
But the Stars went 1-2-2 and were saved by Chicago’s continued tumble.
The Central Division’s general incompetence (outside of Carolina, Tampa
Bay and Florida) has kept the Stars season alive rather than the Stars
themselves forcing the issue.
Now, the Stars reach this week, when they can no longer count on
Nashville and Chicago losing to other teams. If the Stars are going to
catch the Preds and Hawks, they will have to do so themselves, and they
will have to be better than a 4-1 loss to Florida on Sunday night.
“You’ve heard me say many times that we’ve played a lot better than our
record, and we have,” coach Rick Bowness said Sunday night. “Tonight
was one of the few games that I will sit here and say we did not deserve
to win that game. That’s only happened a couple of times after the
number of games that we’ve played.”
Bowness and the Stars have hoped that the team’s underlying gamedriving numbers would translate to wins.
Believe it or not, Dallas entered Monday as one of the top play-driving
teams at 5 on 5, according to Natural Stat Trick. It was sixth in shotattempt share (52.7%), fifth in shot share (52.9%), third in expected goals
share (54.3%), third in scoring chances share (55.4%) and third in highdanger chances share (56.6%).
Those analytics suggest the Stars should be better than 11 wins in 32
games. The execution suggests otherwise, as the Stars rank 25th in the
NHL in 5-on-5 shooting percentage. Finishing has been an issue across
the last three seasons, as Dallas ranks last at 5-on-5 shooting
percentage.
The result is a product that relies more and more on the power play to
score, the penalty kill to stifle and the goaltending to hold up. Those three
have not often combined concurrently.
“The style that we play, we play good defensive hockey, we grind teams
down with the forecheck,” Comeau said. “We have to work hard for our
goals. I feel like when our specialty teams are on, we’re a tough team to
beat.”
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By Matthew DeFranks6:13 PM on Mar 29, 2021 CDT

Yet again, the Stars are at another checkpoint in a 2020-21 season that
has repeatedly presented them with chances to turn around a campaign
gone awry.

Inside the workouts that transformed Stars’ Jason Robertson into one of
NHL’s top rookies
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Saad Yousuf Mar 29, 2021

“In the midst of losing weight, we wanted to work on technical things like
your first step, reaction, quick-twitch muscles, sinking the hips and things
of that nature to help you be faster on the ice,” Gonzales said.

When the Dallas Stars’ Jason Robertson left the Edmonton bubble on
Sept. 29, 2020, he had already flipped the page. Hockey consumed
players in the bubble but Robertson wasn’t interested in getting away
from the game. Instead, the 21-year-old winger locked in on the most
important and transformative offseason of his young hockey career.

Gonzales expected to work with Robertson two or three days per week,
as he does with most of his clients, but Robertson insisted on five days a
week. One of Robertson’s biggest points of emphasis was getting out of
his stance more efficiently. Gonzales’ role in that was to develop stronger
hips, so they did a lot of hip abductor and adductor workouts. Gonzales’
specialty at Work365 Fitness is training football players, specifically
running backs, who also require a heavy emphasis on developing their
hips to have a strong first step, so much of Robertson’s workouts were
designed like those of a running back.

“As much as I practiced in the bubble, it didn’t really take a toll on me,”
Robertson told The Athletic. “I just really wanted to get back on the ice
and get back to it.”
In an offseason flooded with unknowns, as the world worked its way
through a pandemic, Robertson turned to a man who knew him as well
as anybody. Over the past decade, Tommy Mannino worked with the
entire hockey-playing Robertson family, from Jason to his older brother
Michael to their youngest brother Nick, a Toronto Maple Leafs prospect.
Over the course of three months, beginning on Oct. 5, Robertson went
through an intense regiment, on and off of the ice. He altered his dietary
habits, shed superfluous weight and put on muscle. On the ice, he
learned to become comfortable in uncomfortable situations, possessing
pucks and dictating control in hard areas. Most importantly, he
overhauled his skating to become quicker out of his stance and more
efficient with his stride.
“For the decade that I’ve known him, this is the year that it was so
serious,” Mannino said. “He’s always been committed but this year he
took it to another level.”
The hard work is paying off. In 27 games this season, Robertson has 21
points, second-most among NHL rookies to Minnesota’s Kirill Kaprizov,
who has 27 points (in five more games than Robertson). Robertson has
earned a place in the Calder Trophy discussion thanks to the incremental
improvements.
“It’s an adjustment every young player has to make of the intensity, size
and physicality of our players in this league. It was an adjustment for him,
and it still is, but I’ll tell you, he’s come a long way,” Stars coach Rick
Bowness said. “He’s in there battling. You’re seeing him make the plays
we hoped he’d make but we’re also seeing improvements in those areas
that are huge if you want to stay in this league and play in this league.
You’ve got to be able to handle the physical play and he’s doing a great
job with that.”
Said Stars captain Jamie Benn: “He’s put in a lot of work. He’s a kid that
wants to get better. Behind the scenes, we obviously see it as players,
and it’s translating to his on-ice play right now.”
Mannino previously worked with Robertson on his hockey skills, but this
offseason wasn’t just about tinkering with a few things on the ice. It was a
lifestyle transformation. So first, Mannino introduced Robertson to James
Gonzales, a personal trainer in Orchard Lake, Michigan, who runs a
business called Work365 Fitness.
“I was like, ‘Wow, he’s tall and lanky,’” Gonzales said of his initial
impressions of Robertson. “We have to definitely get some muscle mass
on him.”
Robertson told Gonzales that the best he felt as a skater was when he
was about 20 pounds lighter, so that became a primary goal. The first
step was altering Robertson’s nutrition. Gonzales organized a plan with
The LoCal Kitchen, a meal prep service in the Detroit area that uses all
organic, all-natural foods.
When Robertson began working with Gonzales, he checked in at 219
pounds. Losing weight from his 6-foot-3 frame was also a tricky
proposition because Gonzales wanted to get Robertson to a comfortable
skating weight but not put him at a disadvantage when engaging in
physical battles along the boards for the puck.

“The last six months, I’ve (developed) a stronger stride than normal,”
Robertson said. “I know it doesn’t look pretty but it certainly gets me
around faster than I used to go. That’s improved a lot, as much as people
might not think so. It has. The difference is night and day.”
Jason Robertson. (Jerome Miron / USA Today)
Gonzales’ training program was split into three phases. The first eight
weeks included speed, agility and plyometrics. Following that, there was
a heavy emphasis on power and flexibility workouts for four weeks and
then in the final few weeks, they went back to speed and agility.
“The misconception is that in order to get stronger, you have to lift heavy
(weights),” Gonzales said. “That’s not the case. In order to get stronger,
you have to build endurance and that’s where Jason excelled at.”
Most of their days started at approximately 7 a.m. in the weight room.
They would spend five to seven minutes doing work with bands,
loosening up the hips, hamstrings and quads. Then, Gonzales and
Robertson got into the designed workout of the day, depending on which
phase they were in. After that, the final 10 minutes would be spent with
Gonzales stretching Robertson out.
The thing that stuck out most to Gonzales was Robertson’s consistency.
Their home for workouts was usually St. Mary’s Prep School in Orchard
Lake. Sometimes, due to COVID-19 restrictions or otherwise, the facility
would be closed. Instead of canceling the day of workouts, Robertson
would insist on either finding a different facility or going through
everything outside.
“This is a guy that has a goal and he’s not going to let anything stop him
from achieving his goal,” Gonzales said. “That work ethic is what really
stands out.”
It paid off. Robertson left Gonzales’ program weighing 198, shedding 21
pounds while becoming a stronger hockey player.
To track Robertson’s progress throughout the offseason, Mannino
wanted to establish a baseline, so he put Robertson through a number of
skating drills on the first day, Oct. 5, and recorded the results
quantitatively (time) and qualitatively (Robertson’s condition at the end).
This included a lot of scouting combine drills, such as skating from goal
line to the near blue line to simulate a forecheck, and then from the goal
line to the far blue line to simulate a backcheck.
There was also a shuttle drill as a start-and-stop test, but the biggest one
was the three-lap test. Mannino had Robertson skate three laps around
the full rink at full speed, gave him 60 seconds to rest and then had him
do three more laps at full speed, clocking Robertson both times to see
the drop-off from the first three laps to the second set.
“A coach can test a player on that drill and they can see that if a guy has
no drop-off, he can consistently give you shift after shift with elite
energy,” Mannino said. “The coach can count on that guy to put him on
the ice a lot, regardless of how the game is flowing.”
When tested again at the end of the offseason, Robertson improved his
times across the board. On the three-lap assessment, not only was
Robertson’s drop-off in time minimal but he was also visibly less winded,
indicating an improvement in endurance.
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The biggest point of emphasis was developing a stronger first step. In
one baseline drill, illustrated below, Mannino asked Robertson to stand at
one goal line and propel himself to the other goal line, but gave him no
instruction as to the form. Initially, Robertson got in a high stance with his
stick ahead of him on the ice and with his right skate ahead of his left
skate. Robertson pushed off with his left skate and made it the length of
the ice in five strides, each time bringing his left skate closer to his right
skate after he pushed off, which caused Robertson to stand a little taller.
Robertson made it the length of the ice in five strides, which took a total
of 29 seconds.
Mannino said Robertson’s form, which included the placement of his
hands and skates, was not good for his balance.
“If you stand up straight and you put your head over your toes, you’re
going to fall forward,” Mannino said. “His weight balance is off and this is
not going to produce a fast stride. This is going to be somebody that’s
upright and (has) choppy skating.”
Mannino pointed out a few things that stood out to him when he
evaluated Roberton’s baseline stride. His non-stick hand was over his
knee, his head was also ahead of his knee and he was bent over at his
back.
“There’s no power in that stride,” Mannino said. “That’s bad technique
there. We’re trying to get a long stride for power and there’s no stride
there.”
During the offseason, Robertson worked on his form. In an attempt in
December, Robertson again stood at the goal line, this time in a
squatting stance with both hands on his stick and his feet together. He
pushed off with his right skate, dropped his left hand to his side and
allowed his momentum to push him as far as possible. This time,
Robertson covered the length of the ice in only three strides, for a total of
20 seconds.
“When you’re training parts of the game, you really break it down and
peel back the layers,” Mannino said. “Jason really needed to work on
skating. Skating is everything, because that’s how you get from A to B.
We’re taking one stride and breaking it down and we’re going to perfect
that stride and get all of the technique perfect so that when we start to go
full speed, we have this elongated, longer stride, covering more ground.
“If you practice just this drill all offseason, which we did, you are now
more efficient. That comes from in the gym, eating right, dropping weight
and mentality. That stuff’s not fun, but Jason did it.”
In the December attempt, Robertson’s back leg is nearly twice as far
behind his front leg as it was in October. Instead of his back bending
over, it looks like a smooth ramp rest on his hips, which are sunk very
low. Instead of resting his off hand on his knee, it’s dropped to the side
and Robertson’s head is tucked in tightly behind his front knee as
opposed to in front.
“Look at the difference in his flexibility,” Mannino said after reviewing the
two photos. “He couldn’t get that low for that long on the first day. If you
look at those side-by-side, I mean, it’s extremely telling of his stride
work.”
Robertson did this drill repeatedly on his own throughout the offseason,
usually 15 minutes before his training sessions with Mannino were
scheduled to begin.
Mannino and Robertson were flexible with training sessions due to ice
availability because of COVID-19 restrictions but worked out Monday
through Friday from Oct. 5 to when Robertson departed for Dallas
training camp in late December. Sessions were either from 6:30-8 a.m.,
9-10:30 a.m. or 10-11:30 a.m. If they worked out during the earliest slot,
which was preferred, Robertson would train with Gonzales off the ice
afterward. Otherwise, he would train with Gonzales and then get on the
ice.
Robertson’s talent and potential allowed him to fall back on old
tendencies and still thrive in lower levels of hockey, such as the OHL and

AHL. But if Robertson was to graduate not just to an NHL player, but a
productive one, he knew that these changes were vital.
Mannino said many of workouts were about Robertson’s skating, but a
good chunk were dedicated to increasing productivity in the dirty areas,
specifically along the boards and in front of the net. Each drill they
executed, whether it was shooting from the top of the circle or the
boards, ended the same way, with Robertson stopping at the net and
then backchecking out to the red line.
“Every training session, multiple reminders of stop at the net with your
stick on the ice,” Mannino said. “That’s not rocket science. It doesn’t take
a board to draw the Xs and Os up. It takes somebody making the
decision that I’m going to stop at the net with my stick on the ice because
that’s where the pucks are going to be. That’s the difference-maker when
everybody is skilled and everybody is talented.”
The drills also had a tendency to become physically confrontational. One
day, Mannino, who is 34 and describes himself as close to 300 pounds,
put on full hockey gear to encourage Robertson to not hold back out of
fear of hurting his coach. They worked to improve Robertson’s body
positioning so that defenders would have a tougher time getting the puck
off of his stick. The goal with these physical drills was to create a “trapper
vs. hunter” analogy that Mannino preached to a young Robertson and
continues teaching to his younger hockey students.
The trapper, Mannino says, sets a trap and returns home. He comes
back later to check on the trap, and some days there is something there
but other days there is nothing. On those unfortunate days, the trapper
and his family starve.
“That’s the reactive player,” Mannino said.
On the other hand, the hunter leaves the house fully equipped to do what
it takes to get a meal for himself and his family. There’s a confidence
level that the hunter has, so that when he sees his prey, he’s able to
pounce and claim it.
“The hunter goes out with a proactive mindset,” Mannino said. “That’s the
mentality we looked for in our training sessions.”
Jason Robertson. (Jerome Miron / USA Today)
Less than two weeks ago, Mannino and Gonzales were able to see
Robertson play live for the first time this season when the Stars played in
Detroit. Robertson tallied a late assist in that game, building on his strong
season that has been deserving of Calder Trophy consideration. That’s
quite a conversation to be in, given that two months ago, he played in a
couple of underwhelming games before being demoted to the taxi squad.
“It’s been a weird year,” Robertson said. “Playing my first game in
January was my first game in eight months because I didn’t play in the
bubble. I wouldn’t say that’s an excuse or anything, but I don’t think my
pace or intensity was as good in the first couple of games as it is now.”
Robertson, who played in three regular-season games last season, said
confidence has been a big part of his elevation this season. That has
evident in his decisiveness in his playmaking and shooting. But
Robertson also took comfort in having gone through this experience at an
earlier stage.
“It’s kind of similar to juniors, my first year as a rookie,” Robertson said.
“I’d get healthy-scratched and come back. I knew this year would be a lot
of highs and lows. Not playing for a few weeks was the low part of the
year. … I’m just trying to manage it and keep performing.”
Robertson is doing that at a high level. After seesawing between the
active roster and taxi squad early on, Robertson has now become an
integral part of the Stars’ top line. When Bowness looked to put his three
best forwards together on a line for an offensive spark, Robertson was
part of that group with Roope Hintz and Joe Pavelski. Robertson made
his mark, scoring a goal and dishing out the game-winning assist in their
initial game together.
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There’s never been much of a question about Robertson’s raw talent. He
showed plenty of that in his four years in the OHL. It’s why the Stars
selected him in the second round of what’s shaping up to be a
memorable 2017 draft class, along with first-rounders Miro Heiskanen
and Jake Oettinger. Robertson continued to show promise last season in
the AHL but watching the Stars make a run to the Stanley Cup Final gave
Robertson a window into what it would take to compete at the highest
level.
Rather than it being daunting or allowing a pandemic to be an excuse to
sit back, Robertson’s motivation shot up even higher, resulting in the
critical offseason of change.
“Some guys may be more naturally physically gifted in the gym or with
their stride,” Mannino said. “Jason is an example of, if you compete and
work and give every ounce of dedication, you can make it at the top.
You’re seeing the payout now.”
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Florida Panthers

Ekblad out 12 weeks with fractured leg. How will Panthers replace their
top defenseman?

BY DAVID WILSON
MARCH 29, 2021 12:15 PM,

Together, they formed one of the best defensive pairings in the league.
Ekblad’s 11 goals were tied for the league lead among defensemen at
the time of his injury, he led all defensemen in power-play goals and
ranked ninth in time on ice per game. He played against opponents’ top
lines, and played both power play and penalty kill.
“I don’t know how long he’s going to be out,” defenseman Keith Yandle
said Sunday, “but it’s one of those things where everyone’s got to step up
and contribute as much as we can.”
Yandle will be one candidate to move up to the top line. He’s the
Panthers’ second leading scorer among defensemen, and still a gifted
passer and power-play quarterback, even if he’s nowhere near the goalscorer Ekblad is. Pairing a good offensive defenseman with Weegar,
whose defensive metrics rank among the best in the league, makes
sense and Yandle hasn’t had one set partner this year.
MacKenzie Weegar's defensive numbers are basically unmatched in the
NHL. But he's played 76% of his 5v5 minutes with Ekblad, which has led
some to question if he deserves all that credit.
Gustav Forsling is also a willing shooter with 46 shots on goal in 22
games this season and fellow defenseman Anton Stralman, whom
Florida waived Friday, could become a major contributor again after a
brief stint on the taxi squad.
When Ekblad went down Sunday, Quenneville inserted defenseman
Riley Stillman next to Weegar, but it was the first time they had ever
played together. The coach has more time to assess his options with a
day off Monday before hosting the Red Wings (12-20-4) at the BB&T
Center.
POTENTIAL TRADES TO REPLACE EKBLAD

The Florida Panthers were obviously rattled after Aaron Ekblad went
down with a serious left leg injury midway through the second period of
their 4-1 win against the Dallas Stars on Sunday. They managed only
eight shots the rest of the game and spent part of the second
intermission checking on the defenseman, giving him hugs and words of
encouragement as he feared a breakout season might be cut short.
Ekblad will miss 12 weeks after undergoing surgery to repair a fracture in
his left leg. A season with Stanley Cup promise for the Panthers will have
to go on after a devastating blow and Florida, in the thick of a playoff
race, has just weeks to find solutions.
“He’s been really good,” All-Star left wing Jonathan Huberdeau said
Sunday. “Obviously, it’s going to be tough for us.”
Back-to-backs wins in Dallas over the weekend vaulted the Panthers (229-4) right back into the thick of the Central Division race, two points
behind the first-place Tampa Bay Lightning, and they will have a chance
to gain more ground this week when they host the Detroit Red Wings for
a pair in Sunrise, starting with a 7 p.m. game Tuesday.
It will be the first chance to start finding a fill-in for Ekblad on Florida’s top
defensive pairing, but it will be an ongoing process to find a replacement.
MacKenzie Weegar, for the time being, takes on the title of top
defenseman, although his partner is an open question. While they have
the defensive depth to move pilayers around, the Panthers could also be
in the market to add before the trade deadline in April.
“You’re losing a guy that’s having one of those seasons,” Quenneville
said. “You have a defenseman controlling and playing big minutes in all
situations. You lose his leadership, so it’s tough. It’ll be a good test for
us.”
SHORT-TERM FIXES WITHOUT EKBLAD
In the past two years, Ekblad and Weegar played more than 1,000
minutes together. Weegar played fewer than 350 without Ekblad. While
Weegar ranks among the NHL’s top defensive players the past two
seasons, his play is almost impossible to separate from Ekblad’s.

With more than $3 million in projected cap space and one of the best
records in the league, the Panthers are ready to buy ahead of the trade
deadline and now there’s an obvious need.
It just so happens the biggest names likely to move next month fill
Florida’s newfound vacancy.
Defenseman Mattias Ekholm is under contract with the Nashville
Predators next season and The Sports Network ranks him at the top of
its “Trade Bait Board.” No. 2 is Columbus Blue Jackets defenseman
David Savard.
There are a handful of other star defensemen stuck on bad teams all
across the league, including reigning James Norris Memorial Trophy
winner Roman Josi with the Predators, Miro Heiskanen with the Dallas
Stars, and Zach Werenski and Seth Jones with Columbus.
Josi, Heiskanen and Werenski won’t move. Jones is likely untouchable,
too, although he’s only signed through next season and the Blue Jackets
could opt to move him if they get an indication he won’t resign.
Brent Burns also remains stuck with one of the NHL’s worst teams,
although he does have a no-trade clause with the San Jose Sharks. Still,
the six-time All-Star is 36, making $8 million a year through 2026 and has
just 18 points in 33 games.
It’d be a big, risky swing for the Panthers to take — and there’s no
indication they’re interested — but it’d be a win-now play and a clear
indication they’re trying to capitalize on a rare cup window. Florida has
the cap space to take on the star defenseman and the Sharks would be
willing to pay part of the salary for a couple years, The Athletic reported.
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Florida Panthers

Aaron Ekblad will miss rest of Panthers season with leg fracture
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The Florida Panthers got news Monday that star defenseman Aaron
Ekblad will be out for the season after being hurt Sunday night in Dallas.
Ekblad had surgery Monday to repair the fracture in his left leg and will
out of the lineup an estimated three months.
The news Ekblad would be out was first reported by Frank Seravalli of
TSN and later confirmed by GM Bill Zito through the team.
“To be without a player of Aaron’s caliber and character is an
irreplaceable loss to our hockey club,” Zito said in a statement released
by the team.
“Aaron is an incredibly driven and talented young player and a
tremendous leader for our team. He has the heartfelt support of our
organization, his teammates and fans as we wish him the best in his
recovery and his eventual return.”
In the second period of Sunday’s eventual 4-1 win, Ekblad skated toward
the end boards chasing a puck, turned and got hit.
As he was hit by Dallas’ Esa Lindell, his skate appeared to be caught
between the boards and ice.
Ekblad fell to the ice seemingly in excruciating pain.
Florida’s medical staff raced over to him and quickly call for the standby
EMTs to come out.
Ekblad was worked on the ice as players from both teams gathered
around, some like Keith Yandle, unable to watch.
”You see your teammate, your friend on the ice, that’s never easy,”
Yandle said after the game. “Whether it is a guy on your team or on the
other team, it is tough to see that.”
Said Jonathan Huberdeau: “You hear him scream and it must have hurt
so bad. It kind of gets you. He is a great guy, a great teammate. It sucks.
It’s part of the game … I didn’t see it (happen) and I don’t really want to
see it. It’s a tough play and it’ll be tough to be without him. We will be
there for him and we will support him.”
Ekblad was eventually taken off the ice on a stretcher and worked on at
the arena.
He flew back to South Florida with the team and was evaluated by
specialists Monday.
Huberdeau said Ekblad was in a room near the visitors’ locker room in
Dallas and the team was able to visit with him during the second
intermission.
“Despite Aaron’s absence from our lineup,” Zito said, “we are confident in
our group’s resiliency and motivation as we move forward.”
The Panthers are back Tuesday night at home against Detroit.

Make no mistake, the Panthers are definitely in go-for-it mode.
The window to winning a Stanley Cup doesn’t open often — especially
when it comes to the Panthers.
General manager Bill Zito, coach Joel Quenneville and — perhaps most
importantly — owner Vinnie Viola believe this team is as close to the
promised land as it has been since 1996.
That was true before Ekblad appeared to seriously injury his left leg
Sunday night in Dallas and it is true today.
The Panthers are expecting the worst-case scenario when it comes to
Ekblad’s diagnosis (for this season) and plan to act accordingly.
Zito was already scouting for a top-four defenseman to add to a playoff
run for the Panthers.
Now he is actively shopping for one.
As much as the Panthers hate moving on without their top defenseman,
a heart-and-soul player like Ekblad is, that ship has left Port Everglades.
The reality is, Ekblad is hurt and the possibility exists he does not play
again until next season.
Florida needs a high-end defenseman and it needs it, well if not today,
soon.
The NHL trade deadline is April 12 at 3 p.m. and the Panthers have a few
things on their shopping list.
A top-pair defenseman is at the top of it.
There will be competition, whether it comes from Winnipeg or
Philadelphia or somewhere else, the Panthers have to be ready to
spend.
The thought here is Zito will not panic because of what the Panthers
currently have.
Do they have a replacement for Ekblad just hanging around Sunrise or
Syracuse? No. And it is unlikely they replace what he brings on and off
the ice by the deadline either.
Before we get into who Florida will be looking at, let us take a peek at
what the Panthers have at home.
Serious injury to Ekblad casts shadow on Panthers win at Dallas
Thanks to Zito and his staff identifying Gus Forsling’s worth when he was
waived by Carolina in training camp, Florida has a very good puckmoving defenseman who may end up playing with MacKenzie Weeegar
for the time being.
From going on waivers to being a top-pair guy on a legitimate contender
in the span of a few months is a nice story.
But the Panthers need and want to upgrade what they’ve got.
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Forsling is going to be a part of things going forward (and may be lost to
Seattle in the expansion draft) but there are strong options out there.
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Florida also has Anton Stralman likely to return after a few days off and
veteran Kevin Connauton can also jump in.

Florida Panthers

With Ekblad hurt, who could the Panthers get at the trade deadline?

Riley Stillman was back this weekend and looked just fine. Markus
Nutivaara also played well this weekend and Quenneville hinted the
seven-D rotation could stick around.
Gives him an easier time spreading the minutes, anyway.

Published 20 hours ago on March 29, 2021By George Richards

The Florida Panthers are in the thick of a playoff race in the NHL Central
with the trade deadline coming soon. After losing Aaron Ekblad to a
serious injury Sunday night, the Panthers have to be considered serious
buyers on the market.

In the minors, former Montreal waiver claim Noah Juulsen should be
ready to come back from his rehab stint with rookies Brady Keeper and
Chase Priskie eagerly waiting by their phones.
Now, to the trade market.
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The biggest defenseman who may pop into play is Nashville’s Mattias
Ekholm.
A left-handed shot, the 30-year-old would slide right in on Florida’s top
pairing and give good defensive play and points as well.
Ekholm has one more year left on his deal at $3.75 million so, if Nashville
decided it was going to trade him, knowing that a team has him for one
more season at a very nice number means the cost will not be cheap.

As is the case with Ekholm, Ristolainen is signed through 2022 ($5.4
million) and the chance he actually gets moved is good — if the Sabres
can find a buyer.
Ristolainen is not the defender nor the scorer Ekholm is, but he would
give Florida some NHL depth at the position.
The price (Buffalo knows it will have to eat some salary) and his
defensive play scare me away but who knows?

There is no guarantee Nashville, a team fighting with Chicago, Columbus
and Dallas for the last playoff spot in the Central, is even going to sell.

Brandon Montour is UFA and the Sabres will probably find a trade
partner for him.

The Preds have as good a chance of anyone of that group of making it
and came into Monday two points back of the Blackhawks.

If the Panthers are simply looking to add depth-type guys and let others
try and fill Ekblad’s large skates, there will be guys available.

Last week, Elliotte Friedman of Sportsnet floated that the Preds may be
looking to deal Ryan Ellis instead of Ekholm.

Sami Vatanen in Jersey, for instance, or even old pal Erik Gudbranson
appear to be available.

Ellis has six more seasons remaining on his contract worth $6.25 million
per season and is currently on the IR.

Gudbranson was traded to Vancouver a few weeks after the Panthers’
last real playoff season.

If Nashville is looking in that direction then Florida would be out.

It would be nice homecoming story, anyway.

Ellis’ contract and term would be too rich for the Panthers what with other
priorities (re-signing Sasha Barkov, Jonathan Huberdeau, etc.) in the
future.
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Ekholm helps now and in the immediate future; Ellis, when healthy, helps
now but is a long-term commitment.
Again, if it is Ellis that Nashville is trying to move, the Panthers are likely
moving on as well.
One player I figure Zito will go after is Columbus veteran David Savard.
Although not a top-pairing guy (in Columbus, he plays behind All-Stars
Seth Jones and Zach Werenski) Savard is a hard-nosed defender who
blocks shots, can get up in the play and basically helps out all around.
There are few more respected guys in the Jackets’ room than Savard, a
guy who comes to play every night.
He definitely could play on the second pairing and would help eat a lot of
Ekblad’s minutes.
Savard is averaging close to 20 minutes per night for a Columbus squad
which just lost two straight in Detroit.
Are the Jackets a playoff team? A better question: Will Columbus be
sellers in the next two weeks?
Jarmo Kekalainen, Zito’s friend and former boss, refuses to wave the
white flag but this season he may start selling a few assets.
Savard would not have to introduce himself to everyone in the Florida
room, either.
Neither would New Jersey’s Ryan Murray, the No. 2 pick of the 2012
draft by the previous Columbus regime.
Zito knows him well, however, which may mean Florida isn’t interested.
Murray never lived up to his lofty draft status due to injuries but he is a
strong defensive player who would give the Panthers an option on their
second or third pairing.
New Jersey gave up a fifth round pick for Murray during the offseason so
he may be worth whatever the Devils’ ask is.
Murray is UFA after this season so if the ask is a fourth-round pick or
less, he may be in play here.
Alex Goligoski’s name has been mentioned as the 35-year-old is UFA
after this season and there have been rumblings he may not be back in
Arizona next year.
Buffalo is looking to make some deals with what has gone on there this
season so perhaps Florida takes a look at Rasmus Ristolainen.
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The Athletic / Who stays, who goes? Predicting which players from the
NHL trade deadline board will actually be dealt

By Scott Burnside Mar 29, 2021

Less than two weeks until the most unusual of NHL trade deadlines.
There are many challenges ahead for NHL teams that want to move
players, including a salary cap flattened for the foreseeable future by the
COVID-19 pandemic, the looming Seattle expansion draft, and the
border restrictions that continue to exist for NHL players moving from
U.S.-based teams to Canadian-based teams. The recent easing of
restrictions on the quarantine protocols from 14 days to seven is a boon
to North Division teams looking to add, but it’s still a hurdle.
And then there are the ever-shifting standings in this now wildly
compressed divisional schedule that turns buyers into sellers and viceversa on a weekly, if not daily, basis.
But players will be dealt before 3 p.m. ET on April 12.
In fact, we already had to take Eric Staal off our list as he was traded
Friday from Buffalo to Montreal, and we have shuffled probably half a
dozen players to different levels of trade probability.
We dissected the latest iteration of The Athletic Trade Board and tried to
predict whose bags better be packed, who needs to keep a suitcase
close at hand, and who can put that suitcase back in the closet and put
the winter coats on top because they’re not going anywhere.
Pack your bags (most likely to be traded)
Taylor Hall, forward, Buffalo Sabres
Good fits: Islanders, Maple Leafs
We moved Taylor Hall into the “pack your bags” category after he told
reporters following the Sabres’ 16th straight game without a win that he
would be open to being moved. Hardly a surprise that the former Hart
Trophy winner will be eager to move on from the hellscape that the
Buffalo Sabres represent, but Hall has a no-move clause so he controls
his own fate. Finding a suitor or two shouldn’t be a problem as we
operate under the assumption the Sabres would eat upward of half of
Hall’s monster $8 million salary or take significant salary back in any
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deal. The Staal deal is a kind of precedent as the Sabres are eating half
of Staal’s salary to the tune of $1.625 million. As for a return, we keep
hearing buzz of a first-round pick being involved. That seems beyond
fanciful given the reality that Hall hasn’t been very good for quite some
time dating to his trade to Arizona early in the 2019-20 season. The onetime league MVP has two goals in 33 games this season. Please. A thirdround pick and some other bits and baubles? Maybe even that’s too
much. Although teams like the Islanders, the Maple Leafs and the Oilers
want to add a top-six impact winger, so that could create what will pass
for a bidding war in this strange season. The big question is whether Hall
still qualifies as an elite player.
Bobby Ryan, forward, Detroit Red Wings
Good fit: Penguins
Bobby Ryan was signed by Detroit to do exactly what he’s done for the
Red Wings: provide a measure of leadership to a young club, try to
regain his mojo after some difficult off-ice issues in Ottawa and return a
draft pick or two at the deadline. Ryan’s productivity has been spotty after
a nice start, but he still has 32 points in 51 career playoff games. A trade
to Pittsburgh might make sense as the Penguins are looking for depth
players who can move up and down their lineup and provide help on the
power play. Ryan, 34, is making just $1 million on an expiring contract,
so the return will be modest, likely a late-round pick or a collection
thereof.

middle. And, as our good pal Eric Duhatschek noted a month ago, he has
had playoff success. But Bennett doesn’t really fit in Calgary as a
restricted free agent, and there have been earlier discussions about
finding a new home for him. Given his age and if an acquiring team
figures they’ve got the room to re-sign Bennett, you might get a thirdround pick in return.
Dmitry Kulikov, defense, New Jersey Devils
Good fits: Bruins, Oilers
As solid as the 14th overall pick in 2009 has been for the Devils, there’s
simply no good reason for them to hang on to the 30-year-old pending
unrestricted free agent when teams should be calling on him. Kulikov has
been an excellent partner for P.K. Subban, and as a left-hand shot on an
expiring deal he could help the Bruins, who need to bolster their left side.
Kulikov is a depth defenseman who can play minutes in a team’s top-four
with a more offensive partner, which is never a bad thing for a team
hoping to enjoy a long playoff run. Think Tampa Bay with Zach Bogosian
and Luke Schenn last summer. Kulikov could be that kind of guy and
maybe more. And the ask would be modest, likely a mid-round draft pick.
There’s always the possibility the Devils could circle back and re-sign
Kulikov, especially if Subban doesn’t end up being plucked up by Seattle
in the expansion draft, given the nice partnership they’ve formed.
Ryan Murray, defense, New Jersey Devils

Luke Glendening, forward, Detroit Red Wings

Good fits: Bruins, Jets

Good fits: Hurricanes, Penguins

Murray is kind of Kulikov lite. Both are left-hand-shot defenders
(appealing in theory to Boston), although Kulikov has established himself
as the more valuable commodity in New Jersey. Murray, 27, is also
headed toward unrestricted free agency and has been a healthy scratch
at times, though of late he has settled into a nice groove with Sami
Vatanen, another pending unrestricted free agent (are you sensing a
trend in New Jersey?). A trade for Murray would be for needed
reinforcements, so you’d have to expect his return would be less than
what might come in a deal for Kulikov, or Vatanen for that matter. It’s the
kind of quiet deal that almost always gets done at the deadline.

Speaking of the retooling Red Wings, Luke Glendening is the kind of
small deadline acquisition who often has a larger-than-expected impact
come playoff time. Think Barclay Goodrow and his impact in Tampa
during its run to the Stanley Cup last summer. While Glendening isn’t
going to come close to commanding the kind of price Tampa paid San
Jose for Goodrow, Glendening has the potential to be a nice fit as a
fourth-line center who can help on the penalty kill and is good in the
faceoff circle. He’s on an expiring deal with a $1.8 million cap hit and a
mid- to late-round pick should get a deal done.
Kyle Palmieri, forward, New Jersey Devils
Good fits: Islanders, Hurricanes, Bruins

Tanner Pearson, forward, Vancouver Canucks
Good fits: Maple Leafs, Islanders, Hurricanes

Sam Bennett, forward, Calgary Flames

The Canucks appear to be very much cooked. That much seems obvious
as they languish in a battle with Calgary for fifth place in the North
Division. With injuries blunting thoughts of a late-season run to the
playoffs, GM Jim Benning has to try to pitch as much stuff over the side
as he can before April 12 as he embarks on the difficult journey of trying
to reset his team for next season. He doesn’t have a lot of options, but
Pearson, a Stanley Cup winner in Los Angeles on an expiring contract
with a $3.75 million cap hit, is one of those assets. Assuming the 28year-old returns to the lineup in a timely fashion from injury, he can play
on your team’s scoring lines and chip in on a secondary power-play unit.
Cost? So much depends on his return to health, but if he gets back in the
Vancouver lineup there will likely be some competition for his services.
Of course, as our Thomas Drance pointed out, if the expectation was that
Pearson would be ready for the playoffs, he could be placed on LTIR and
traded to a team with cap issues that wouldn’t have to accommodate his
cap hit. So there is that. The fact that Eric Staal, a center and not a
winger like Pearson, garnered a third and a fifth bodes well for the
Canucks. But that might have been an outlier, and Benning could simply
re-up Pearson.

Good fit: Oilers

Ryan Dzingel, forward, Ottawa Senators

Calgary has not seen the expected bump in results since Darryl Sutter
took over as head coach and is most likely a fifth-place club in the North
Division. That means GM Brad Treliving needs to start to pare down this
roster for what should be an important offseason of reloading, which
prompted us to upgrade Bennett to the “definitely on the move” category.
Bennett is a curious case. The fourth pick in the 2014 draft is still just 24
years old, so there’s plenty of time to revive a career arc that stalled early
in Calgary. He can play with an edge. He can play on the side and in the

Good fits: Maple Leafs, Oilers

We moved Kyle Palmieri into “pack your bags” territory because he is the
kind of player who has the potential to be “that guy” on a contending
team like the New York Islanders or Carolina and might be the most
attractive rental player on the market. Palmieri epitomizes character and
is a consistent producer despite a lull this season, the final year of his
current deal. He is someone who can slide anywhere into your top nine,
add value on the power play and even as a secondary penalty killer.
Could you pry a first-round pick out of the Islanders? Maybe if the Devils
eat some of Palmieri’s $4.65 million salary and throw something back the
Isles’ way. Palmieri has an eight-team no-trade list, and the attractive
play for general manager Tom Fitzgerald, who has spoken openly about
his admiration for Palmieri and desire to keep him in New Jersey, is to
turn Palmieri into assets at the deadline, then circle back to sign him in
the offseason. There remains the potential for the Devils and Palmieri to
agree to an extension tomorrow and all this is moot, but for our money,
Palmieri is going to garner lots of attention.

It’s been a strange career arc for the 29-year-old, who had 45 goals in
two seasons with Ottawa between 2017 and 2019. But moves to
Columbus and Carolina before heading back to Ottawa earlier this
season have not been kind to Dzingel in terms of his production and his
value. So, if you’re Toronto or Edmonton and looking to add a little
scoring punch, the cost to acquire Dzingel would be modest as he is on
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an expiring contract with a $3.375 million cap hit — likely a third- or
fourth-round pick at most, and he steps right into your lineup. That is not
an inconsequential factor.
Timothy Liljegren, defense, Toronto Maple Leafs

The Coyotes have a plethora of defensemen on expiring contracts, and
Goligoski looks to be the most attractive of the lot. The big question, of
course, is whether Armstrong makes a hard call and moves players,
especially those who don’t really figure into the long-term plan in Arizona,
even if the Coyotes stay close.

Good fits: Calgary Flames, Buffalo Sabres, Anaheim Ducks

Rickard Rakell, forward, Anaheim Ducks

We have the 21-year-old defensive prospect in the “pack your bags”
category because he seems the most likely candidate to be part of a
package that goes the other way if Toronto acquires a skilled forward.
Whether that’s a Rickard Rakell in Anaheim, a Taylor Hall in Buffalo, or
Mikael Granlund in Nashville, or any of the other names that have
popped up, Toronto GM Kyle Dubas is going to have to move some
salary (likely Alex Kerfoot) and a package of picks and prospects.
Liljegren is likely going to be the cost of doing business in such a deal.

Good fits: Islanders, Bruins, Maple Leafs, Hurricanes

Keep those suitcases handy (maybe on the move)
Mattias Ekholm (Kim Klement / USA Today)
Mattias Ekholm, defense, Nashville Predators
Good fits: Flyers, Bruins
We downgraded (in our minds, at least) Ekholm from “definitely on the
move” to “maybe on the move,” in part, because the Preds have taken
advantage of Chicago’s midseason swoon to pull back into the hunt for
fourth place in the top-heavy Central. In fact, we flirted with the idea of
moving all the Preds down to “not going anywhere” given their surge. So
it’s a tough call for GM David Poile. Does he keep the veteran D-man,
who has another year left on his deal at a bargain $3.75 million, for a
possible playoff run? Or does he punt and take what would likely be the
biggest package of assets on the move at the deadline, including a firstround pick and picks and prospects? Boston, maybe Toronto,
Philadelphia and Winnipeg could all be in the hunt for the big man. And
maybe it’s time to make that kind of move in Nashville anyway. But the
Preds are a team for which making the playoffs is critical, and they are
currently playing their best hockey of the season. Ekholm is essential to
that, so the next couple of weeks loom large for him and the entire trade
market.
Mikael Granlund, forward, Nashville Predators
Good fits: Maple Leafs, Islanders
Nashville, Columbus, Chicago or Dallas will be the fourth team in the
playoffs in the Central Division. Chicago is ahead of its own internal
schedule and is less likely to deviate from a plan to retool that is already
well underway by adding at the deadline. But the remaining three are
veteran teams that need the playoffs for a host of reasons. That
complicates what looked a month ago to be a definite move to shave
parts off the roster in Nashville. To us, it’s simple: If you’re going to trade
Ekholm, you might as well be all in, no? And vice versa. If Ekholm stays,
doesn’t it stand to reason that Granlund, on an expiring contract worth a
modest $3.75 million and playing well in the top six for the suddenly
dynamic Preds, stays, too? It has taken longer than expected for
Granlund to find a groove in Nashville since he arrived from Minnesota at
the 2019 trade deadline. So there is an element of buyer beware. As long
as you’re not expecting him to be “the guy” but rather a complementary
player, Granlund would be worth a third-round pick, in our opinion.
Alex Goligoski, defense, Arizona Coyotes
Good fits: Bruins, Jets
We downgraded Goligoski from “pack your bags” because the Coyotes
continue to hover on the edge of the West Division playoff picture, which
now looks like a two-team battle between St. Louis and the Coyotes for
the final playoff spot in the division. The veteran defenseman still has
game, according to one Western-based scout we spoke to who likes him
on both sides of the puck, even at age 35 and despite a down offensive
season. He has a big price tag ($5.475 million) and an eight-team notrade list. So those waters must be navigated by rookie GM Bill
Armstrong, who has some serious cupboard restocking ahead of him.

The Ducks are homing in on a lottery draft pick, and GM Bob Murray has
a passel of free agents to deal with between this offseason and next.
Rakell, 27, has one year left on his current deal at $3.789 million, which
makes him more attractive than your run-of-the-mill rental. But is Rakell
the kind of guy who commands a first-round pick in return? After topping
the 30-goal mark in 2017 and 2018, he has seen his totals fall off the
map, so that would be a strong “no” on the first-round pick. But he’s an
attractive possibility for a team thinking beyond this season and one that
wouldn’t be hamstrung by acquiring him when it comes to the Seattle
expansion draft. There will be pressure on Murray to do something with
his roster, but he won’t sell at a loss on Rakell because he doesn’t have
to. The uncertainty after what appears to be a head injury sustained in a
game against St. Louis could further complicate any deal for Rakell. By
the way, we put Boston in the “fit” box because of the notion that a deal
including Jake DeBrusk might work for both teams.
Jake DeBrusk, forward, Boston Bruins
Good fits: Kings, Sabres, Ducks
This is such an interesting dilemma for the Boston Bruins, who are
shockingly sputtering along in fourth place in the East Division. Depth
scoring continues to be an issue, along with some holes on the blue line
created by the departure of Zdeno Chara and Torey Krug. As our Fluto
Shinzawa noted, there is a real concern that if the Bruins move on from
DeBrusk that he would suddenly light it up in a new home. Which is why
we imagine that any kind of deal involving the 14th draft pick from 2015 is
likely to involve teams outside the normal Eastern Conference to prevent
a constant reminder of an error in personnel, a la trading Tyler Seguin. A
pending restricted free agent, DeBrusk has gone from a breakout player
in 2018-19 when the Bruins went to Game 7 of the Stanley Cup final to
an enigma. Injuries and inconsistency in play mean the Bruins might
consider some sort of hockey deal, as they still have the players required
to make another long playoff run, hence the discussion of the merits of a
Rakell-DeBrusk deal. The problem is Boston would be selling low on
DeBrusk. In the end, it might be too big a risk to move the 24-year-old.
Brandon Montour, defense, Buffalo Sabres
Good fit: Jets
Seems like a million years ago when the Sabres anted up a first-round
pick and a prospect (Brendan Guhle) to acquire Montour from Anaheim.
And it seems like about that long ago that Montour impressed in Anaheim
with a strong playoff performance and then a 32-point campaign (it was
actually the spring of ’17 and the following season). Sadly, few of the
traits the Sabres were hoping to transplant — confident puck movement
and solid two-way play plus an ability to help out the power play and
more — have been evident in Montour’s play in Buffalo. Does whatever
passes for the next wave of rebuild in Buffalo unlock Montour’s skills? Or
does he try to do that somewhere else? A pending UFA with a $3.85
million cap hit, Montour is a right-shot defender whose real value is
difficult to determine given the situation in Buffalo. Of course, we said the
same thing last season about Zach Bogosian and all he did was play
meaningful minutes on the way to a Stanley Cup in Tampa.
Jason Demers, defense, Arizona Coyotes
Good fit: Hurricanes
Demers is one of five veteran defensemen on the Coyotes roster who are
pending UFAs, and he would come at a nominal cost given a role as a
depth add for a contending team like Carolina. With an injured Niklas
Hjalmarsson, another of the five, it’s possible Demers’s stock will rise
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incrementally. The fact he’s a right-hand shot is another bonus, as is the
fact Florida is still paying $562,500 of his $3.937 million salary.
Marcus Pettersson, defense, Pittsburgh Penguins

Sam Reinhart, forward, Buffalo Sabres
Good fits: Rangers, Ducks

It’s not like Pittsburgh wants to deal Pettersson, who has evolved into a
more-than-useful left-side defender. But the Penguins may be forced into
making him available due to circumstances that include injuries down the
middle, including to star Evgeni Malkin. The Penguins are in, more or
less, a dollar-in, dollar-out situation at the deadline, so if they get a topsix winger or a depth center, which is something new GM Ron Hextall is
looking at, it’s going to take some cap gymnastics. Pettersson, who was
basically stolen from Anaheim for Daniel Sprong in 2018, has no trade
protection and a new deal that carries a $4.025 million cap hit through
2024-25. That’s the kind of term and cap hit that will be attractive to an
emerging team even if the surging Pens would be just as happy to keep
the 24-year-old.

I know Buffalo fans are in favor of trading every single body, stick and
puck in the locker room. With good reason, we might add. But someone’s
got to stay and play next season, right? And why not Reinhart, who has
turned into a pretty decent top-six right winger and has shown he can
complement a top-line center like Eichel and before that Ryan O’Reilly?
Could you pry a first-round pick out of a team for someone who is a
perennial 20- to 25-goal guy and is set to become a restricted free
agent? Maybe. But to what end? This draft is unusual, and even if you
aim for a 2022 first-round pick instead, it seems counterintuitive to the job
of starting once again to pick up the pieces in Buffalo. Unless another
NHL player in roughly the same age bracket and with term left beyond
the end of next season comes back in the deal — let’s say a guy like
Johnny Gaudreau — it makes little sense to move Reinhart. Which, given
how Buffalo has handled personnel decisions in recent years, guarantees
a horrific trade, but we digress.

David Savard, defense, Columbus Blue Jackets

Josh Manson, defense, Anaheim Ducks

Good fits: Oilers, Hurricanes

Good fits: Senators, Devils, Sabres

These are nervous times for Columbus GM Jarmo Kekäläinen, who has
never been afraid to push his chips into the middle. Thanks to Chicago’s
return to earth, Columbus is very much in the hunt for fourth place in the
Central Division. But the Blue Jackets are also maddeningly inconsistent,
which is why we first dropped Savard and Elvis Merzlikins to “not going
anywhere” status, then after a week of poor play upgraded both to “may
be moved.” Savard would fit nicely with any team looking to shore up the
blue line with a rugged performer who blocks shots, kills penalties and is
on an expiring contract ($4.25 million cap hit). The same can be said for
captain Nick Foligno, who is also a pending UFA and would be coveted
by teams looking for grit and leadership and someone could slide up and
down the top-nine forward group. A week of inspired play and we’ll move
all the Blue Jackets down in our list, but right now Kekäläinen has to be
looking at moving players.
Elvis Merzlikins, goaltender, Columbus Blue Jackets

This is a situation where if GM Bob Murray really wants to move some
cap space and create some organizational room for a kid like Jamie
Drysdale, who is another right-shot defender, then it would likely make
more sense to wait until the draft to try to move Manson, unless he feels
he can hit a home run at the deadline. Murray doesn’t need to move
Manson, who has one year left at $4.1 million and a 12-team no-trade
list, or for that matter fellow defenseman Hampus Lindholm, who also
has another year left on his deal at $5.205 million and is on LTIR. Will
one or both want to sign on long-term with the retooling Ducks? That’s as
big a question as confronts this team organizationally, and it dictates, in
part, Murray’s level of urgency to move one or the other. Manson could
net a nice return even though injuries have limited his play this season.
He’s big, had 37 points in 2017-18 and is still in his prime at 29. Just
don’t see how Murray maximizes the return at the deadline unless it’s a
team that strikes out on Mattias Ekholm and needs to move to a Plan B.

Good fits: Sabres, Oilers

Chris Driedger, goaltender, Florida Panthers

Unlike his teammates Savard and Foligno, who are pending UFAs,
Merzlikins is a 26-year-old who still has a year left on his deal at $4
million. Is he the future of goaltending in Columbus, or is it Joonas
Korpisalo, who also has a year left on his deal at $2.8 million? Both
played well in the team’s play-in-round upset of Toronto, and it’s likely
both would factor into a stretch run to the playoffs if Columbus decides to
keep its powder dry and make a run at the postseason, a la 2019.
Eventually, Kekäläinen is going to have to move a goalie, and he’ll likely
find a better market at the draft, where there will be more teams, such as
Buffalo or Edmonton, looking to improve their goaltending depth.

Good fits: Sabres, Sharks

Good fits: Sabres, Red Wings

Put that suitcase back in the closet (not going anywhere)
Islanders first-round pick
Good fits: Ducks, Devils
Islanders GM Lou Lamoriello is going to do his best to help fill the void
created by captain Anders Lee’s season-ending knee injury, and it would
seem the team is willing to spend a first-round pick to get the job done,
as it did a year ago by sending a conditional first-round pick to Ottawa as
part of the package for J.G. Pageau. Is it possible a guy like Johnny
Gaudreau is that type of player if Calgary continues to struggle? We’re
guessing Calgary GM Brad Treliving will save a major roster overhaul in
Calgary until the offseason. Does pending restricted free agent Sam
Reinhart in Buffalo move the first-round-pick needle? Maybe. But he’s
one of the few useful forwards Buffalo has. The streaky Rickard Rakell
(see above) is likely the closest asset who warrants first-round pick
discussion, and if Lamoriello sends a first-round pick to Anaheim, expect
that he’s getting something else of value in the deal. Instead, we’re
guessing Lamoriello finds a fit he likes without having to spend a first,
perhaps with a straight-on rental in the form of Kyle Palmieri.

You can understand the reasoning for having the 26-year-old pending
UFA on the Big Board, but there’s zero chance Florida deals him even if
he ends up walking into free agency. In fact, if we’re GM Ron Francis in
Seattle, we’re putting a little asterisk beside Driedger’s name and having
a chat when the free-agent window opens for the Kraken to talk to
players on expiring contracts. But Driedger figures very prominently into
the short-term plans for Florida, which looks ready to do some playoff
damage. Unless Bill Zito is going to turn around and add another NHLworthy netminder (maybe one of the Columbus netminders whom he
knows well from his days with the Blue Jackets?), don’t see any
movement here before the end of the season.
Dylan Strome (James Guillory / USA Today)
Dylan Strome, forward, Chicago Blackhawks
Good fit: Penguins
I’m with Mark Lazerus on the Strome debate. Why trade a talented young
pivot even if you can’t imagine he’s a fit for the next five or six years?
With the uncertainty surrounding the future of captain Jonathan Toews,
who has not played this season, and the fact that Strome has another
year on his current deal at a nice $3 million cap hit, what’s the hurry?
Unless someone shows up with a first-round pick, which isn’t likely to
happen, it’s likely the return on the third pick in 2015 will be
underwhelming. If something comes up at the draft, OK, or next season if
the Blackhawks take a step back, fine. But not now, with Chicago in an
unexpected playoff hunt. It might be best to find out how Strome and the
rest of the young roster react to being in the heat of such a race as
opposed to rushing to offload young talent.
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Matt Dumba, defense, Minnesota Wild
Good fits: Flyers, Jets
The moment that Minnesota signed Jonas Brodin to a long-term contract
extension, the assumption was that at some point GM Bill Guerin would
move the right-hand shot Dumba, who has two more years left on his
current deal at $6 million. And to be sure, Dumba has struggled to
maintain the offensive production that saw him hit double digits in goals
in four consecutive seasons. But with the Wild in the thick of an
unexpected playoff race in the West Division, don’t expect Guerin will be
looking to move Dumba. Although it’s possible he will revisit this
possibility in the offseason before the draft, lest Dumba end up in Seattle
for free. But that might be the cost of doing business, and making the
playoffs is good business for the Wild.
Jonathan Bernier, goaltender, Detroit Red Wings
Good fits: Avalanche, Capitals
We’d have had Bernier in the “pack your bags” category until a soft tissue
injury in mid-March left him sidelined. The Red Wings were calling the
injury day-to-day, and the 32-year-old wasn’t placed on LTIR, so there’s
that. But a team looking for veteran goaltending depth, such as Colorado
or Washington, won’t be interested if there’s a hint of core-body injury
issues. Too bad, too, as Bernier was quietly having a solid season for
rebuilding Detroit and given his modest cap hit ($3 million) could have
been a nice insurance policy at a very modest return, presumably a lateround pick. But unless the news gets better in a hurry on Bernier’s health,
it’s hard to imagine he goes anywhere.
Antti Raanta, goaltender, Arizona Coyotes
Good fit: Avalanche
As we noted with Goligoski, the Coyotes are in a curious limbo land
between obvious buyer and seller. Bill Armstrong, hired after the ugly
departure of former GM John Chayka, must reseed a bare draft asset
larder in any way he can. Until starting netminder Darcy Kuemper went
down with an injury, the return for Kuemper might have trumped any
other asset who might have been in play for the Coyotes. Now, Kuemper
and Raanta, who is on an expiring contract with a $4.25 million cap hit,
are on the shelf with their returns to action uncertain. As much as we
liked the 31-year-old Raanta as a fit in Colorado, we don’t see how the
Avs can take a run at either of these netminders with so much
uncertainty regarding their health. Plus, if one or both get healthy enough
to help Adin Hill, there are the playoffs to think about.
Barrett Hayton, forward, Arizona Coyotes
Good fit: Red Wings
A number of young players in the Coyotes organization have not lived up
to their pre-draft billing. It’s fair to say that Hayton, the No. 5 pick in 2018,
has not exactly soared yet, but still it seems a mite too early for the
Coyotes to be giving up on a 20-year-old kid, especially since there’s no
way the return matches where he was selected. Unless Armstrong finds
a team looking to trade a similarly aged, skilled player who hasn’t worked
out somewhere else, or a collection of draft picks that includes a firstrounder, we don’t see Hayton going anywhere in the immediate future. If
he does, it will represent a colossal risk on the part of the Coyotes.
The Athletic LOADED: 03.30.2021
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The Athletic / DGB weekend rankings: How many playoff teams are
locked in? Are Blues in danger?

By Sean McIndoe Mar 29, 2021

We’re going to flip the calendar over to April later this week, which in a
typical year means the regular season is almost done. This isn’t a typical
year, so we’ve still got about six weeks to go, and maybe more if
rescheduled games keep pushing the finish line out. But with the trade
deadline in two weeks and some teams having only 20 games left to
play, we’re certainly headed down the homestretch. It’s time to get ready
for a thrilling playoff race.
Only… what if there isn’t one?
It’s too early to write off any of the division races, but we’re getting close
on a few of them. It’s not hard to imagine some scenarios where we
could soon wind up with only one or two decent races to watch down the
stretch. And when you take a look at Dom’s projections, you wonder if
we’ll even get that much.
Let’s start in the North. The Leafs, Jets and Oilers are jockeying for top
spot, with all three looking like reasonably safe playoff bets. A quick
glance at the standings shows a tight race for the last spot between
Montreal, Vancouver and Calgary, but that glance has to be quick
enough that you don’t notice how many games in hand the Habs have –
five on the Flames and six on the Canucks. As of yesterday, Dom’s
model had the Canadiens with a 92 percent chance of getting that last
spot, meaning the North has four teams with playoff odds over 90
percent. That’s not over, but it’s definitely in the ballpark.
The East was supposed to be the toughest race, with five or six playoffworthy teams fighting for four spots. But one of those teams was the
Flyers, who are currently spiraling out of contention; Dom had their odds
down to 7 percent yesterday. The Rangers have clawed back into the
race, but are still underdogs, with just a 13 percent chance before their
loss to the Caps. That leaves us, once again, with four teams all sitting
over 90 percent. Not done, but getting there.
The Central does have a real race for the last spot, but only that last
spot, because the Lightning, Hurricanes and Panthers are all basically
locks. That leaves us with the Stars, Blackhawks, Blue Jackets and
Predators in the mix for that last berth, which makes for a decent race.
We’ll see if any of those teams throw in their cards by selling at the
deadline. But for now, we’ve got one race to watch.
Then there’s the West, which looked like the easiest race to figure on
opening night. You had three elite teams in the Golden Knights,
Avalanche and Blues, and one spot that would probably come down to
the Wild and Coyotes. But the Wild ran away with that race quickly, and
Dom already has them as basically a lock, meaning the West is all over
unless one of the three good teams collapses. That might actually be
happening in St. Louis, and we’ll get to that in a bit, so let’s call this one
an open race for one spot.
That’s it. That’s the whole league, in terms of playoff spots – remember,
there’s no wild card or crossover spots this year, so if you’re not in a
division’s top four, you’re nowhere. And right now, the races for those
four spots aren’t much to look at. Dom has 14 different teams already
sitting with playoff odds better than 90 percent, meaning only two spots
up for grabs over the next six weeks unless somebody falls apart.
For what it’s worth, Dom’s model is a little more pessimistic about an
exciting stretch run than others out there. If you check out Money Puck,
you’ll find they agree that the North is close to over, but aren’t quite as
confident in the East, and their model thinks that the last spots in the
West and Central are wide open. Dom’s not wrong often, but for the sake
of entertainment value we’ll have to hope he is here.
Of course, there’s 20+ games to go, and lots of time for things to shift. Of
those 14 teams that seemed locked in, at least one or two might
completely collapse – 90 percent is a lot, but it’s not 100 percent. Some
bad team that we’re close to writing off will probably go on a heater and
at least make it interesting. And it’s worth noting that the races for
seeding in all four divisions could be fantastic, with top spot up for grabs
in all four. We don’t know how much that really matters, since home ice
in a half-empty building might not be much of a factor, but it will give us
some races to track.
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But for those last playoff spots? Let’s cross our fingers that things tighten
up, because we may be headed towards an anti-climactic finish in at
least a few divisions. And maybe even in all four of them.
Road to the Cup
The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first team in
history to win a Stanley Cup in July.
We don’t get a lot of Devils talk in the Top Five section, but we need to
recognize Mackenzie Blackwood with what might be the save of the year
in the dying seconds of a 1-0 win over the Bruins:
5. Washington Capitals (23-7-4, +20 true goals differential*) – They’ve
lost one of their last 11 and opened up a bit of daylight on top of the East,
and it still feels like the four teams ahead of them in the rankings are
pulling away. Tough year to be a top team.

That’s not great! Especially for a team that’s lost nine of its last 11 and is
now just one point up on the Coyotes for that final spot in the West. The
Ducks were supposed to offer a chance to get right before the tough part
of the schedule kicked in, but instead the Blues picked up one point in
two games. That’s not going to cut it.
So is it time to panic? Not yet, they told us over the weekend, even after
becoming the first team in six weeks to lose to the Ducks in regulation.
That’s kind of what they have to say, so the rest of us can just say it for
them: Yeah, it’s time to panic, or at least to have some significant worries
that this whole season is falling apart. They can’t score, and at this point
we should probably be at least a little concerned that the return of
Vladimir Tarasenko hasn’t done much to help there (he picked up his
second goal in 11 games yesterday). The goaltending hasn’t been great
either, and when you can’t get a stop and can’t get a goal [checks
analytics] that’s bad. Would Taylor Hall help? We might find out.

4. Carolina Hurricanes (23-7-3, +25) – They rebounded from a tough
week with three straight wins, including a statement game against the
Lightning on Saturday. Carolina outshot Tampa 40 to 22 in that one, so
while it’s just one game, if you wanted to nudge them ahead in your
rankings, I don’t think it would be crazy. I’m going to wait a bit; this week
the Hurricanes get two each against the Hawks and Stars, so they can
help us figure out that race for that last Central spot.

The Blues are still holding down a playoff spot, if only barely, and I’d still
have them as the favorite to keep it. But it’s going to be a tougher race
than most of us thought, and the schedule is brutal. There’s no quit here,
according to Craig Berube. But unless they smarten up soon, there may
be no playoffs either.

3. Vegas Golden Knights (23-8-1, +31) – They needed a better showing
against the Avalanche on Saturday after getting thumped on Thursday,
and they got it with a bit of a break leading to an overtime win.

The five teams that are headed towards the best lottery odds and trying
to figure out if we should call this an Owen Power Ranking.

That puts them back in first in the West. And while Colorado has been so
hot that it feels temporary, you never know which game could end up
being the one that decides the race. The Knights get two against the
Kings now, which could either be easier wins or a trap.

The bottom five

Worst moment of the weekend: Florida’s Aaron Ekblad being stretchered
off after an ugly looking leg injury:
That’s awful, and could be a major turning point in what had so far been
close to a dream season for the Panthers. At this point we don’t know
how long he’ll be out.

2. Tampa Bay Lightning (24-8-2, +41) – A pair of 4-3 losses to the Stars
and Hurricanes gives Tampa its first two-game losing streak in over a
month, and just the third of the season. They responded to each of the
first two streaks by rolling off six wins in a row, so nobody’s panicking
here. But it’s worth mentioning that Carolina’s win actually moved the
Hurricanes ahead of the Lightning in terms of points percentage.

5. San Jose Sharks (13-16-4, -26) – With losses in five of seven and a
debate over whether they need to start all over again, some good news:
Patrick Marleau has tied Mark Messier for second spot on the all-time
games played list. Marleau remains on track to pass Gordie Howe over
the coming weeks for top spot. The question might be whether he does it
as a Shark.

1. Colorado Avalanche (21-8-4, +39) – The top spot is a logjam this
week, with solid cases for any of the top four teams claiming it. I’m going
with the Avalanche, partly because it’s always nice to work a new team
into the mix but mostly because they took three of four points against
Vegas in a mini-series that included one dominating performance and
one that was merely pretty good. They’ve got points in 10 straight, and as
Dom points out, they’ve spent a good chunk of that streak absolutely
rolling teams. They’ve got singles against the Ducks and Coyotes and
then two against the team we have to talk about next…

4. Anaheim Ducks (11-19-6, -36) – Two straight wins against the Blues
included yesterday’s overtime decision. A bigger story could be the injury
to Rickard Rakell, which might derail some trade deadline plans if he’ll be
out for a while.

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does
for some reason.

2. Ottawa Senators (12-20-4, -42) – They’ve won three of six and have
points in each of the losses, which passes for a hot streak when in you’re
in mid-rebuild. Anton Forsberg looked sharp in his first game as a
Senator, making 38 saves against the Leafs in Saturday’s OT loss that
cost one brave cup its life.

Not ranked: St. Louis Blues – Last week I did a version of that “the
playoff race might be a bust” section on Puck Soup, and I mentioned the
West being mostly wrapped up, including a spot for St. Louis. That was
before the Blues lost four straight, so it’s already drifting into the “this
take hasn’t aged well” territory. But right after the episode dropped,
somebody hit me with this:
Yeah, the schedule hasn’t been completely balanced, but I doubt the
Blues are only playing those three teams.
(Checks the Blues’ remaining schedule.)
Oh no.
I mean, they don’t play only those three teams. They also have one
game left against the Coyotes in April, two against the Ducks in May,
plus that Kings game that just got rescheduled to the end of the season.
And… that’s it. No, really, go check it yourself. The Blues have 21 games
left on the schedule, and 17 of them are against the Knights, Avs or Wild.
Including the next eight in a row.

3. Detroit Red Wings (12-20-4, -36) – Leading scorer Filip Hronek goes
end-to-end again! In related news, what a disaster for the Blue Jackets,
who go 0-for a two-game weekend series with the Wings and miss out on
banking some desperately needed points in the Central race.

1. Buffalo Sabres (6-23-4, -50) – Make it 17 in a row, one shy of catching
the 2003-04 Penguins for the NHL’s all-time record for consecutive
losses. They came close to snapping the streak on Saturday, leading the
Bruins heading into the third period, before losing in regulation. (And yes,
it is a losing streak, even if the NHL’s band of participation-trophy GMs
doesn’t want us to call it that.)
One positive about the Sabres: They’re giving us no shortage of
candidates for our weekly Depressing Stat About a Bad Team. John Vogl
has a few here, and this was a doozy, and then there was also this one.
But I’m going to stick with the losing streak theme and go with this one:
It was actually a decent week for the Sabres in the big picture, as they
made the first of what should be several deadline trades and finally
started to rebuild a decimated front office. With the season already a lost
cause, looking towards the future is all the team has left.
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As for that losing streak record, they can tie the record tonight and break
it on Wednesday. In a nearly perfect bit of scheduling, both games are
against another team that’s been struggling lately…

Now that we are full steam ahead to the draft being held July 23-24, the
next draft board update will come sometime in the summer.
Statistics are as of March 24.

Not ranked: Philadelphia Flyers – There are no must-win games when a
season is 32 games old. That would be silly. There are still six weeks left
for teams to sort stuff out, so let’s not get ridiculous.

Tier 1: Bubble of NHL All-Star and top of lineup player

That said, if the Flyers had lost on Saturday the season would have been
over and everyone would have been fired.

April 10, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 175 pounds

Over-dramatic? Probably, yeah. It’s late in a long column and we’re not
doing subtlety. But it’s hard to overstate how close the Flyers’ season
was getting to writeoff territory. It had been one month since the Flyers
shut out the Sabres in back-to-back games, back when that still felt
impressive and not just mean. Since then, they’d won just four of 14,
including two embarrassing blowouts at the hands of Mika Zibanejad and
the Rangers.
So heading into Saturday, the Flyers didn’t necessarily need a win, but
they needed to at least look like they belonged on the same rink as a
Ranger team that hasn’t looked all that scary to anyone else. They
managed both, delivering a solid 2-1 win that was basically exactly what
coach Alain Vigneault wanted to see. It wasn’t a thriller, but boring is fine
when the alternative is looking like the 1976 Scouts.
So what now? They’re still three points back of the Bruins for the final
playoff spot, and Boston has two games in hand, so their playoff odds
are grim. Carter Hart is broken, and the question now is how quickly he
can be fixed. Vigneault isn’t doing much to dispel that reputation for being
a guy who can turn things around in year one and then immediately start
losing the room. And while Chuck Fletcher says he’ll be buying at the
deadline, it’s worth asking whether his team has earned that.

1. Dylan Guenther, RW, Edmonton-WHL

Games: 6 | Goals: 8 | Points: 15
Previous ranking: 4
Guenther has come out of the gates firing as a leading player on a top
CHL team. He’s also grown a bit since we last saw him, shooting up
about two inches. He is a forward with a ton of NHL attributes and no real
flaw in his game other than he doesn’t play center. He has tremendous
skill, while able to make skilled plays through defenders and to
teammates at an NHL pace. He can run a power play with his
playmaking, while also having the shot to score from a distance. He has
a lot of talent, but also works off the puck, forcing turnovers and playing
in traffic. He has the best chance of anyone in this draft to become an
NHL star.
Tier 2: Top-line forward, top-pair defenseman or good starting goaltender
2. Luke Hughes, LHD, U.S. NTDP-USHL
Sept. 9, 2003| 6-foot-2 | 180 pounds
Games: 18 | Goals: 4 | Points: 15
Previous ranking: 1

Or, you know, they could lose to the Sabres and become the
laughingstock of the league. No pressure.

Hughes is a 6-foot-2 elite-skating defenseman with offensive ability,
which is a highly appealing toolkit for an NHL projection. Like his
brothers, Jack and Quinn, Luke’s edgework is fantastic. His skating and
skill combination allows him to generate a lot of controlled exits and
entries. His playmaking isn’t at the same level as his brothers, but he has
enough skill and vision to be on an NHL power play and be a driver at the
top level. The size and skating combination also allows him to make a
fair number of stops, even if his D-zone coverage isn’t completely refined
yet. He can be a bit risky and turnover-prone with the puck, and
managing that is the main area of concern with scouts. He recently
suffered a foot injury that will cause him to miss the rest of the season.

The Athletic LOADED: 03.30.2021

3. Owen Power, LHD, Michigan-Big Ten
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Nov. 22, 2002 | 6-foot-6 | 213 pounds

Here’s the good news, which might also be awful news: The Flyers get
the Sabres Monday and Wednesday. There are no guarantees in the
modern NHL, but two points against Buffalo is as close as we come. Win
both of those games, and the Flyers will have a three-game streak for the
first time in a month. Then comes one against the Islanders, and then
two against that Bruins team they’re chasing for a playoff spot. Two
weeks from now, we could be talking about a hot Flyers team being right
back in it.
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Games: 26 | Goals: 3 | Points: 16
The Athletic / 2021 NHL Draft prospect ranking: Dylan Guenther rises in
Corey Pronman’s updated ranking

By Corey Pronman Mar 29, 2021

I typically avoid doing multiple in-season draft board updates because of
how slowly things change over the course of a season, but this is not a
typical season. Since we last spoke a month ago, countries have held
their first under-18 international events of the season, the WHL began its
season, and many QMJHL and USHL games were played.
As part of this new information, I have a new No. 1 prospect in Dylan
Guenther, whose Edmonton Oil Kings (WHL) are off to a roaring start.
Guenther looks like an excellent prospect. Compared to last year’s class,
Guenther wouldn’t be in a group with Alexis Lafrenière and Tim Stützle
— as I’ve mentioned already it would be rather close for me today to pick
between those two for the top spot — but it would be an open debate for
me between Guenther and Quinton Byfield as the third-best prospect
among those four players.

Previous ranking: 3
Power was a big-minutes, all-situations player for Michigan as a young
freshman and one of the best overall defensemen in his conference. His
offensive toolkit won’t jump out immediately to you, but a 6-foot-6
defenseman who can skate at the NHL level and move the puck very well
is a major asset. His skating isn’t explosive, but his stride and edgework
are excellent. He can evade pressure very well. Power’s offense comes
from a great first pass and an ability to find seams in the offensive zone
well. Defensively he’s not that physical, but he closes on checks well with
his range and reach.
4. Matthew Beniers, C, Michigan-Big Ten
Nov. 5, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 175 pounds
Games: 24 | Goals: 10 | Points: 24
Previous ranking: 2
Beniers was very good in college as one of the youngest players in the
NCAA and played a top-six role for the U.S. in its gold medal effort at the
world juniors. Beniers has a quality NHL caliber skill set, but not a lot that
jumps off the page. He is a top prospect, though, because he is an elite
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competitor. His work ethic shows in how hard he forechecks, how he
backchecks, how every play is made with speed, how he wins a ton of
battles and how fearless he is getting to the high-traffic areas. Beniers
wills his way to puck possession and scoring chances, while also able to
set up a lot of plays.
5. Kent Johnson, C, Michigan-Big Ten
Oct. 18, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 167 pounds
Games: 26 | Goals: 9 | Points: 27
Previous ranking: 5
Johnson, who scored a ton in the BCHL, has seen that offensive touch
carry over into scoring a lot of points as a draft-eligible freshman.
Johnson is the player you want to know about in this year’s draft in terms
of dynamic skill and playmaking ability. He has incredible hands with the
ability to make between-the-legs and behind-the-back plays look routine.
He’s a very creative playmaker who can make difficult plays in small
areas consistently, although you could argue he may be too fancy at
times. Johnson has a decent wrist shot, too. His game can lack pace and
he’s not that hard to play against, but he does get to the tough areas of
the offensive zone.

consistently. He projects to play on an NHL power play. The concern on
Clarke is his skating as he has an awkward stride. He defends well in
junior because of his excellent IQ and decent reach, but the pace will be
a concern in that regard as he advances levels.
9. Nikita Chibrikov, RW, SKA-KHL
Feb. 16, 2003 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds
Games: 16 | Goals: 1 | Points: 2
Previous ranking: 14
Chibrikov impressed early at the junior level this season, earning a quick
promotion to playing against men, where at the VHL, KHL and senior
international levels he’s shown his game will translate. He’s undersized
and not an amazing skater for his size, but he’s done well versus pros
because of his tremendous playmaking ability and his ability to win
battles despite his size. He can make slick one-on-one plays, creative
plays under pressure and find seams consistently. He’s physical and
responsible defensively. He could be a more explosive skater ideally, but
the other elements of his game pop.
10. Jesper Wallstedt, G, Lulea-SHL

6. Chaz Lucius, C, U.S. NTDP-USHL

Nov. 14, 2002 | 6-foot-3 | 214 pounds

May 2, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 185 pounds

Games: 22 | SV%: .908

Games: 8 | Goals: 10 | Points: 15

Previous ranking: 11

Previous ranking: 9

Wallstedt has been a top goalie for years, excelling at the junior,
international and now pro levels, although he’s struggled a little lately in
the SHL, which is a very high level for his age. Wallstedt’s athletic toolkit
doesn’t jump out to you immediately. He’s about 6-foot-3 and moves well,
but not at an elite level. What makes him such a good goaltender is his
elite sense and puck-tracking ability. He makes the right read at a
remarkably high frequency. Wallstedt can make a tough save when he
needs to and has some lateral quickness, but it often seems like he
doesn’t have to adjust his technique much.

Lucius missed most of the season with a lower-body injury but has been
great since he’s returned. Lucius is a player with tremendous skill and
goal-scoring ability. His goal-scoring ability isn’t due to launching longrange bombs, but rather he is high end at creating around the net and
slot, and gets a ton of chances in that region because of his skill,
compete and frame. He can dangle players easily to create chances, but
also sets up plays very well. Lucius’ main drawback will be his skating,
which lacks explosiveness.
Tier 3: Bubble of top-line or pairing and second-line or pairing

Tier 4: Second-line forward, second-pair defenseman or starting
goaltender

7. William Eklund, LW, Djurgarden-SHL

11. Oskar Olausson, RW, Sodertalje-Allsvenskan

Oct. 12, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 176 pounds

Nov. 10, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 180 pounds

Games: 38 | Goals: 11 | Points: 21

Games: 11 | Goals: 3 | Points: 6

Previous ranking: 7

Previous ranking: 12

Eklund has been a useful player on an SHL team as an 18-year-old, a
rare feat for a first-year draft-eligible player. His skating ability helped him
translate easily to the SHL level. He has good straightaway speed to go
along with fantastic edgework. He shows tremendous elusiveness to
evade pressure and create space for himself with his skating. Eklund
skates fast, but it’s his skating plus his compete that earned the trust of
big minutes as he showed he could be responsible off the puck. He
combines that with a high skill level, a very imaginative brain offensively,
and the ability to execute difficult plays at speed. His ability to play in the
high-traffic areas and win battles but also play on the perimeter and be a
primary setup guy will make him a versatile NHL player.

Olausson was impressive versus both juniors and pros this season, and
has a lot of NHL elements in his game. He has NHL caliber speed and
skill to go with good size, so you can easily envision him generating
clean zone entries with control versus pros. Inside the offensive zone,
he’s more of a shooter than a passer. He can make good plays and do
so with pace, but his main offensive threat is his shot and ability to finish
from range. Olausson works fine off the puck, he’ll get to the net and get
back defensively, but he’s not overly physical.

8. Brandt Clarke, RHD, Nove Zamky-Slovakia

Games: 5 | Goals: 3 | Points: 7

Feb. 9, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 185 pounds

Previous ranking: 13

Games: 26 | Goals: 5 | Points: 15

Ceulemans’ season was put on pause, but he’s back playing now. He is
a complete defenseman as a 6-foot-2, right-shot defender who is mobile,
hard to play against and has offensive ability. At the AJHL level, he
showed great one-on-one skill and the ability to move the puck. He kills a
lot of rushes with his skating and physicality, and picks off a lot of
passes. At the higher levels of play, I’ve questioned if his offense will
translate at the top level, but I can see him becoming a tough-minutes,
two-way defenseman with some offense in the NHL.

Previous ranking: 10
Clarke started his season in Slovakia where he was very good and is
now preparing for a U-18 worlds and possible OHL season. He is a
dynamic player with the puck on his stick because of his puck skills and
playmaking ability. He has the poise and vision to make high-end plays
from both ends of the rink. He can beat opponents with his skill

12. Corson Ceulemans, RHD, Brooks-AJHL
May 5, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 198 pounds
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13. Fabian Lysell, RW, Lulea-SHL

Previous ranking: 19

Jan. 19, 2003| 5-foot-11 | 172 pounds

Stankoven scored 29 goals and was a driver for a top WHL team in
Kamloops last season. His game has a high level of pace due to his
skating and compete. He creates chances by pressuring turnovers and
winning puck battles despite being 5-foot-8. His skating is more elusive
than fast and doesn’t have a great top gear for a small player. He has
extremely quick hands, showing the ability to beat defenders one-on-one
and control pucks in tight. Stankoven has a great wrist shot and projects
to be able to beat NHL goalies from range. He can make some plays, but
his game is more direct as opposed to being a cerebral playmaker.

Games: 26 | Goals: 2 | Points: 3
Previous ranking: 15
Lysell’s season has been up and down with good flashes at the junior
level, but he also had a divorce with Frolunda and ended up with Lulea,
where he’s had good SHL flashes but been overall just OK. Lysell is a
dynamic forward. He’s one of the most skilled players in the draft and
beats defenders consistently with his puckhandling displays. That he’s a
great skater, with both good speed and edgework, and can make very
skilled plays at full flight makes him a handful to defend. On his best shift,
Lysell is using his skill and speed to get around guys and take pucks to
the net, or making tremendous plays with pace to his teammates. His
physical effort comes and goes off the puck, and he needs to work to be
more consistent, but with the puck he plays with courage.
14. Aatu Raty, C, Karpat-Liiga
Nov. 14, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 185 pounds
Games: 30 | Goals: 3 | Points: 6
Previous ranking: 8
Raty’s a guy I talk about with scouts constantly because of how tough
he’s been to figure out. His season has been a major disappointment at
the pro and junior levels, so the debate is how to balance his iffy
campaign with his great toolkit and underage profile. He’s a 6-foot-2
center who has very good skill and is a quality skater. His playmaking
and shot are both solid and NHL quality, but neither are spectacular. He
has some physicality to his game and brings energy to shifts. There are a
lot of strong opinions about him on both sides of the spectrum in the
scouting community.
15. Zachary Bolduc, C, Rimouski-QMJHL
Feb. 24, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 175 pounds
Games: 27 | Goals: 10 | Points: 29
Previous ranking: 17
Bolduc hasn’t scored at the pace expected to start the season but has
been better of late. He can skate well and make highly-skilled plays on
the move. He doesn’t have the long-range rifle, but Bolduc has shown he
can score goals and do so by capitalizing on his chances in the slot and
net area with a great wrist shot. He can see the ice well, making creative
plays and moving the puck where he needs to even if that’s not his top
asset. His compete is good enough. Bolduc won’t run guys over, but he
gets to the middle third of the ice and has some off-puck hustle.
16. Kirill Kirsanov, LHD, SKA-KHL
Sept. 19, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 198 pounds
Games: 29 | Goals: 0 | Points: 3
Previous ranking: 20
Kirsanov has worked his way into a regular on one of the best KHL
teams, and was excellent at the world juniors and for Russia’s senior
national team. He is an interesting player because he’s a well-rounded
but boring player. You’re not going to see him make an end-to-end
highlight-reel rush. He’s 6-foot-1 and doesn’t put up a ton of points, but
every coach he plays for leans on him. He’s very intelligent with the puck,
he skates quite well, kills a lot of rushes, and has enough offensive skill
to play on a power play. I could see him being a solid two-way
defenseman at the NHL level. His conditioning is a minor issue.
17. Logan Stankoven, C, Kamloops-WHL
Feb. 26, 2003 | 5-foot-8 | 170 pounds
Has not played this season

18. Zach Dean, C, Gatineau-QMJHL
Jan. 4, 2003 | six-foot | 176 pounds
Games: 22 | Goals: 10 | Points: 20
Previous ranking: 16
Dean didn’t get off to too a hot start this season statistically, but he’s
been more productive lately. He is a well-rounded hockey player. He
brings NHL-caliber skill to the table to go along with quality skating ability
and a high work level. He can beat opponents with his hands, but also by
taking the puck wide and making a hard play to the net. He wins a fair
number of battles and creates turnovers with his hustle. I wouldn’t call
him a dynamic playmaker, which may hinder his offense at higher levels,
but he has enough of a puck game to score.
19. William Stromgren, LW, MODO-Allsvenskan
June 7, 2003 | 6-foot-3 | 175 pounds
Games: 27 | Goals: 3 | Points: 9
Previous ranking: 21
Stromgren is one of the top risers this season, excelling versus juniors
and looking good versus men though not getting many minutes. His
physical tools are easy to spot when he’s on the ice. He’s 6-foot-3, can
skate and has great hands. He has the ability to create clean zone exits
and entries with a high frequency due to his reach, speed and skill. The
offensive touch in his game popped more than I thought it would entering
the season, showing the ability to make plays and drive a line with his
skill. He’s not a physical player or a PK option, but Stromgren gets to the
net and creates around the tough areas of the ice.
20. Fedor Svechkov, C, Togliatti-VHL
April 15, 2003 | six-foot | 187 pounds
Games: 38 | Goals: 5 | Points: 15
Previous ranking: 25
Svechkov was a productive player this season playing against men in
Russia’s second division. He is a well-rounded player who isn’t
spectacular at any one thing. He’s very skilled, showing a lot of
confidence and creativity as a puck handler. He skates well and can
make highly skilled plays on the move. Svechkov can create for his
teammates and shows half-wall playmaking ability to go with the play he
can make at pace. He’s physical, responsible defensively and has killed
penalties at the VHL level.
21. Simon Edvinsson, LHD, Vasteras-Allsvenskan
Feb. 5, 2003 | 6-foot-4 | 198 pounds
Games: 14 | Goals: 0 | Points: 5
Previous ranking: 6
This is one I’m sure I’ll get some pushback on, because if I was doing a
mock draft I would have Edvinsson going in the six-to-12 range.
Edvinsson stands out as a 6-foot-4 defenseman with legit offensive skill.
It’s rare to see a player his size lead a rush, make a play off the blue line
or dangle through opponents consistently. He is also a good skater for
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his size. His straightaway speed is just OK, but he’s got great edgework,
showing the first step and quick turns to elude pressure, and create clean
exits and entries. Defensively his size and skating allow him to close
gaps and make stops. He’s not a dynamic playmaker, but Edvinsson can
make the heads-up first pass and show some power-play poise. I think
that package is appealing, but I don’t think his skating, skill or brain are
truly elite, and I don’t think his performance this season at the junior, pro
or U18 international level merits being in the higher tiers.
22. Prokhor Poltapov, LW, CSKA-MHL
Feb. 1, 2003 | six-foot | 176 pounds
Games: 61 | Goals: 25 | Points: 52
Previous ranking: 18
Poltapov always stood out to me the last two seasons at the junior and
international levels. His game has a lot of pace and energy. He can wind
pucks up through the neutral zone with speed, and often takes it wide
and drives right to the net. The amount of effort he puts forth to go with
great hands, vision and speed will allow him to create offense versus
men. He is the type who will endear himself to fans and coaches.

26. Wyatt Johnston, C, Windsor-OHL
May 14, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 178 pounds
Has not played this season
Previous ranking: NR
I’m sure this one will raise some eyebrows given Johnston hasn’t played
a game in a year. This is where the odd year plays into just going back
and watching kids more to dig into them. Johnston is a skilled forward
who can make plays. He has great in tight hands, showing the ability to
beat defenders one-on-one and move pucks through small areas.
Johnston can create chances under pressure and has the ability to run a
power play off the flank. He isn’t a perimeter player, though. He attacks
the hard areas of the ice, shows good effort winning loose puck and is a
responsible defensive center. But he lacks NHL quickness in his skating.
According to NHL Central Scouting, he’s shot up about two inches from
last season.
27. Sasha Pastujov, RW, U.S. NTDP-USHL
July 15, 2003 | six-foot | 181 pounds

23. Daniil Chayka, LHD, CSKA-KHL

Games: 14 | Goals: 8 | Points: 24

Oct. 22, 2002 | 6-foot-3 | 187 pounds

Previous ranking: 24

Games: 11 | Goals: 1 | Points: 2

Pastujov has been a very productive player with the U.S. NTDP for the
last two seasons. He stands out with the puck on his stick because of his
elite hands, his great vision and his ability to finish plays. He scores
wherever he goes and shows the ability to run a power play at a high
level. The concern with Pastujov is whether his game translates to the
NHL at a high level given he’s not a great skater. There are times he
looks sleepy on the ice due to the skating, but he does compete well
enough off the puck that I could see him be a useful even-strength player
given how good his puck game is.

Previous ranking: 22
Chayka has played limited minutes versus men this season, playing
some junior games and going up and down for Russia’s U20 team over
the course of the season. His very good stretches showed the promise of
what you saw in the OHL. He’s a big defenseman who can skate like an
NHLer and make a good first pass, which has a lot of value. The offense
in his game will never be flashy, but he’s smart and quick enough to play
well at faster paces. With his reach and feet he’ll make enough stops to
justify not having a ton of offense.
24. Mason McTavish, C, Olten-Switzerland
Jan. 30, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 207 pounds
Games: 13 | Goals: 9 | Points: 11
Previous ranking: 27
McTavish is a talented offensive player who scored 29 goals in the OHL
last season and has been scoring a lot in Switzerland this season. He
can attack defenses in numerous ways in the offensive zone due to his
NHL-caliber skill, vision and shot. He is a creative player who tries to
make things happen. He has the shot to score from range against pros.
He works hard enough to win pucks but won’t run guys over. The main
flaw in McTavish’s skill set is his skating, as he will be OK in the NHL in
that regard but will struggle to create separation. McTavish hasn’t played
much this season but will get some games in Switzerland.

28. Zachary L’Heureux, LW, Halifax-QMJHL
May 15, 2003 | 5-foot-11 | 196 pounds
Games: 26 | Goals: 14 | Points: 29
Previous ranking: NR
L’Heureux is hard to miss when he’s on the ice. He’s a little fireball who is
full of skill. He is a very imaginative puck handler with some of the best
hands in the draft. If he can’t get through someone with his skill, he
shows no fear to lower his shoulder and attack the hard areas of the ice
consistently. He’s also quite physical off the puck and competes at a high
level. For a 5-foot-11 player, he lacks the skating ability you’d like to see
at that size to separate from checks. He was suspended at one point this
past season for spitting on an opponent.
29. Xavier Bourgault, C, Shawinigan-QMJHL
Oct. 22, 2002 | six-foot | 172 pounds

25. Cole Sillinger, C, Sioux Falls-USHL

Games: 25 | Goals: 20 | Points: 34

May 16, 2003 | six-foot | 190 pounds

Previous ranking: 28

Games: 24 | Goals: 20 | Points: 38

Bourgault has been a highly productive forward in the QMJHL for the last
two seasons. He’s a very skilled forward who stands out with the puck on
his stick. He’s confident, attempting to make difficult dekes and passes,
and executing at a solid frequency. He’s not an exceptional skater, but he
will be able to skate at an NHL level, and has shown he can make skilled
plays on the move and play with pace. I wouldn’t describe Bourgault as a
physical player or first guy over the boards on the PK, but he backchecks
well enough, he is hard on pucks and he creates turnovers with his
hustle.

Previous ranking: 23
Sillinger transferred from the WHL to the USHL to get games in and he’s
been excellent so far as one of the top players in the league. He is a very
smart player who can make seam passes consistently and make creative
plays with pace. Sillinger also has great individual skill and can beat
defenders with his stick handling. He can play on the perimeter because
of his vision and great one-timer/wrist shot combo. He can also play
inside. He wins battles, gets to the net, is reliable defensively and doesn’t
mind playing physically. His skating is an area of concern, and he likely
won’t be able to drive entries at the top level.

30. Matthew Coronato, RW, Chicago-USHL
Nov. 14, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 183 pounds
Games: 41 | Goals: 39 | Points: 72
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Previous ranking: 26
Coronato has been one of the best players in the USHL, scoring nearly
two points per game. He has a lot of skill and can make plays with pace.
He’s a strong skater, not elite for a small guy, but good enough to be an
NHL player. He’s able to create controlled entries with his speed and
skill, and make tough plays to his teammates on the move. Coronato is
also able to play the half-wall on the power play and find seams at a high
frequency. He killed penalties for Chicago and works hard enough to
advance levels and win battles despite his size. He may not be the
quickest or most skilled small guy, but the sum of the parts equals a very
good player.
31. Sebastian Cossa, G, Edmonton-WHL

and his shifts have a lot of energy to them because of how quickly he can
transition pucks and pressure opponents. He has very good skill and can
make plays, but his offense comes through his shot and how he can
score from range. For an undersized forward he stays on the perimeter
too much, though, and isn’t hard to play against.
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The Athletic / LeBrun: NHL’s goalie carousel could be set in motion
ahead of the trade deadline

Nov. 21, 2002 | 6-foot-6 | 210 pounds
Games: 6 | SV%: .956

By Pierre LeBrun Mar 29, 2021

Previous ranking: NR
Cossa has been great to start the season, picking up where he left off in
the WHL. His athletic toolkit is very intriguing as a 6-foot-6 goalie who
can move well for that size and cover a lot of net. He has some quick
twitch in his frame in how he moves around the net, and gets in and out
of his butterfly. Cossa’s reads are typically good. He loses track of some
pucks but usually anticipates the play very well. He can be aggressive
with his positioning and take away angles with his size well, even at
times being too aggressive.
32. Carson Lambos, LHD, Winnipeg-WHL
Jan. 14, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 197 pounds
Games: 2 | Goals: 0 | Points: 0
Previous ranking: 29
Lambos has had a tough go this season, being OK in Finland before an
unspecified medical issue caused him to only get a couple WHL games
in before his season ended. Lambos’ skating is good and he projects to
be able to rush pucks in the NHL and stay with fast forwards defensively.
He has good speed and excellent edges, and is able to pivot quickly and
escape pressure at a high level. Lambos is hard to play against and
regularly punishes opponents physically. The main question is his
offensive upside. He makes a strong first pass and has good enough
hands, but isn’t a dynamic offensive type.
33. Justin Robidas, C, Val-d’Or-OHL
March 13, 2003 | 5-foot-8 | 173 pounds
Games: 31 | Goals: 15 | Points: 31
Previous ranking: NR
Robidas has been an important player for a top QMJHL team this
season. He plays the game with a lot of speed and energy, which is why
despite being 5-foot-8, his game could translate to higher levels. He’s a
burner as a skater, who often takes pucks up the ice with speed and
charges right for the net. Off the puck he hustles to win battles and can
kill penalties. Robidas shows great instincts as a playmaker and flashes
of good puck skills, but I wouldn’t call his puck game what gets him to the
NHL.
34. Samu Tuomaala, RW, Karpat-Finland Jr.
Jan. 8, 2003 | 5-foot-10 | 174 pounds
Games: 30 | Goals: 15 | Points: 31
Previous ranking: 31
Tuomaala has been just fine at the Finnish junior level, not scoring at the
rate expected coming into the season. There’s enough talent and track
record there for him to sneak in at the end of this list, though, including a
strong recent under-18 camp for Finland. Tuomaala is an excellent skater

In-season goalie trades are fascinating in large part because most teams
try to avoid them … until they’re forced to do one. The majority of GMs
I’ve spoken to over the years believe you address your goaltending in the
offseason and don’t touch it again.
Remember how Ryan Miller to St. Louis at the deadline in 2013-14 made
so much sense but didn’t work out? That’s the concern with in-season
goalie trades.
“It is true, goalies take longer to acclimate,” said former NHL netminder
and NHL goalie coach Jamie McLennan, my colleague at TSN.
“They need to learn the system and the players’ habits in front of them. It
takes some time.”
But injuries, slumps and a chance to win force in-season decisions from
time to time.
Robin Lehner going to Vegas on deadline day last year was something
else, with the Golden Knights deciding they needed to better protect
Marc-Andre Fleury in terms of wear and tear. Which ended up having
other ramifications come the bubble when Lehner took over as the No. 1,
but let’s not revisit that.
The point is that Vegas felt then and still does that it can win the Stanley
Cup and has arguably the best one-two punch in goal to do it, with a
resurgent Fleury looking amazing this season.
All of this is why I’m waiting for divisional rival Colorado Avalanche to
respond in kind.
The long-term injury to Pavel Francouz has created concern. No. 1
Philipp Grubauer is playing out of this world this season, but the injuries
in the bubble last summer to both their top goalies should be reason
enough for the Avs to go out before the deadline and add some veteran
insurance. I say that with all due respect to recently acquired Jonas
Johansson, who to me should be the No. 3, not the No. 2.
And from talking to sources around the league over the weekend, the
Avs are indeed still looking at goalie options.
“It’s no slight on Grubauer, he has fantastic stats, but they’re one groin
injury from having uncertainty in the net,” McLennan agreed. “Joe Sakic
needs to go get a goalie. That’s a team that should have been in the Cup
Final last year (before the injuries in goal). I’ve said all along, the
Avalanche are the class of the West. Vegas is really good of course.
“You’re Colorado, you need to go get another goalie,” McLennan added.
“Grubauer is your guy, I’m not challenging that. But you need another
goalie, you need depth at the position.”
The Cup-contending Washington Capitals might — stressing might —
also trade for a goalie, as colleague Tarik El-Bashir chronicled over the
weekend.
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Frederik Andersen has struggled and remains injured, but Jack Campbell
is 6-0 and I’m not sure the Toronto Maple Leafs should spend any capital
looking for a goalie. But I guess you never know.
The Buffalo Sabres should be looking ahead to upgrade in goal ahead of
next season. Linus Ullmark and Carter Hutton are pending UFAs. I would
definitely try to re-sign Ullmark but also go out and find another
netminder. They could get that done before April 12 instead of waiting for
the offseason.
Similarly, the San Jose Sharks will also try to upgrade in goal ahead of
next season, that is very much a certainty. Could they try now or wait
until the summer?
The Edmonton Oilers will also need to look around this summer, and I do
think they will wait until then to do so. Other teams will also have to react
depending on Seattle’s goaltending decisions in the July expansion draft.
So, whether it’s before the April 12 deadline or an offseason decision, the
goalie carousel will be going again. Let’s examine some goalies who are
available, both as rentals and in hockey deals:
James Reimer or Alex Nedeljkovic, Carolina Hurricanes
As our Canes beat writer Sara Civian recently unearthed in her Q&A with
Carolina GM Don Waddell, the Canes would move one of those two
goalies for the right price. Reimer would be a rental as he’s a UFA after
the season and Nedeljkovic is an RFA, so that’s a hockey deal. The
Canes need to be careful here and not overthink this. They’ve got a Cupcontending team, and there’s nothing wrong in my books with being three
deep in goal. If they act, the acquisition cost better be worth it.
Elvis Merzlikins or Joonas Korpisalo, Columbus Blue Jackets
Either one has been available since the offseason; the Jackets can’t
keep both No. 1 goalies forever. Both are signed through next season so
this would be a hockey deal, which perhaps can wait until the summer.
But I think there are two teams that should be looking hard at either
goalie right now: Colorado and Buffalo. The Avs are all-in or should be,
and aside from providing the insurance in goal as noted above with the
injury to Francouz, there’s the benefit of having a netminder signed
through next season, which also provides insurance given that Grubauer
is a pending UFA. It’s a win-win both short-term and long-term if the Avs
trade for either Merzlikins or Korpisalo.
The Sabres as noted above need to upgrade in goal and either one of
these guys would be just that. But they could wait until the summer to do
it.
Interesting sidenote, colleague Aaron Portzline reminded me Sunday that
Merzlikins is exempt from the Seattle expansion draft. So the Jackets
could protect Korpisalo and not worry about losing Merzlikins to Seattle.
Then again, they may trade him before then. If it were me, I would
actually keep Merlzikins, who I feel still has more ceiling, and trade
Korpisalo. He’s a good goalie. But not above that.

The two-time Stanley Cup champion has two more years on his contract
after this season at a $5.8 million AAV.
I would be utterly shocked if the 35-year-old was dealt before April 12.
Besides, the Kings are quite happy to keep him as he continues to serve
as a good mentor to youngster Cal Petersen.
I don’t see a Quick trade.
Chris Driedger, Florida Panthers
Such a wonderful story for the former ECHLer, but since he’s a pending
UFA it leads to some interesting possibilities for a Panthers team headed
to the playoffs.
1. Just keep him for the playoff run and live with the fact he may walk
after the season.
2. Try to sign him to an extension, which could make him even more
attractive to would-be buyers now or after the season.
3. Trade him as a rental and bring in highly touted prospect Spencer
Knight before the end of the season as the backup.
4. Trade him and then replace him with a cheaper backup goalie before
the deadline. A Keith Kincaid-type if you will.
I think all these options are being looked at by the Panthers. Option 1 is
probably the best route.
The other rentals (pending UFAs)
Jonathan Bernier, Detroit (he’s been out since March 18 with a lowerbody injury, listed as day to day); Devan Dubnyk, San Jose; David
Rittich, Calgary; Ryan Miller, Anaheim.
If the Avs don’t trade for a Columbus goalie under contract, then Bernier
for me is the next-best fit; they know him from 2017-18. Miller would be
another solid option. Dubnyk or Rittich to Washington makes all kinds of
sense to me. Of course, the Flames are fighting for a playoff spot in the
North Division so maybe they don’t move Rittich.
Are we in for a surprising goalie trade before the April 12 deadline? No
doubt. Should be fun.
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Darcy Kuemper or Antti Raanta, Arizona Coyotes
Well, they’re both on injured reserve right now, so there’s that. And
Raanta doesn’t sound short-term, either. So that might hurt his market
value before April 12 as a pending UFA rental.
I never really thought the Coyotes would move Kuemper before April 12.
He’s signed through next season. My sense all along was that unless a
team really forced their hand, they would wait until the offseason before
either extending Kuemper or trading him.
There’s also the fact the Coyotes are in a playoff battle with the Blues for
the last playoff spot in the West.
I don’t see Kuemper moving, but I could be wrong. Come the offseason?
If Arizona can’t extend him, I would like to see the Sharks investigate that
possibility.
Jonathan Quick, Los Angeles Kings

On a normal day, Kyle King will work a shift at the grocery store, then
return home to make dinner for his wife and their young daughter. He will
give his daughter a bath, put her down to sleep, then log on to his
computer and host a sports talk show that might end up being six hours
long.
He hosts a show every night except Wednesday, so he can watch
professional wrestling, and Saturday, which is date night. From his home
in Houston, King has broadcast to as many as 20,000 users, and to as
few as 10, using a platform that has been drawing interest from Canadian
sports radio hosts who are searching for a lifeboat in turbulent industry
waters.
On Twitch, a service known largely for its gaming users, King can talk
sports and play video games and engage with his audience. After trying
to break into conventional radio for years — he lost a part-time job
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hosting at a country music station last spring — King believes he has
found his future.

it just decimated everybody’s bottom line. … So I think COVID just
accelerated what we all saw coming in the industry.”

“I am doing everything in my power to make this a career,” he said. “I told
my wife when I started on this: In September 2021, I want to be able to
sit at our kitchen table on date night, while we’re eating pie and getting
ready to watch ‘Schitt’s Creek’ on Netflix, that I want to be able to have
the conversation with her that I can start working from home.”

In October, TSN 1290 in Winnipeg announced it was walking away from
its broadcast agreement with the Jets, despite the fact there was still a
year remaining on the deal. It was clear to insiders the station had no
intention of re-negotiating an extension, a smoking-gun sign something
was amiss.

King’s story is set in the United States, but it may also provide a look at
the future in Canada, where traditional sports radio is shrinking — a trend
that has unfolded dramatically in public view this year. In February, Bell
Media shuttered three of its seven TSN-branded stations, turning
Hamilton, Winnipeg and Vancouver over to cheaper programming.

The storm clouds were also visible in Vancouver, where TSN 1040
suddenly lost a major, long-time sponsor in January. Sponsors should
have been excited to jump on board with regular-season hockey back for
the first time in nearly a calendar year, so the timing was curious.

At Rogers, Sportsnet parted ways with Dave Cadeau, the long-time radio
program director at 590 The Fan, and announced that, for the first time, it
would not have a dedicated radio play-by-play crew for Toronto Blue
Jays games. The company has said the Blue Jays decision was based
on COVID-19 precautions rather than cost-cutting, but it has also not yet
committed to returning a radio crew for next season.
The pandemic has accelerated underlying trends. Last year, the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters — an industry advocacy group —
issued a stark warning that the pandemic could force 200 radio stations
to close. Advertising revenue has plummeted. Sports fans who would
normally tune in from their car are instead working from home.
Household names have been cut, then swept out the door. Meanwhile,
other platforms such as podcasts and streams — and others, such as
Twitch — are offering new options, including for those who have been
underrepresented in the traditional mainstream.
“I have a hard time — as someone who’s focused on the business, who’s
focused on buying media — to recommend to advertisers that radio’s a
platform you should be investing in to grow your audience,” said Adam
Seaborn, director of sales and media operations with Kingstar Media, in
Toronto.
“Will there be sports talk radio on AM in five years?” said one long-time
Canadian radio executive, who asked for anonymity. “I would say no.”
The blade of a telecommunication giant’s guillotine seems to fall at least
once per calendar year, so there is a sense of predictability associated
with job cuts for radio industry veterans.
But there was a different tone in what unfolded on Feb. 9, and it caused
legitimate panic for even the most hardened radio personalities in the
business.
This wasn’t saying goodbye to a long-time anchor or co-host. This was
saying goodbye to entire radio stations. And in many ways, it felt like
saying goodbye to an entire industry.
Employees from TSN 1040 in Vancouver and TSN 1290 in Winnipeg
were told to gather for mandatory conference calls that morning. By then,
word from social media had spread like wildfire and most on the call
already knew the devastating news that was about to be delivered.
The message they received from Bell Media executives was somewhat
cold and detached — the exact opposite of the intimate and personal
touch many of the hosts strived for with their radio shows.
“They just told us, ‘Thanks for your service. The station is no more,’” said
one staffer who was laid off. “And that was it.”
The news was earth-shattering to those affected. In hindsight, warning
signs of impending doom were clearly visible ahead of time.
Bell Media announced it was reducing the hours and salary of a number
of employees by 25 per cent last April. The financial cutbacks were
justified as a temporary, pandemic-related measure. In reality, they
served as a harbinger of a more seismic shift on the radio horizon.
“Pre-COVID, I would say most stations were celebrating if they were
breaking even,” said the Canadian radio executive. “Then COVID hit and

But it was another example of a sales deal that fell through the cracks for
a TSN Radio property. Across Canada, hosts privately grumbled that
nobody was specifically selling advertising for TSN Radio.
Instead, sources said, Bell Media account executives tended to focus
their energy on selling the higher-profile properties under the umbrella —
such as its CTV stations — because those television spots are believed
to be more lucrative. Selling TSN Radio was almost an afterthought, and
many across the country believe this was a factor in the demise of the
stations in Vancouver and Winnipeg.
Bell Media did not respond to requests for comment about its sales
strategy with TSN Radio.
“Sports talk radio is a hyper-niche product and you have to know how to
sell it specifically,” said the Canadian radio executive. “When you’re not
marketing the product or selling the product, you’re essentially starting to
write the obit and just waiting for the day that you’re going to put it out to
press.”
The question many asked themselves in Vancouver and Winnipeg was,
“Why us? Why not the other TSN stations?”
The simplest explanation is that TSN Radio properties in Montreal,
Ottawa and Toronto have major rights contracts with the local NHL
teams. TSN 690 in Montreal has the rights to the Canadiens for another
season. TSN 1200 in Ottawa has the Senators locked in through 202526. In Toronto, where Bell and Rogers co-own the Leafs, it’s believed the
rights will remain under their umbrellas as long as the ownership
structure is in place.
These deals could save the stations in the short-term, but the general
feeling around the industry is this could simply be a stay of execution.
Once those rights deals expire, the stations could vanish along with
them.
Some NHL teams, like the Los Angeles Kings and San Jose Sharks,
have already moved away from traditional broadcast deals with terrestrial
radio stations. Those California-based teams have eschewed AM radio
for arrangements with digital providers — a possible blueprint for audio
broadcasting deals in the future. In Canada, the outlier is Edmonton,
where TSN 1260 survived this latest round of cuts despite not holding
broadcasting rights to the Oilers. A theory circulating in the industry is the
Edmonton station had much lower production costs than counterparts in
Vancouver and Winnipeg — that it was paying less for talent and
producers.
Its afternoon drive show, for example, has a unique format. Host Jason
Gregor buys the four-hour block of air time from the station and in turn,
he is allowed to sell the advertising and keep the profits for himself,
sources said. The Athletic reached out to Gregor, but he was not
permitted to speak about the nature of his arrangement with Bell Media.
Some in the industry believe Gregor’s model could be the secret to
profitability for both the station and the host, with many envious of his
unique setup.
“What is happening there could be the future of radio. We’ll sell you the
air time, you bring us the programming,” says Jim Toth, a former TSN
1290 morning show host in Winnipeg. “There’s money to be made in
sports talk radio.”
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Another former TSN Radio talk show host, who asked for anonymity,
believes Bell Media could have saved the stations in Vancouver and
Winnipeg if they had adopted a Gregor-style formula across the board.
“It’s one part hilarious, one part sad,” the person said. “They had this
solution under their noses and they didn’t realize it.”
Bob McCown was asked about the cuts.
“The thing that’s shocking to me is that you have so many levels of deep
thinkers in a company like Rogers or a company like Bell, so surely to
God somewhere along the line, somebody would say, ‘Whoa, guys, what
the fuck are you doing?’” he said. “What exactly is the philosophy here?
You’re not in the packaged goods business anymore. You’re in an
industry where the product is your people.”
McCown was a keystone piece of Canada’s first all-sports radio station.
He was part of 590 The Fan when it launched in 1992, signing onto the
airwaves as the Blue Jays were en route to the first World Series win in
franchise history. Even the Leafs were turning around, having acquired
Doug Gilmour that January.
Rogers Media swooped in to take control a decade later. The company
acquired the Blue Jays for $165 million in September 2000, bought
Sportsnet 10 months later and picked up The Fan two months after that,
in a 13-station deal reportedly worth $100 million.

otherwise cost too much money for an independent station to regularly
invite on air.
There is also the added promotional might of a company with powerful
levers to pull. At TSN 1050 in Toronto, as an example, the network’s
afternoon drive program, OverDrive, has been promoted on television
and had signage splashed around Maple Leafs games at Scotiabank
Arena.
That would have been prohibitively expensive for an independent station.
Jon Pole still believes in sports radio, and he said the corporate owners
are missing out on both revenue and a deeper connection to the
communities the stations cover. He is president of My Broadcasting
Corporation, which operates radio stations in more than a dozen markets
across Ontario.
“The big companies have gotten so far away from the independent
brands that they don’t have anybody out there championing them,” he
said. “So there are these great things that are happening on TSN 1050 or
on The Fan, but there is not one guy or gal who are just out there saying,
‘Hey, you gotta be a part of this.’”
The reality of the pandemic impacted Pole’s company, too: Its all-sports
station in Peterborough switched formats last year, when professional
sports were forced to shut down.

CHUM Group Radio launched its own all-sports network with eight
stations in 2001, opening shop in markets from Halifax to Vancouver.
The company dissolved the network within 15 months, laying off dozens
of employees after failing to establish what it maintained was sustainable
growth.

Steve (Dangle) Glynn lives in a pleasant house on a quiet street in
Oshawa, Ont., about an hour’s drive east of Toronto, and he has built a
digital media empire on the force of his personality and the repeated
failure of the mediocre hockey team that he loves. He yells — a lot —
about the Maple Leafs.

Bell and Rogers have largely carved the Canadian sports media in two.
Even after the closures, Bell is still operating TSN-branded stations in
Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto and Edmonton. Sportsnet maintains
frequencies in Vancouver, Calgary and Toronto.

More than 145,000 users have subscribed to his YouTube channel. His
videos have drawn more than 39 million views, or a little more than one
for every woman, man and child in Canada. Glynn has written a book. He
co-hosts his eponymous podcast, records personalized videos for fans
on Cameo, dabbles in Twitch, posts regularly on Twitter and has been
trying to figure out where he might fit on TikTok.

McCown had 18 months left on his contract when Sportsnet bought him
out two years ago.
“The broadcast division of Rogers is an asterisk in the annual report,”
said McCown. “If you’re a Rogers shareholder and you go through their
annual statement, radio and television is literally ‘miscellaneous income.’”

Along the way, he has also signed on to work at Sportsnet and, perhaps
most surprisingly, has become captain of his own armada. Fans of his
work have taken to calling themselves part of “Dangle Navy,” a tonguein-cheek nod to a joke from the podcast.

Dwayne Winseck is a professor in the school of journalism and
communication at Carleton University, in Ottawa, and is also director of
the Canadian Media Concentration Research Project. Sports radio has
been swept into that discussion.

At 33, he has become an avatar for finding a new way into the sports talk
ecosystem. He has grown his audience independent of any mainstream
media company.

“If your legal obligation is to maximize profits for shareholders, where do
you focus your energies?” he said. “You focus it in on the side that’s
much bigger.”
The media divisions are not the bigger side.
According to the Canadian Association of Broadcasters, private radio
stations were headed for a drop of $383 million in year-over-year
advertising revenue last year. Among stations at risk of closing, it noted,
“the most vulnerable are AM stations.”
“These are not the crown jewels on anybody’s desk,” said Winseck.
“These media operations, I think, are just tolerated. And so long as they
continue to do really well, they’ll be tolerated. As soon as they fall
beneath that threshold, then I think we get what we’re getting now.”

“I think the problem is, a lot of people do think it’s magic, and it’s
overnight,” he said. “Sometimes, I’ll get an email, like, ‘What’s your
secret?’”
Glynn chuckled: “If there was a secret to this, it wouldn’t have taken me a
decade-and-a-half.”
The nature of his content set him apart on YouTube, where he was the
exasperated voice for fans who have gone more than 50 years between
Stanley Cup appearances. Viewers have moved with him to the various
platforms. And unlike relationships in traditional sports radio, where the
host is clearly separate from their audience, Glynn interacts with
listeners.
“Generally, the more the better,” he said. “I don’t think there should really
be a hierarchy.”

Sports radio is expensive to produce. Beyond the salaries for
announcers, the stations often have to pay rights fees to carry the games
of local professional teams. When Bell Media closed its sports stations in
Hamilton, Winnipeg and Vancouver, it replaced them with business news
and low-cost comedy programs.

Ashley Docking spent a year in traditional sports radio as co-host of the
morning show at 590 The Fan. She parted ways with the station last year
and has been creating short, postgame videos for Raptors fans on
TikTok since late January.

And yet, there are also benefits to operating under the banner of a
telecommunications giant. One long-time radio executive pointed out
how, at Sportsnet, The Fan has access to television guests who would

She recirculates the videos on Twitter, where her monthly impressions
grew to 1.9 million in February, from around 900,000 a month earlier. The
videos feature a fast-moving mix of basketball strategy, pop culture
references and humour. (“You know, Kyle Lowry’s evolution is a little bit
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like Bitcoin: I don’t really understand how we got here, but I know for sure
it’s a thing.”)
Docking, who teaches both at the College of Sports Media and Seneca
College, said one goal with her growing social media presence is to
secure a brand partnership: “Is it a snack, like Doritos, and chips,
because people usually have a certain menu for game day?”
She is talking sports, but with a different delivery, and on a different
platform. As that content develops more of a following, it can lead to what
those inside the industry might call fragmentation. Docking does not think
the term should have a negative connotation: It should suggest
opportunity.
“It means you can now diversify your offerings, and you can go after
demographics that never gave a shit about anything you were doing —
that never felt included,” she said. “You can open the door for marketing
dollars from companies that you just haven’t thought of yet, or that
haven’t been interested in you because you haven’t served their core
audience.”
According to research from Ryerson University in Toronto, women
accounted for fewer than 5 per cent of voices heard on Canadian sports
radio two years ago. And that was before the pandemic-related job
losses.
Shireen Ahmed is a co-creator and co-host of the podcast “Burn It All
Down,” which describes itself as “the feminist sports podcast you need.”
She is a sports activist and contributor at TSN who is pursuing a Masters
in Media Production at Ryerson.
Podcast, she said, is another platform that is more representative of
independent media.
“I think it’s a part of the future,” she said. “I can’t tell you how many
listeners of ‘Burn It All Down’ email us or call us or tweet us or message
us and say, ‘Where were you? This is exactly what I was looking for.’”
Conventional sports talk radio is dominated by white men, she said. And
while that is a significant part of the listenership, Ahmed said it does not
speak for everyone who cares about sports.
“In the margins, there’s lovers of sport waiting to feel like there’s a
reflection of them somewhere,” she said. “And they’re starting to find
those places.”
If sports talk radio in Canada is a sinking ship, Steve Warne had a twoyear head start in his life raft.
For almost two decades, the affable Warne was the co-host of the
popular TGOR morning show on TSN 1200. But in March 2019, he fell
victim to a significant round of cuts at Bell Media.
“I miss what sports talk radio used to be — like even in 2015,” said
Warne. “Right now, it’s not a place where I’d want to be working.”
In the 24 months since his exit from Bell Media, he’s launched a daily
Ottawa Senators podcast and helps produce a handful of other shows on
the side. His message to those entering the podcasting industry is
simple: Expect to roll up your sleeves and do a lot of grunt work.
“It’s absolutely possible to make a living doing this, but I’m not going to
present it as something that’s easy to do,” said Warne. “There’s a part of
me that feels like I’m a kid hustling out of university. I’m juggling so many
projects and wearing so many hats. That’s the hardest part of this job,
doing all the marketing and sales. If all you want to do is sort of jump on
and continue your sports talk radio show, stop right now. Don’t do it,
because that’s the easy part.”
Across the country, new sports talk podcasts are sprouting up on a
weekly basis. In the markets where TSN Radio closed its doors, there is
a race to feed fan bases suddenly starving for local content.
Andrew Paterson, better known as “Hustler” in Winnipeg, is living up to
his nickname.

Earlier this month, he launched the new Winnipeg Sports Talk podcast,
and he’s been busy hosting the show, as well as selling sponsorship
opportunities to local companies.
Paterson estimates more than two dozen local companies have reached
out to him about potential deals, and he sees a future where he is
creating up to six hours of new content each day — possibly with the
help of his ex-teammates at TSN 1290.
“I think the potential for this is massive,” said Paterson. “I mean I put out
a video announcing this and it blew up. It got more than 130,000 views.”
The initial feedback has been positive, with Paterson providing Winnipeg
fans with local content they’ve been craving since TSN 1290 abruptly
closed its doors last month.
“Our podcast numbers have been amazing,” said Paterson. “And we
have all these TSN 1290 orphans in our chat room. People who used to
listen to us on radio and now they’ve shifted over here. It’s like we’re a
brand-new community.”
In Vancouver, the situation is a little more complicated. The market still
has an all-sports radio station, and Sportsnet 650 just announced plans
to bring over a handful of ex-TSN 1040 employees such as Mike Halford,
Jason Brough and Karen Surman. However, those additions came at a
price, as Sportsnet 650 simultaneously cut ties with James Cybulski,
Perry Solkowski and Andrew Walker.
Matt Sekeres and Blake Price, the popular afternoon drive hosts from
TSN 1040, did not land with their ex-rivals at Sportsnet 650. Instead, the
duo has reunited under a format they now control. The goal is to
eventually create a live-streaming show from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. each day,
with the episodes available for fans to download later.
Sekeres is confident they can succeed without the corporate backing of a
behemoth like Bell Media.
“You could say we have a brand. We have a following, And we have
community partners,” Sekeres said. “We can do this.”
In many ways, Bell and Rogers have functioned as a middleperson in the
sports radio equation over the past 20 years. And now many hosts who
have been left without jobs are realizing they can disseminate their own
programming without the corporate barriers. Some have described the
feeling as “oddly liberating” to host a radio show without worrying about
crossing any corporate lines.
“It’s almost like we just took over the station ourselves,” said Paterson. “If
some big company wants to come back, we’ll have a turnkey operation
for them. Otherwise, we’ll be more than happy to keep doing this
ourselves.”
Don Kollins is a former program director at Sportsnet 590 The Fan who
moved to California, where he helps connect radio personalities with a
home on Twitch. He said that a host with a decent presence on social
media could expect to attract 130 to 140 users to their show at the start.
Within a few months, he said the host would not likely be getting rich,
“but you could be putting a couple thousand bucks into your jeans, and
then it starts to build from there.”
Kollins said most of the revenue comes from fans of the show, who can
effectively tip hosts during the broadcast. There is also space for
advertising.
“If you are not on multiple platforms, and you think you’re just going to do
the radio show and survive in the new world, you’re dead,” he said.
“You’re walking dead already. Radio is dead. And radio needs to expand
to another platform.
“Streaming, digital and that social media world is where it’s going.”
Seaborn, the media buyer in Toronto, said the downward trends extend
beyond just sports. Listenership for traditional radio is not growing.
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“At the end of the day, everyone’s fighting for a smaller piece of the pie,”
he said. “The cumulative audience on radio is down in Toronto, and down
across the country. There are no net new radio listeners being added.”
The pandemic has been especially punishing, and as an example,
Seaborn said both of Toronto’s all-sports stations have seen double-digit
percentage drops in average minute audiences over last year.
“It’s hard for me to say that we’re not going to be talking about radio,” he
said. “Radio is going to be around. But the ad dollars are going to
continue to slide out of it and, unfortunately, that’s the only revenue
stream for radio.”
Montreal Canadiens
In Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto, Bell’s TSN Radio stations still have
broadcast deals with the NHL teams, providing some stability — at least
for now. (Eric Bolte / USA Today)
Nelson Millman, a Toronto-based broadcast media consultant, declared
his bias before wading into the topic. He is another former program
director at The Fan, and he described himself as a “radio guy” before
providing a slightly less drastic outlook.
“The future isn’t bleak,” he said. “It’s a readjustment of the boats floating
up and down: ‘How does radio make sure there’s still room for that
platform in the midst of all the other ones?’”
Sports radio has begun to churn out its content in podcast form. In
Toronto, TSN 1050 chops and posts hour-long segments of its three-hour
afternoon drive show, OverDrive, while the show is ongoing. The
forward-looking stations are active on social media and pay increasingly
close attention to audio starts and downloads.
Broadcast executives have also been preparing for a potential deluge of
advertising revenue that should follow the arrival of legalized single-event
sports betting in Canada.
“Radio was going to die when TV started a million years ago,” said
Millman. “But it’s not dead.”
Kyle King had been working as a weekend host at 100.3 The Bull, a
country station in Houston, before he was dismissed last year. He said
he has been on Twitch since September, and that he has grown his base
to more than 550 subscribers.
His show can run anywhere from 90 minutes to six hours, depending on
the mood, the topic and how much his audience is interacting with him
that night. There have been times, he said, where he logged on at 8 p.m.,
planning to broadcast for two hours, but looked up and realized it was
after 1 a.m.
King always dreamed of being on sports radio. He volunteered as host of
a fantasy football show on a local station for a while. He never got an
opportunity to try sports broadcasting full-time, but Twitch is providing an
opening, and he is finding an audience.
Since he launched last fall, King said he has been doubling revenue
every month.
“In January,” he said, “I made enough to literally pay my mortgage.”
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WINNIPEG — This is the Winnipeg Jets' calling card.
To put it in the simplest terms possible, it’s how they roll.
Go ahead and call it the art of the rebound.
There’s a maturity within this group, a genuine belief they are never out
of the game no matter what the scoreboard displays and a willingness to
do whatever it takes to minimize the valleys during this gruelling and
compressed 56-game season.
Sure, the Jets missed an opportunity to tie a season-high with four
consecutive victories Saturday night, but they weren’t about to allow the
Calgary Flames to beat them in consecutive games.
There was too much at stake and the Jets had a reputation to uphold.
They’ve only lost consecutive games in regulation once this season and
had no interest in seeing that number double.
By the time the final buzzer sounded Monday night, the Jets had earned
a decisive 5-1 win over the Flames in what was a downright dominant
performance from the newly constructed line of Mark Scheifele (two
goals, one assist) between Nikolaj Ehlers (three assists) and Kyle
Connor (two assists).
“It was a bounce-back game for everyone. It was a bounce-back game
for the team. That’s what we do,” said Ehlers, who is up to 36 points in 36
games this season.
“That’s kind of our playoff mentality, to bounce back after a loss, we’ve
been able to do that really well this season. You don’t want to lose
games, but being able to go out and play the way we played tonight after
a loss shows how special this group is.”
The Jets wrapped up a season-high, seven-game road trip with a record
of 4-3 as they improved to 22-11-2 and leapfrogged the Edmonton Oilers
into second place in the North Division, just one point behind the Toronto
Maple Leafs.
What does it mean when a group has that reservoir of resilience built up
when the intensity begins to ramp up and the stretch run is just around
the corner?
“It’s an important strength to build over time, that you can suffer a tough
one and come back,” said Jets head coach Paul Maurice. “I’ll go back to
what I’ve alluded to earlier, they have a really strong understanding of the
game. In Game 2 of this three-game series, the pressure had shifted to
Calgary. They came hard, we handled it right, and then just some bad
breaks around our net. They didn’t leave the game feeling the other team
is better than we are, or we failed in the game. There are some
adjustments we need to make, but we’re right there.
“I think that’s been pretty consistent with all our games...There is an
intelligence and a maturity for that to take place. They rebound well.
They’re rested, as much as you can be in what we’re going through.
They’re rested and they’re smart.”
This sets up what figures to be another showdown series with the Maple
Leafs that goes Wednesday and Friday in Winnipeg.
Sensing his group needed a bit of a spark at the end of a long trip,
Maurice made a swap of his centreman, flip-flopping Scheifele and
Pierre-Luc Dubois, who slid between captain Blake Wheeler and Paul
Stastny.

Sportsnet.ca / Jets show with dominant win vs. Flames they've mastered
art of the rebound

Ehlers was right in the middle of the action, delivering what was a
virtuoso performance.

Ken Wiebe

The most impressive of the numerous highlight-reel moves was an
incredible entry with speed that included Ehlers faking a drop pass, but
instead passing the puck to himself and going skate to stick before taking
the Flames defenceman wide and then finding Scheifele alone in the slot
for a one-timer.
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This was sheer brilliance from a player that continues to turn heads this
season.
“I don’t think I’ve done that ever before, to be honest,” said Ehlers, asked
to describe the play. “I just thought I could separate myself a little bit from
that defenceman, (Scheifele) would have just been standing still with the
puck, and it worked. After that, I tried to use my speed to go around him
and (Scheifele) was in a great position to get a pass.”
Scheifele has been chipping in points all season long, but the goal well
had been running a little dry with only two markers in his previous 16
games.
But with the sixth two-goal game of his career, Scheifele is suddenly up
to 15 on the season — just one behind Ehlers and two behind Connor for
the team lead.
Scheifele, who is tied for fifth in NHL scoring with 40 points, is the kind of
player that can go on impressive hot streaks and he figures to have some
additional bounce in his step as he gets set to go head to head with
Auston Matthews and John Tavares later this week.
The Jets also got an important goal from the fourth line and it was not
without controversy as it went off the skate of Nate Thompson, whose left
leg was fully outstretched before the puck made contact with the
extended skate blade.
Were the Jets confident the goal was going to count when it went to
video review?
“You know what, you never really know,” said Ehlers. “I’m not sure what
exactly the rules are. I didn’t think there was a kicking motion. He can’t
get his stick on the ice so he tries to get his stick on that puck and he did
that perfectly. To be honest, I had no idea what was going to happen
because I don’t exactly know the rules about skate goals. All I know is
that, to me, it was not a kicking motion.”

The Jets haven’t run four lines very much during Maurice's tenure as
head coach, but given the nature of the schedule, it’s been a critical
element to surviving this stretch that featured 12 of the past 14 games on
the road.
With one game remaining in a month that included 17 games in 30 days,
the Jets have done more than just survive.
They remain right in the thick of things in the battle for top spot. With 20
games left in the regular season (including 12 on home ice), the Jets' fate
remains in their hands.
They’ve clearly established a template of how they need to play and
they’ve displayed an impressive level of consistency.
“There’s a lot of things that we’ve improved on in our game over that
span and I think sometimes getting on the road can be a good thing in
the NHL. You try to play a simplified game, a greasy road game, so to
speak,” said Jets defenceman Josh Morrissey. “We’ve made a lot of
strides in the course of those games. We’re definitely happy with the
improvement and how we’ve been able to handle the tough schedule.”
There was a scary moment for Flames defenceman Chris Tanev early in
the first period.
Tanev was off-balance as he went back to retrieve a puck and was drilled
into the end boards by Dubois.
It was a clean hit with an unfortunate result, as Tanev’s right shoulder
and head went into the end boards.
But after heading down the tunnel for further evaluation, Tanev returned
to the ice late in the first period and finished the game.
Given how big an impact Tanev is having during his first season with the
Flames, this was an important development for a team that doesn’t have
a wide margin for error during the stretch run.

By the time Andrew Copp and Dubois rounded out the scoring, it meant
each of the Jets' four lines had a part of the offensive output — even if
former's goal came on a blended shift.

The Jets are now 5-2-1 in the season series with the Flames, who are
going to need to go on an incredible heater to get themselves back in this
race for fourth place with the Montreal Canadiens.

“We have a lot of guys that have been around a long time and played a
lot of playoff hockey and know what it takes, so I think that's a big part,”
Jets forward Trevor Lewis said recently. “The leadership group here is
good and gets the message across when it needs to be said.
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“We've got four pretty good lines and, like I said before, everyone knows
their role and no one's complaining about whether they should be up and
down the lineup or whatever it is. It's a great group up front, for sure,
we've got four good lines that can play against anyone so it's a good
combo there.”
The other development for the Jets is that goalie Connor Hellebuyck has
found his happy zone.
Although he wasn’t giving up many, if any, soft goals, a recent stretch
saw the reigning Vezina Trophy winner give up three or more markers in
eight consecutive starts.
Since that time, he’s given up only five goals over the past five games
and posted his first shutout of the campaign.
Somewhat quietly, Hellebuyck has raised his save percentage to .917
and lowered his goals-against average to 2.57 as he’s recorded more
saves than any other goalie in the NHL.
An early power-play goal was all the Flames could manage on Monday
night.
“It doesn’t really affect me a whole lot. I’m trying to pitch a perfect game
no matter what. If one beats me, it doesn’t change my game plan,” said
Hellebuyck. “I want to show that I’m a rock back there and anytime that I
get beat, I’m going to force them to make the perfect shot or at least try
to and I’m going to show my team that I’m not fazed.”
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Sportsnet.ca / Leafs can take solace in defensive play vs. Oilers despite
latest loss

Chris Johnston
March 30, 2021, 12:52 AM

TORONTO — If the Toronto Maple Leafs step back on the same ice as
Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl again this season, it will be part of a
playoff series.
But they will definitely make time to reflect on these nine games against
the Edmonton Oilers, even if they’ve already seen the last of them.
“I think at different times in the games that we’ve played against
Edmonton this season (it has) really been the model of what we’re
capable of as a team,” Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe said after Monday’s
3-2 overtime loss.
The 6-1-2 record they amassed against the Oilers could ultimately make
the difference in Toronto finishing ahead in the standings — although
there’s still far too much runway left on the schedule and far too little
separating the North’s top three to say that with any certainty now.
Results aside, it’s the focus the Leafs channelled in this season series
that they’ll be looking to replicate down the stretch.
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Lining up across from McDavid and Draisaitl was enough to perk their
defensive interest. The Leafs surrendered just 43 total shots in the final
two games at Scotiabank Arena and still saw Edmonton’s top duo
combine for five points on Saturday night before McDavid found Darnell
Nurse on Monday’s overtime winner to stretch his points streak to 11
games.
“When you don’t do it, you look real bad, real quick,” said Keefe. “That in
itself kind of shocks the system and gets you dialled in and focused on
it.”
This was not up to the gold standard the Leafs established while reeling
off three straight wins in Edmonton from Feb. 27 to March 3, but there
were some echoes of those performances.
Dave Tippett loaded up his top centres on a line with Jesse Puljujarvi
here and on Monday the Leafs outchanced that trio 15-4 at evens. Those
minutes were largely countered by Zach Hyman, Auston Matthews and
Mitch Marner up front and the Jake Muzzin-Justin Holl defensive pairing.
“Our forwards were really good at helping out and swinging with them,
not allowing them to get the puck with speed and space,” said Holl. “I
thought as a five-man unit it was really encouraging that way.”
Added Matthews: “I thought we had some really, really good stretches,
especially early on in the first period and throughout the game where it
really seemed like we were all five guys in sync and all throughout all
three zones didn't give them much.”
McDavid still punched through with a big play in overtime after Mike
Smith stopped a 2-on-1 chance at the other end. You don’t score 15
more points than every NHLer not named Draisaitl without finding a way
even on the tough nights.
But his line certainly didn’t terrorize Toronto to the degree it is capable of.
“I just thought we didn’t give them very much room,” said Keefe. “I
thought the neutral zone was real tough for them. I thought we forced
them to dump a lot of pucks. Forced them to play a lot on the forecheck,
which, obviously they can do that too, but that takes away a lot of the
strength of their game, which is playing on the rush or playing in
transition and playing with the puck on their stick.”
As the Leafs seek to claim the division crown, they will need similarly
effective five-man efforts against the Winnipeg Jets — starting
Wednesday with the first of six remaining meetings against the other
team vying to be Kings of the North.
The Jets won’t load up one super-charged line like Edmonton did, but
Keefe sees plenty of trouble when he scribbles their entire lineup on the
whiteboard in the dressing room.
“You’re going up against the deepest opponent that we face in our
division in terms of their forward lines and the depth that they have,” he
said. “We’ve got to have that level of focus every shift. That’s something
for us to take away, for sure, but we’ve shown what we’re capable of.”
They will discuss what worked against Edmonton while navigating the
final 21 games on the schedule and could very well see the Oilers again
in May. Even with both teams likely to change in the meantime — “we’ve
still got a lot of room to grow,” noted veteran forward Joe Thornton — a
seed has been planted.
“If it does come that way, it’d be an exciting series,” said Thornton.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.30.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / 31 Thoughts: Aaron Ekblad injury a massive blow to
Panthers

Elliotte Friedman
March 29, 2021, 12:52 PM

At puck drop of Saturday night’s NCAA Midwest Regional between topseeded North Dakota and two-time defending national champion
Minnesota-Duluth, Ryan Fanti’s father (Mike) and mother (Kellianne) sat
down to watch in their Thunder Bay, Ont., homes.
Six hours later, both were emotionally drained and incredibly proud.
Kellianne accidentally destroyed her smartphone’s charging cord in
celebration, Mike moved to tears by his son’s act of sportsmanship. All
on a night Ryan wasn’t supposed to play.
Minnesota-Duluth blew a 2–0 lead with less than two minutes remaining,
had an overtime winner overturned because it was offside by the
slimmest of margins, but prevailed 3—2 in the fifth extra period — the
longest game in NCAA Tournament history. Ryan Fanti dressed as
starting goalie Zach Stejskal’s backup. Four minutes into the fourth
overtime, Stejskal couldn’t continue.
“Going into that fourth overtime, some guys were talking about cramping
up,” Ryan said Sunday night, after the bus trip home from Fargo, N.D. “I
could see (Zach) resting between whistles, not 100 per cent. I warmed up
in the tunnel, in case I was called upon.”
His calisthenics were noted by the broadcast team of Leah Hextall and
Dave Starman.
“When (Ryan) is playing, I’m right in front of the television, very stressed,”
Kellianne laughed. “(Saturday night), I was still nervous, but I was sitting
on the couch. When they said he was stretching, I flew in front of the TV;
my eyes probably blew out of my head a little bit. When you’re the parent
of a goalie, it’s a whole different ball game.”
“Actually, it was the least nervous I’ve ever been,” Mike said. “I knew he’d
want to seize the moment.”
“You have to be ready if anything happens, stay mentally in it,” Ryan
said.
You weren’t nervous about sitting there for five hours, then going into an
elimination game?
“I was less nervous compared to sitting on the bench, not being able to
help out there,” he answered. “Once you get in your crease, you’re
focused on the puck, not worried about much else.”
Stejskal made 57 saves in 125 minutes. Fanti stopped six of six shots in
17:36 before Luke Mylymok won it for the Bulldogs at 2:13 of the fifth
overtime.
If the game reached another intermission, there was going to be a
conversation about calling a temporary halt and resuming on Sunday. In
the celebration, Fanti noticed the Bulldogs’ third goalie, Brampton, Ont.’s
Ben Patt, “jump over the bench and get his feet caught on everyone else.
He landed flat on his back. We’re in the corner celebrating — he’s on the
ice.”
But everyone else noticed Fanti’s next move: skating away from his
jubilant teammates to console North Dakota’s Adam Scheel, who made
51 saves in defeat.
“You get to that point in a game — five overtimes — there’s no better
goalie or better team,” Ryan said. “It doesn’t matter if you’re playing a
rival. You feel for them. It could’ve went the other way. They hit the post
right before we won.”
“That’s who he is,” Kellianne said. “I spoke to him (Sunday) morning
while he was packing up at the hotel and told him how proud I was.
That’s their biggest rival. He knew how (Scheel) would feel. That he had
it in his heart in that moment — I’m super proud of him.”
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Because of COVID and the Canadian border, parents and child haven’t
seen each other since August. Father and son FaceTimed at 3:30 a.m.
Sunday. Mike became very emotional discussing the aftermath. His voice
cracked a couple of times during our call.
“When I saw that — there’s no greater honour than that. The respect he
showed to the other team, the other player. It’s sad someone had to lose
that game. For Ryan to be a sportsman in that moment, I can’t be more
proud.”
“I’m not surprised my father was so emotional discussing it with you,”
Ryan said. “I call him a bit of a burnt marshmallow. He’s hard on the
outside, soft on the inside.”
Like many children, Ryan began his goaltending career as target practice
for an older sibling. He’s two years younger than brother Jared, who was
a pretty good defenceman in his competitive days.
“When [Ryan] was five, he went to his first organized tryouts,” Kellianne
said. “He said he wanted to be the goalie, and I would say, ‘No, go
skate.’ Finally, he put his hands on his hips and said he wasn’t playing
hockey unless he was the goalie. That’s how it started.
“The only rule we had was, ‘No crying if you lose games.’ NHL goalies
lose games, too.”
He was cut three times from Thunder Bay’s biggest minor hockey
organization, which limited his options. Fanti spent two seasons with the
North American Hockey League’s Minnesota Wilderness. When
Minnesota-Duluth called to offer him a scholarship (and needed a quick
answer), he was on vacation in the country of San Marino and had to find
somewhere where a cellphone could even get one bar of service.

With two weeks until the trade deadline, no GM is using more data than
Kevyn Adams. The Sabres are out of the race and not pretending
otherwise. I thought he did well to get two picks for Eric Staal, and
Adams tried for a second-rounder before committing to Montreal. The
advantage for him right now is some other teams (Arizona, Columbus,
Nashville among them) are holding because they’re suddenly in the race.
Adams was believed to be discussing something with struggling St.
Louis. I wondered if it would be Taylor Hall, but received pushback on
that idea, so we’ll see where it goes. There are a ton of teams calling to
see what he’s willing to do, and what it will take.
3. Hall will be interesting, and I think it’s possible he stays in Buffalo a bit
longer so his cap hit goes down. I said last week on my weekly Buffalo hit
(Instigators) that it will be hard for the Sabres to get a first-rounder unless
there’s a bidding war. That seems insane, but look at it this way: In a flatcap world for the foreseeable future, first-round picks are seen as even
more valuable. You’re going to need entry-level talents who can make a
difference.
It’s unfortunate for the Sabres and for pending unrestricted free agent
Jake McCabe that he’s out for the year. He would have been an excellent
trade chip. A good team needing defenders would gladly have added
him. In addition to some of the veterans, I’m wondering if 2017 firstrounder Casey Mittelstadt gets a change of scenery, too.
4. Will Arizona hold now that that the Coyotes are a point behind St.
Louis? GM Bill Armstrong: “Our team will lead me to that conclusion.”
I’m surprised the Blues are in this position, although they’ve been
hammered by injuries on the blue line. Eighteen of their final 21 games
are against Colorado, Minnesota and Vegas.

In 2018–19, he played one period of one exhibition game as the Bulldogs
won their second straight NCAA crown. This season, he was the starter
until head coach Scott Sandelin began to alternate him with Stejskal in
recent weeks. The Frozen Four begins April 8 in Pittsburgh. Mike and
Kellianne are both considering how a trip could be possible.

One thing about their GM, Doug Armstrong — he is utterly fearless and
could do anything. Chatter around the Blues is increasing. He is
someone who got first-rounders for rentals (Kevin Shattenkirk in 2017
and Paul Stastny in 2018) without harming the long-term future of his
team.

For a city with a population of 100,000, Thunder Bay has great hockey
lineage. The Staals, the Pyatts, Patrick Sharp and three current NHL
goalies — Mackenzie Blackwood, Carter Hutton and Matt Murray. New
Jersey’s starter sent Fanti a text after the game; “Good stuff. Coming in
late, that’s hard to do.”

5. Awful weekend for Columbus. Low-energy performance in Detroit.

Yes it is. Ryan Fanti added another chapter to local lore. Now he’s going
for more.
31 Thoughts: The Podcast
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
31 THOUGHTS
1. It was awful to watch Florida’s Aaron Ekblad on the ice in agony during
the Panthers’ 4–1 win in Dallas.
“It must have hurt so bad,” teammate Jonathan Huberdeau said. “I really
didn’t want to see it.”
The Panthers announced Monday night the star defenceman underwent
surgery to repair a fracture in his lower extremities and will be sidelined
12 weeks. That’s a massive loss for Florida. Their assistant captain was
having a brilliant season — very much in the Norris Trophy conversation
— tied for the NHL lead in goals by defencemen (11, with Darnell Nurse
and Jeff Petry), playing 25:05 a night for a team flirting with first overall.
The Panthers were looking at adding a defender even before this
occurred. This will add to the urgency, but what an enormous challenge
to fill Ekblad’s spot. All the best to him. Just terrible.
2. I will admit this even if it makes me look unprofessional, but I’m rooting
for a Buffalo victory. No one deserves this level of on-ice misery in such a
mentally challenging isolation season.

I’ve written it before, and I’ll say it again: Do not underestimate how much
reaching the playoffs means to the bottom line. Even if you can’t get
many fans this year, does it increase your season-ticket sales for next
year?
I can see the Blue Jackets weighing this as they map their future.
They’ve got some good depth options in Michael del Zotto and Riley
Nash. I’m most curious to see what happens with David Savard. I think
Colorado is there, and, in stealth mode if they can fit it, Tampa Bay. The
Lightning think they can repeat (and certainly could). He makes sense for
them.
6. Carolina asked Vancouver about Travis Hamonic. The right-shooting
defender has made it clear several times he chooses to stay in Western
Canada for family reasons. He stayed consistent to that philosophy and
won’t be traded.
The Hurricanes are looking for someone like Hamonic, a right-shot with
an edge. Tanner Pearson’s injury doesn’t appear as serious as initially
feared, so we’ll see where this goes. The Canucks have made some nice
waiver claims, and that could change the trajectory of Adam Gaudette’s
future.
7. In an interview with The Athletic’s Sara Civian, Carolina GM Don
Waddell indicated an extension with head coach Rod Brind’Amour is
getting closer. That is certainly the expectation around the NHL.
8. What is Tuukka Rask’s health going to do to Boston’s decisionmaking?
9. Plenty of mystery surrounding Frederik Andersen’s status, with
Toronto coach Sheldon Keefe saying last weekend the goalie is
undergoing “different evaluations,” and his return is not imminent.
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Here’s the best info I can find: The Maple Leafs do not believe — as I
write this — that Andersen’s injury is season-ending. They are not eager
to eat their precious cap space on another netminder unless they
absolutely have to. I do suspect GM Kyle Dubas has a move or two in his
back pocket, and is waiting until the numbers work — or something else
drops on his lap.

15. Cole Caufield is a Montreal Canadien. Dylan Holloway, Edmonton’s
2020 first-rounder, gamely tried to play through a broken thumb for
NCAA Wisconsin, and the recovery time will affect his decision on Oilers
or Badgers.

10. Not sensing a ton from Calgary, yet. The Flames aren’t loaded with
UFA types (although Derek Ryan is a good idea for a contender). As
Montreal gets back to work, the Canadiens have five games in hand on
the Flames and six on Vancouver — with a two-point lead. My biggest
concern for the Canadiens is their schedule. Starting Tuesday, it’s 25
games in 43 days. That’s….not easy. I look at Dallas. The Stars, to me,
are better than their record indicates, and their players are doing an
unbelievable job of competing through the meatgrinder created by a
COVID outbreak and the Texas power failures. That is one banged-up
group. Montreal’s created itself some runway, but this will be a challenge.
Their biggest advantage is depth. Michael Frolik hasn’t played all season,
and he’s an NHLer. They’ve got bodies.

• Spencer Knight (Boston College/Florida Panthers). This is a big one.
The Panthers have a crowded crease with Sergei Bobrovsky and 2021
revelation Chris Driedger (who can be a UFA). They have another goodlooking prospect, Devon Levi. Knight can’t be a free agent for two more
seasons, and everyone’s watching what he chooses to do. The best thing
the Panthers have done here is show that who plays well determines
who gets the net. It’s not about contract — it’s about performance. That’s
all a prospect can ask for.

11. Yeah, I’m still not convinced Marc Bergevin is done. I think he had
something going with Artturi Lehkonen to create cap space. It’s possible
the Canadiens need to be clear of the COVID shutdown before anything
else happens.
12. Edmonton head coach Dave Tippett offered his players a day off last
Tuesday, once the Oilers were told their games in Montreal were
postponed.
“They said no. They wanted to go to the rink,” Tippett said.
I get that — the Oilers were on the road, and it’s not like you can drop
into Stogie’s for an afternoon Rocky Patel.
Tippett divided his practice time as follows: small-area games on
Tuesday, scrimmages Wednesday, structural stuff and face-off drills
Thursday, regular day-before-game brisk practice on Friday. (The taxi
squad was included the first three days so no one felt like an outcast.)
“Sergei Zubov always used to tell me we need to scrimmage more, so I
made time for it,” Tippett laughed.
I didn’t get a chance to ask him about it, but I’m wondering if the
decreased quarantine gets any of Edmonton’s talented AHLers a look at
some point. Bakersfield’s Cooper Marody and Tyler Benson are one-two
in league scoring; Ryan McLeod is 10th.
13. Tippett was very complimentary of Nurse.
“He deserves a ton of credit,” the coach said. “On and off the ice, he’s a
great leader and he’s backed it up with his play. He plays a lot of minutes
and has gone to another level with the way he reads situations. He’s
learned to control his emotions — use them for you, not against you. And
he took a lot of that responsibility on his own. Older and wiser.”

Other decisions coming down after weekend results:

• ALSO: Knight teammates Matthew Boldy (Minnesota) and Alex
Newhook (Colorado).
• Free agents: North Dakota’s Matt Kiersted and Jordan Kawaguchi.
Kiersted is in the process of preparing his game plan to make this
decision. I’ve heard Kawaguchi has a couple of teams he’s considering,
but no confirmation yet. Finally, one overage Canadian junior I wanted to
mention: WHL Vancouver’s Tristen Nielsen. He’s got seven points in two
games for the Giants. He’s a free agent, and someone will give him a
shot.
*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.
16. Lots to unpack in the aftermath of Tim Peel’s removal. There was a
Twitter brushfire last Thursday when referee Eric Furlatt covered his
microphone during a conversation with Toronto’s Wayne Simmonds. I
wondered if the officials considered refusing to wear them. A few of them
indicated the answer is no, it was never seriously discussed. They felt
this was one-time human error, not something requiring pushback
against being mic’ed up.
17. There are two separate, in-depth conversations surrounding this
situation. One is about officiating itself. The other is about business.
Much of the dialogue surrounded the former. I’ve been more interested in
the latter. The biggest surprise, to me, was how swiftly the NHL acted in
taking Peel out of the rotation. We’re used to, “We’re going to take our
time and investigate this — we’ll let you know when we have a finding.”
Nope, not this time.
Peel was out 12 hours after it occurred. According to multiple sources,
Peel, devastated by what happened, threw himself on the grenade and
took full responsibility, apologizing to the Predators post-game.
Apparently, he’d seen a replay of his call on the video screen, realized it
was a miss, and was annoyed at himself.

He added Ethan Bear, whose season was derailed by a fluke
concussion, “is coming. He looks to be back where he was. He’s back to
doing the things he did last year. We knew he’d work his way through it.”

Most of the current and retired officials who were willing to discuss the
incident said they understood the decision. They didn’t like it, and felt
terribly for Peel, but they understood. A couple of them brought up
disgraced ex-NBA referee Tim Donaghy, who was caught betting on
games in 2007. (Let’s just state for the record, I don’t believe Peel was
doing anything remotely similar or unethical.)

I asked if Jesse Puljujarvi might get more first-power-play time, and
Tippett hinted yes.

“When that happened,” one said, “the NHL immediately reached out to
us. They asked us if there was anything they needed to know.”

“We like what he’s doing. It’s really been positive, and he plays hard.
He’s coming. We just wanted to take things carefully, make sure
everything’s going in the right direction.”

There were deep conversations about how damaging it is to your league
during a crisis of consumer confidence. The CBA between the NHL and
its officials now contains specific code-of-conduct references: “Each
official agrees to abstain from habits of intemperance, gambling,
immorality or other conduct likely to bring himself and/or the NHL and/or
the game of Hockey into disrepute or which results in the impairment of
public confidence in the honest and orderly conduct of NHL games or the
integrity and good character of its officials.”

14. I’m another one who believes Luke Glendening is very much on
Edmonton’s radar. (Tippett is not the source for this.) Makes too much
sense, but the challenge for the Oilers is getting outbid by a higher pick
than they want to exchange.
I heard that his Detroit teammates jokingly compared Glendening —
when in the face-off circle — to a dog eying a ball. His eyes never leave
the puck in a linesman’s hand. He’s completely focused on it and ignores
all else. Guess that’s why he’s at 64 per cent.

It’s one thing to believe calls are evened up. It’s another to hear a referee
accidentally admit it. It’s very, very bad for business.
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18. If you don’t believe me, maybe you’ll believe Michael Leboff, a
longtime Islanders fan who is senior editor at The Action Network, an
influential media entity that covers sports betting. (Leboff leads its NHL
coverage.)

22. Wanted to come back to Leboff, who says, “I want more bettors to bet
on the NHL because I think the sport is the best to bet on. The puck
drops, you get 10 guys chasing after a little piece of rubber on ice. It
makes no sense in the most beautiful way.”

“When it happened, my boss told me, ‘Hey, we’re going to need to do a
newser on this — it’s definitely a thing,” Leboff said. “They wanted to
know what Tim Peel’s history was. No matter how you shake it, this is a
gambling story.”

I have a friend who loves betting NHL parlays. He loses more than he
wins, but when he wins, the payouts are excellent, so he’s up money.
Leboff said that fits with his experience, explaining there’s only been one
season since 2005–06 where favourites won more than 60 per cent of
the time — the lockout-shortened season of 2013.

Leboff’s boss is Chad Millman, who, 12 years ago, wrote a great
gambling book, The Odds. Formerly editor-in-chief of ESPN the
Magazine and ESPN.com, he’s highly respected in the industry. The
Action Network’s lead sports business reporter is Darren Rovell, who has
two million Twitter followers. (He was very interested in the story, and
tweeted a link to Leboff’s work.)
As puritan North America finally clues into the fact everyone else in the
world embraces gambling, it will be critical to rebuilding the NHL’s
economic structure in the post-pandemic world. You can’t have people
like Millman and Rovell questioning your integrity in that space. You just
can’t. So when you ask me why I think the NHL acted so swiftly, this is it.
(We’re going to come back to Leboff later in the blog.)
19. As for how the games are called, the biggest problem is that there’s
no consensus as to what is “right.” “Call the rulebook” is a common
refrain, but is that truly what players, coaches, executives and fans want?
When Brendan Shanahan’s summit led to the biggest adjustment we’ve
seen in recent memory (2005–06), power plays jumped to 5.85 per team
per game. That’s the highest number in NHL history. Some loved it,
others hated it.
Shanahan once joked that when then-teammate Steve Yzerman, who
thought that standard was unrealistic, disliked a call, the captain would
needle him with something like, “Nice job, Brendan.” These are two Hall
of Famers, and they couldn’t agree. By the next season, that number was
down one penalty per game. (This season, it’s at 3.04.)
Players say they know referees are going to call stick fouls on the hands
(that was re-inforced as important in the aftermath of Peel’s microphone
mishap). I think they’d like more emphasis on boarding and slew-footing,
but I’d be lying if I claimed I talked to everyone. I liked what Anson Carter
said last week: be consistent. If you’re going to call the rulebook in the
first period, do it in the third. If you’re going to “let them play” in the first,
“let them play” in the third.
“I don’t think you should be able to pick and choose what is called based
on the score of the game,” one veteran texted.
20. Two more “thoughts” on this. First, this happened as officials and
players are in closer contact than normal. They don’t usually stay at the
same hotels, but COVID protocols dictate it. They also mix during testing.
After Jeff Marek and I discussed it on last week’s podcast, a couple of
officials said they actually liked it — because you could create some kind
of a relationship — but others aren’t crazy about it, because it
exacerbates raw feelings. There’ve been some uncomfortable moments.
Earlier in the year, a few teams complained about officials travelling on
planes with the general public, because it wasn’t necessarily safe. That’s
a tough one, because if you put them on, say, the Leafs’ team plane,
Toronto could hypothetically bribe them for calls with tasty lobster, good
wine and a souffle. Another challenge in a year full of them.
21. Finally, I don’t understand the idea that removing Peel a month
before his final game wasn’t a significant punishment. For one thing, it’s a
harsh public rebuke. Bryan Lewis, a referee and NHL director of
officiating from 1966 to 2000, gave an excellent interview on The Fan
590’s Writer’s Bloc with Jeff Blair and Stephen Brunt. He discussed what
losing a “goodbye game,” scheduled for April 24 in St. Louis, would mean
to Peel.
“That to me is the biggest kick in my backside I could ever think of as an
official,” Lewis said.

“(French philosopher) Albert Camus would have loved betting hockey,”
he says, “because if you can embrace suffering, you can take the two or
three losses in a row, but come out ahead when the Senators beat the
Maple Leafs.”
23. Because there’s less money on NHL games than say, the NFL,
Leboff says a bad line won’t change as quickly, something sharp bettors
can take advantage of. Last week, a wagerer I know did very well on the
over of a game when he heard the goalie matchup, racing to his site
before the odds changed. (His winnings evaporated Sunday, thanks to
Anthony Stolarz’s brilliant performance for Anaheim in St. Louis.)
Leboff’s best advice: “The public data on the NHL is very good. A regular
bettor should get familiar with sites like Evolving Wild and Natural Stat
Trick. They are good and helpful.”
He looks for “predictive metrics” like expected goals at five-on-five, and
how that relates to actual goals scored.
“Block out the noise,” he said, “like Friedman and Marek talking about the
Leafs all the time, because it drives up their value. What’s said does not
matter — look at the numbers in front of you.”
There you go; don’t say I never do anything for you degenerates. (By the
way, if you’re looking to write on this topic, Leboff is seeking contributors
at Michael.Leboff@actionnetwork.com.)
24. Antoine Morand, traded from Anaheim to Tampa Bay in the
Alexander Volkov deal, went from scoring a goal to switching teams in
one second. As word of the move was leaking out, Morand was in action,
playing for AHL San Diego against Ontario. The Ducks’ organization did
everything it could to prevent his name from getting out, so they could
make sure he was informed face to face. Morand, on ice to protect a onegoal lead, scored an empty-netter at 19:59 of the third to clinch the 5–3
victory. After the buzzer, he was officially dealt.
25. A couple of NHL executives asked an interesting question: Is the
“new” tanking going to be to finish in the bottom 11? The changed draft
lottery rules mean — starting next season — you can only move up a
maximum of 10 spots. If you’re 12th or 13th from the bottom, what do you
do?
26. Heading into his interviews at the 2016 NHL Draft Combine, I heard
Jakob Chychrun memorized the names of each team’s scouting
personnel to make a good impression. He confirmed that was true.
“I had 20-something teams,” he said on the 31 Thoughts podcast. “I
would look (online), guess who would be in there and do my best to
remember it before I’d go meet with the teams. That was important to
me. I think it’s just good manners.”
It’s great advice for anyone preparing for a job interview — or any
situation where you’re trying to impress. That definitely made an
impression. Chychrun, selected 16th overall by Arizona, said another
story I’d heard was incorrect; that he’d worn Coyotes colours on that day
because he thought they’d take him. The contact info of that source was
deleted.
27. Chychrun, developing into one of the NHL’s top defenders, turns 23
on Wednesday. He’s in his fifth NHL season, a road littered with
challenges. In the lead-up to the 2016 draft, he was, at one time, right up
there with Auston Matthews as North America’s top prospect. But
shoulder surgery after his first season at OHL Sarnia set him back.
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“I was frustrated, hard on myself,” he said, as his ranking dropped.
He had 20 points in 68 games during his rookie season, and the Coyotes
told him he’d be Alex Goligoski’s partner the next year. That summer, he
injured a knee stepping into a pothole while doing hill sprints. He returned
on Dec. 3, 2017, lasting 50 games before a slew foot caused another
knee injury on April 3, 2018.
“I remember, when that happened in Calgary, I broke down right away,”
he said. “I knew I was going to go through the same thing…. Another
rehab summer. I had my little time to myself that night, and then the next
morning I woke up and I texted (my doctors) and said, ‘Guys, we’ve got
to buckle it in again. We’ve got the same thing (to) go through again.’ It
was tough. I was tested mentally. I never lost hope. I never (doubted)
myself. I always knew I was going to come back and be myself again. I
never lost that drive and mentality.”
28. Through Sunday, Chychrun was 16th among defencemen in scoring,
with 22 points. Victor Hedman is first, with 33. We asked if Chychrun
could catch Hedman, pointing out the 2018 Norris Trophy winner also
has a game in hand.
“He does, eh?” Chychrun laughed. “Well, maybe not, then.”
His nine goals are two back of Ekblad, Nurse and Petry for the lead. His
23:12 per night leads Arizona and is 29th overall.
“Big jump for me this year. I want to continue to take those big jumps.”
29. Capitals' 2019 first-rounder Connor McMichael, who is playing at AHL
Hershey, told NBC Sports Washington, “I honestly want to stay here and
just play pro hockey. I think it would be best for my development.”
If he’s not on the NHL roster, the CHL Transfer Agreement states that
McMichael must go back to the London Knights. He’s not the only one.
Los Angeles’s Quinton Byfield (Sudbury), Montreal’s Jan Mysak
(Hamilton) and Carolina’s Ryan Suzuki (Saginaw) would be in the same
boat. (Looks like Jamie Drysdale and Trevor Zegras are Anaheim Ducks
now.)
Other junior players have already migrated back to Quebec and Western
League locations, but the Ontario government’s dilly-dallying over a start
date to the OHL season is extremely challenging for these particular
players. Even though they’d be eligible for the shortened quarantine if
crossing the Canadian border, it sure sounds like McMichael isn’t alone
in this thinking. Some already did an extended quarantine prior to the
World Juniors and say it’s unfair to be asked to do another one, citing
mental health.
30. Everything you needed to know about the love affair between Bob
Plager and the St. Louis Blues was on full display the night the team won
the 2019 Stanley Cup in Boston. He was on the ice with the team and
lifted the Cup. I can’t remember another alumnus in an ambassador role
afforded that honour, especially on the road. He loved the city, and the
city loved him.
31. Wanted to shout out Steve Konchalski, officially retiring after 46 years
as the men’s basketball coach at St. Francis Xavier University.
Konchalski arrived as a player in 1962, leaving his native New York for
Acadia. He was MVP of the Axemen’s national championship run in
1965, and I was in my final year at Western in 1993 when he won his first
as a coach. That was his 18th season on the bench, and Konchalski had
been taking heat for not winning it all. The Final Eight was in Halifax, and
the building went berserk with the victory — Xavier students charging the
court to make a giant X from corner to corner.
I interviewed him while he wore the net as a necklace. Konchalski would
win two more titles and coach the Canadian national team. Very, very
nice man. Great career.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.30.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Well-rested Canadiens get opportunity to assert
themselves in North Division

Eric Engels
March 29, 2021, 9:41 PM

BROSSARD, Que.— Jesperi Kotkaniemi, after spending one week on
the NHL’s Covid Protocol list, joined his Montreal Canadiens on the ice
for their first practice since last Monday morning.
Joel Armia, who was the other Montreal player placed on the list, remains
in protocol and will be unavailable to the Canadiens for at least the next
three games.
Following practice, Canadiens coach Dominique Ducharme couldn’t say
much regarding Armia’s status.
“He’s still in the protocol and that’s something I cannot go deep into,”
Ducharme said. “But within the next week or so, we should be having him
back.”
It might take a little less time for Canadiens leading scorer Tyler Toffoli,
who suffered a lower-body injury on Mar. 19, to return.
Toffoli, who has 18 goals and 27 points in 30 games, wasn’t at Monday’s
practice, but he’s expected to be at Tuesday morning’s skate.
He won’t play Tuesday night against the Edmonton Oilers at the Bell
Centre, but Ducharme confirmed forward Michael Frolik will make his
Canadiens debut after spending the entirety of the season to date on the
team’s taxi squad.
Lines and defence pairings:
Jonathan Drouin-Nick Suzuki-Josh Anderson
Tomas Tatar-Phillip Danault-Brendan Gallagher
Paul Byron-Kotkaniemi-Artturi Lehkonen
(Laurent Dauphin) Michael Frolik-Jake Evans-Corey Perry
Joel Edmundson-Shea Weber
Brett Kulak-Jeff Petry
Alexander Romanov-Victor Mete
After practice, Canadiens defenceman Ben Chiarot, who’s recovering
from surgery to repair a fracture in his right hand, skated on his own.
Schedule will be challenging, but it offers Canadiens opportunity to prove
themselves
Tuesday’s game against the Oilers is the first of 25 the Canadiens will
play in 43 days to finish their season. It comes after a week without
skating and just one quick practice under their belts, and there’s no
diminishing how big of a task that will be.
The week then ends with games against the Senators—one in Ottawa on
Thursday and the other in Montreal on Saturday—and it’ll be the last one
that features only three games for the Canadiens between now and May
11. They’ll have no more than two days between games and play five
sets of back-to-backs. It’s going to be a grind.
But damn the excuses. The Canadiens have had more rest than any
other team in the North Division, they’ve been relatively healthy all
season and just had an extra seven days to heal up bumps and bruises.
They haven’t lost any ground to the teams behind them, and with multiple
games in hand on them and the teams in front of them, it’s time for them
to assert themselves in a way they hadn’t over their first 31 games, over
which they went 14-8-9.
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“Hopefully we can get back and pick up where we left off and make sure
that those bad habits don’t seep back into our game,” said Brendan
Gallagher about the team’s inconsistent first half. “Because those
things—especially with the limited practice time we’re going to have—it’s
just something we can’t afford to happen.”
As for the opportunity the Canadiens have in front of them, Gallagher
said he’s not thinking about the Vancouver Canucks and Calgary
Flames, who are chasing his team in the standings.
“We’ve got to take care of our business and win hockey games,”
Gallagher said. “If we do that, we’re going to be able to catch those
teams ahead of us. When you speak of Toronto, Edmonton, Winnipeg,
very good hockey teams, we feel like we compete with them on any
given night. We want that opportunity to prove ourselves. We’re going to
get a chance to play these teams coming up, very good hockey teams,
and we feel like if we put our best effort forward we’re going to be right
there with them. So, it’s a chance for us to go out there and prove it.”
*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.
Staal has new lease on season
It’s easy to look at the $3.25 million Eric Staal is making this year, and
the $86 million he’s made over his career, and downplay what he’s been
through—especially with the pandemic affecting people in such drastic
and awful ways.
Staal has a good life, access to whatever he wants whenever he wants it,
and he plays a game for a living. It’s why the 36-year-old said on Sunday,
in his first comments as a Canadien, he knows “there’s a lot of people
dealing with a lot tougher situations.”
But we shouldn’t diminish what he’s been through mentally—separated
from his young family and isolated in Buffalo, where the Sabres started
their season in turbulence, had a Covid crash and then went 17
consecutive games without a win before he was traded to Montreal for a
third- and a fifth-round pick in the 2021 NHL Draft.
“I had a few moments on the phone with my family back home and some
tough times, for sure,” Staal said from his Montreal condo, while serving
the second day of his third quarantine since December. “I have three
boys — they’re 11, 9 and 6 — and they all play hockey and they all are
busy with a lot of different things. They love having dad around. So, when
I’m not around and going through some of the things that I went through
over the last couple of months, it was for sure difficult.”
And now Staal is in Quebec, where the third wave of the pandemic is in
full swing and restrictions don’t allow for his family to visit or join him any
time soon.
Had Staal been traded to a team in the United States, that reunion would
be imminent. Now’s it’s on hold for the foreseeable future.
And there’s only one way for Staal to make that sacrifice worth
something, and that’s to go out and prove he’s a much better player than
the one who had three goals, 10 points and a minus-20 rating through 32
games.
“It’s an exciting time for me as a hockey player,” he acknowledged, “and
I’m going to try and take full advantage.”
And it’s the chance to be standing at the end, once again hoisting the
Stanley Cup overhead, that has Staal reinvigorated.
Even if he’d like to play a top-line role, he knows he’s joining a deep team
and he’ll have to earn whatever he gets.
"I just want to win, I want to be out there and win, be competitive, and try
and help our group win games, wherever that is in the lineup,” Staal said.
“I will do what I can. I feel like I've got some games left in me and that I
can be a contributor. Wherever they have me start, I will work as hard as
I can to make sure that I'm out there more than not. It's about trying to
win games. That's what I'm here for and looking forward to."
31 Thoughts: The Podcast

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
Staal knows winning. He’s a member of the Triple Gold Club, having won
the Cup with the Carolina Hurricanes in 2006 and medals with Team
Canada at the 2007 World Championships and 2010 Olympics.
His view on what it takes?
“When you're with a group that is together and everybody is committed to
doing whatever it takes to find success, individually everybody does,”
Staal said. “That's how I've tried to approach every team I've been on
and every situation I've been in—being a contributor, but also having the
team in mind and trying to do whatever it takes to win games nightly.
That may not be me scoring two or three a night, but it may be blocking a
shot or doing a little thing at the end of a game to help ensure a win. It
takes everybody in different roles. When you find that or you have that, it
becomes pretty fun to be a part of and it just snowballs."
He has won on the international scene alongside Canadiens captain
Shea Weber and fellow Triple Gold Club member Corey Perry. He has
seen Brendan Gallagher and Carey Price do the same and watched Joel
Edmundson, Jake Allen, Tyler Toffoli and Michael Frolik win the Cup. He
knows the Canadiens have what it takes in their room.
As for on the ice, Staal sees some other key ingredients.
“I think the pace that they play at is a level to be successful nowadays in
the NHL,” the Thunder Bay, Ont., native said. “I think this is a fast team, I
think they move the puck quick, they transition the puck. Obviously,
they’ve got a strong back end starting with Weber and (Jeff Petry).
They’ve got great goaltending with Carey (Price). There’s a balance up
front that they can come at you in waves. With the amount of games we
have, the type of season it is, you’re going to need everybody in your
lineup.
“I think the way that they played in the (post-season) bubble, beating
Pittsburgh, I just think there’s a lot of mix of some guys that have been
around a while and understand the game and veteran experience, but
also some youthful energy and that pace and play as a group is what
excites me and I look forward to diving in and practise and then starting
the games.”
Staal’s earliest opportunity to play in one would be Saturday, at the Bell
Centre, against the Ottawa Senators. We’ll see if he suits up for it.
Cole Caufield to debut with Laval Rocket next week
There was little doubt the Canadiens would assign Cole Caufield to the
AHL immediately after signing him to his three-year entry-level contract
on Saturday. They’ve got a cap space issue and there’s no reason to
keep him on the NHL roster while he quarantines for seven days starting
Monday.
But I was very skeptical, after hearing the news, that Caufield would play
a game for the Rocket before suiting up for one with the Canadiens.
I wasn’t alone on that.
“There aren’t any good reasons to send him to Laval, outside of the
money situation,” said an Eastern Conference executive who reached out
after seeing this tweet.
“They’ll clear the space,” the exec continued. “Get him some NHL
games, see what he can do and send him to Laval if he needs to go
there. He will be happy to go there if he’s struggling in the NHL.
“Also, they need to see what they have. It will help determine what they
need before the (April 12 trade) deadline. And the AHL isn’t the best
place to see what they have in Caufield, even if it won’t hurt him.”
Also, Caufield is a game-breaker—a player who scored 30 goals and 52
points in 31 NCAA games with the Wisconsin Badgers and a shoo-in for
the Hobey Baker Award—and risking him suffering an injury with the
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Rocket before giving him a chance to show he can be one with the
Canadiens doesn’t seem wise.

Sportsnet.ca / Oilers' comeback over Maple Leafs further cements
growth of Nurse, Turris

But the current cap situation practically makes it necessary, unless
something changes between now and when Caufield is able to start
participating in team activities on Day 8 of his mandatory 14-day
quarantine.

Mark Spector
March 30, 2021, 12:08 AM

The 20-year-old confirmed on Monday that the plan is for him to first play
for the Rocket, even if he feels prepared to step right into the NHL.
“I believe in myself and my skill and work ethic and stuff,” the Wisconsin
native said before packing up and leaving for Montreal. “But the AHL’s a
great league. A lot of good players come from it. So, I’m just going to try
and play how I do and I think that will hopefully speak for itself.”
“I think it’s all based on how I perform and play where I’m at,” Caufield
continued. “So, as long as I perform and do the right things, I think at a
certain point I might be given that opportunity. As for now, I’m just
focused on playing with where I’m at and I’m just excited to get going
there.”
He wanted to be a pro a year ago, after he led the Big-10 in scoring as a
rookie in Wisconsin.
But Caufield probably recognized it then—and certainly does now—that
the decision to go back to school was going to serve him well, both
physically and mentally.
“Just maturing on and off the ice,” Caufield said of the benefits of playing
his sophomore season at Wisconsin. “College is a good place to be to
grow yourself off the ice, with limited games and only games on the
weekend. Getting that next year, extra time to put in in the weight room to
better yourself, I feel a lot more comfortable. Last year I feel like it
would’ve been forced for me to sign and go then, but this year I feel a lot
more comfortable and I feel more prepared and ready for the next step.
I’m excited to take this next challenge on.”
On the gains he made, Caufield said, “I’m 170 pounds now. I think that’s
something that I feel a lot more comfortable with myself in, and I think
just being more mature out there using my body protecting the pucks is
something I also grew out this year.
“Getting to spend those extra three-four days in the weight room each
week pays off during the season—and especially right now. I feel great.”
Badgers coach Tony Granato challenged Caufield right at the start and
felt he rose to the occasion immediately and throughout the season.
“I think my approach going into every game was to play the D-zone first
and get out as fast as you could and go play with the puck,” Caufield
said.
He executed. Even Canadiens GM Marc Bergevin recently noted how
much better the kid was away from the puck, saying recently he was
impressed with his performance in helping Team USA capture a gold
medal at the world junior championship and his work to lead Wisconsin to
a Big-10 championship.
Continuing to do it in Laval, under coach Joel Bouchard, isn’t going to
hinder Caufield’s progress. As for the risk, hey, he could get hurt getting
out of bed—even if the risk is imminently higher in a hockey game.
But we’ll see what happens over the coming week. The last one was a
pretty good example of how much can change in seven days.
It’s also possible that, even if Bergevin makes a cap-clearing move or
two, that the Canadiens delay on promoting Caufield. I don’t think the GM
is done trying to improve the roster, and neither does Elliotte Friedman.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.30.2021
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EDMONTON — At 31, Kyle Turris can see the end from here. He’s in the
fight of his hockey life to push it back, to become a player that gets
counted on again, the way he used to be through most of his 748-game
career.
At 26, Darnell Nurse has found a new level. A place in the game he’s
never been before, right there among the best defencemen in the
National Hockey League. As he approaches his 400th game, he has
figured out what so many said he would never solve.
Now the play builds when he carries the puck over the blue line, where it
used to fizzle out.
Each player scored for Edmonton in a crucial, 3-2 overtime win at
Toronto on Monday, Nurse solidifying himself as Edmonton’s No. 1
defenceman, Turris, jabbing his claws into that third-line centreman job
that he lost early this season.
“We played a stronger second and a better third. We’re coming together
as a team,” said Turris.
Nurse buried a shot on a two-on-one with Connor McDavid for the
overtime winner, the kind of goal Turris used to score. Turris, meanwhile,
had an Adam Larsson shot carom off his pants and into the Leafs goal —
the exact type of goal that went off Nurse in overtime the previous game,
when Auston Matthews’ shot ricocheted off his foot and past Mike Smith
for a Leafs game-winner.
“That’ll be the joke, right? Two overtime goals, back-to-back,” Nurse
chuckled. “It’s good to be on the other side of it this time.”
Nurse’s goal, his 12th of the season, makes him the leading goal scorer
among NHL defencemen. He’s never scored more than 10 in a season
— an 82-game season — and was always that defenceman who made
the right play all the way to the offensive blue-line, but incrementally the
wrong one, the closer he was to the opposing goal.
What’s changed?
“I’m generating more from the chances I have,” Nurse said. “Over the
years I’ve found a way to get into good scoring positions, but I haven’t
really capitalized. This year I’m getting myself back to those spots, and
just shooting. We have great players on our team who find you when you
get open. I just try to get to those spots.”
Turris is all in on getting back to those spots, areas on the ice and places
in the game that he once owned but now rents, periodically.
He came here as a free agent, billed as the right-shot, third-line
centreman that would round out the Oilers’ top-nine. With the trade
deadline approaching, that GM Ken Holland is shopping for a righthanded third centre who can win faceoffs tells you all you need to know
about how Turris’ season has gone.
“I know I have to play better, and I want to contribute more,” the likeable
veteran said, happy to have scored — even if the puck went in off his
butt, just his second goal of the season. “The timing of it has all been
frustrating, but the bounce tonight, I feel like my legs are starting to come
around… I know I need to play better, but I feel like I’m moving in that
direction.”
Nashville thought Turris was done. That’s why they bought him out.
Then he came to Edmonton and played like Predators GM David Poile
was right. Turris played his best game of the season, finally, on March 8.
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He went into COVID protocol and didn’t play again until Monday, where
he matched up pretty well against a deep, good Maple Leafs team.
“I was happy for Turris. He’s gone through a lot,” head coach Dave
Tippett said. “If anybody deserved to have one go in off his ass, it’s him.”
While we are slowly beginning to hear Nurse’s name tied to the 2022
Canadian Olympic team, Turris is another ineffective half-season away
from the possibility of collecting two buy-out checks from two different
teams. Everyone wants to see him succeed — that’s how well-liked
Turris is within the game — but it comes down to production, and the
veteran knows it.
*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.
Meanwhile, that third-line centre gig is still sitting there, waiting to be
claimed. Or reclaimed.
“Yes,” Turris acknowledged. “Like I said, I know I need to play better. I
didn’t have a good first however many games this season. I know what I
can do, and I know what I can contribute. I just need to show everyone
that I can.”

Hutchinson entered the season as the organization’s No. 4 option in goal
and will be appearing in his seventh game -- one more than Campbell,
who has won all six of the starts his injured left leg allowed him to make.
Aaron Dell, the No. 3 option coming out of the off-season, was long ago
lost on waivers to New Jersey while No. 1 Frederik Andersen hasn’t been
on skates since March 19 while dealing with his own lower-body injury.
Put another way: Andersen played through injury until he couldn’t any
longer and is now turning a “day-to-day” absence into week-to-week, at
minimum. Campbell was rock solid behind him but isn’t considered fit
enough to play Monday after making three starts in the previous 10 days.
“We’ve got to really be smart with how we manage Jack’s workload
here,” said Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe. “The reality is that he hasn’t
been playing at 100 per cent and the games take a toll on him. The
combination of the fact that he’s not used to playing multiple games in a
row and the fact that his body hasn’t quite co-operated with him the way
he liked to through this season, we’ve got to be really smart.”
With six weeks remaining in the regular season, this is not where a
Stanley Cup hopeful wants to find itself.

The Oilers knew they could beat Toronto — they’d beaten them twice
already this season — but the cold hard fact was that a loss on Monday
and Toronto would be able to lord a five-game winning streak over
Edmonton, should they meet in the playoffs.

Campbell at least took part in an optional skate at Scotiabank Arena on
Monday morning after missing Sunday’s practice. But it was somewhat
telling that Keefe declined to confirm he’d even serve as Hutchinson’s
backup against the Oilers -- potentially leaving newcomer Veini
Vehviläinen to do it after just two on-ice sessions since finishing a 14-day
quarantine following a trade from Columbus.

Toronto was the better team in the game’s first half, and perhaps on the
whole. But Mike Smith continued his renaissance season in goal, and
stoned Matthews in overtime to create the rebound that went up ice and
ended up in Toronto’s net.

Hutchinson has been steady this season with a .922 save percentage,
but was pulled six minutes into his last start after giving up two goals on
three shots to Ottawa. It’s hard to imagine the organization giving him a
run of games unless it was left with no other choice.

It closes the season series at 6-1-2 for Toronto, 3-5-1 for Edmonton. But
take away that three-game Leafs sweep in Edmonton, and you likely get
a better picture of the parity between the two clubs.

Where things stand with Campbell isn’t entirely clear.

And isn’t it the same with his team?

“We look at the body of work,” Nurse said. “The six games that we played
tight, hard, are more indicative of who we are as a team. They’re good
games. You never know — you may be meeting late on in the playoffs.”
There was more on the line in this game than the Oilers were letting on.
You knew it, they just wouldn’t say it.
“I sat here this morning and you all had questions about if we’re a team
that was afraid to play in this type of series against this type of team,”
Nurse told the media. “This shows what we’re capable of as a team.”
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He’s already endured two extended absences with his leg issue this
season -- the second of which, from Feb. 28 to March 20, where he
skated basically the entire time but couldn’t get comfortable. He stopped
17 of 20 shots during Saturday’s 4-3 overtime against the Oilers and then
promptly missed practice.
“He took the day yesterday because he wasn’t feeling the best coming off
of the game and I think he’s feeling a little bit better today and that’s
positive, but I just think us continuing to roll him out there when he’s not
100 per cent is not smart,” said Keefe. “So we’ve got to manage it.”
To this point, Leafs management has been resistant to the idea of
acquiring another goalie through trade -- in part because they don’t want
to use up more valuable cap space on the position while also hoping to
make a move to upgrade their forward group before the April 12
deadline.

Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs' goaltending uncertainty a cause for concern

That would be much less of an issue if Andersen was deemed unable to
return for the regular season because his $5-million cap hit could be
placed on long term injured reserve and allow the team to exceed the
cap ceiling.

Chris Johnston

So far that hasn’t happened.

March 29, 2021, 1:16 PM

Among the goalies likely available are James Reimer or Alex Nedeljkovic
in Carolina; Elvis Merzlikins or Joonas Korpisalo in Columbus; Anaheim’s
Ryan Miller; and Detroit’s Jonathan Bernier, who is nursing his own injury
at the moment.

TORONTO -- In this episode of how the Toronto Maple Leafs goaltending
turns … it will be Michael Hutchinson taking back duties from Jack
Campbell for Monday’s regular-season finale against the Edmonton
Oilers.
In and of itself the decision doesn’t raise alarm bells with Hutchinson
having delivered a 31-save shutout in his previous start against Connor
McDavid and Co. last month.
But it speaks to some potentially serious underlying issues at that
position.

The Leafs are allowing fewer shots and high-danger chances than in
previous seasons and are basically middle of the pack with a team-wide
.909 save percentage. They’re getting by and have stayed atop the North
Division standings all year long.
But as they embark on six games in nine days, the need for more
goaltending depth seems more apparent than ever.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.30.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Weekend Takeaways: Ovechkin, Zibanejad
terrorizing opponents

Ryan Dixon
March 29, 2021, 11:29 AM

The two deadliest shooters from last season had a rough start to this odd
year. But as we tear through the small patch of schedule that sits
between the halfway point and the home stretch, Alex Ovechkin and
Mika Zibanejad are once again terrorizing opponents.
Both players found the net on the weekend, with Ovechkin bagging a
brace on Friday in Washington’s 4-0 whitewash of the New Jersey
Devils, while Zibanejad was the only Ranger to score in the New York’s
tough 2-1 loss to Philadelphia on Saturday.
Ovechkin tallied again when the two went head-to-head on Sunday, as
Washington pulled out a 5-4 win in a wild affair that featured six thirdperiod goals.
Ovie, of course, won his eighth Rocket Richard Trophy in the past nine
seasons last year thanks to his 48 goals in 68 games. No. 8’s 0.71 goalsper-game clip, however, was actually the second-best mark in the NHL
last season behind Zibanejad’s 0.72.
The Rangers centre notched 41 goals in 57 contests, a huge spike for a
guy who’d previously scored more like a 30-goal guy than a 50-goal guy.
That jump created a lot of interest around Zibanejad entering this season
and, man, did he ever fall short of expectations out of the gate. When
Zibanejad woke up on March 17, he had three goals on his scoresheet,
fewer than 269 players in the league. Seven guys on the Rangers alone
had found the net more frequently than the 27-year-old Swede.
Zibanejad unlocked something when he notched a hat trick that night,
though, and he has a league-leading eight goals in seven games since
his luck turned on St. Patrick’s Day. Five of those tallies have come with
the man advantage, two were even-strength markers and he even threw
in a shorty as 33.3 per cent of Zibanejad’s shots have been finding the
net.
As for Ovechkin, the greatest goal-scorer of his — and possibly any —
generation was always going to get the benefit of the doubt in terms of
finding his stroke. That said, the Capitals captain did have a particularly
lousy go of it for the first six weeks of the season.
Ovie was one of four Capitals to be suspended four games for breaking
league COVID-19 protocols at the end of January. When February
concluded, the usually lethal left-winger was tied for 75th in goal scoring
with six tallies.
Since the calendar flipped to March, though, the 35-year-old has been in
vintage form. Ovechkin’s 11 goals in the month tie him with Colorado’s
Mikko Rantanen for most on the circuit. Along the way, he passed Phil
Esposito for sixth place on the all-time goals list.
Washington — which hasn’t won a playoff series since claiming the 2018
Stanley Cup — is slugging it out with the Islanders and Penguins for top
spot in the East Division. The Rangers, meanwhile, are struggling to stay
relevant in the East playoff picture — especially after going zero-for-four
on available points this weekend
Even if the Blueshirts can’t hang with clubs of the Caps’ calibre just yet, it
will be interesting to see whether Zibanejad can keep scoring and prove
he belongs in the conversation perpetually headlined by Ovechkin about
the best goal-scorers on Earth.

Other Takeaways
• Is it time to reconsider those Nashville trade proposals? While we’ve all
been busy finding potential landing spots for the likes of Mattias Ekholm
and Filip Forsberg, the Preds have managed to completely turn their
season around. Nashville put together back-to-back victories in Chicago
on Saturday and Sunday, thus leapfrogging the Blackhawks team it was
chasing in a Central Division playoff race that seemed to have long ago
left the Predators in the dust. Nashville is 7-1-0 in its past eight and holds
the final Central berth by virtue of having more non-shootout wins than
Chicago.
It took a bit longer than some hoped, but 2017 first-rounder Eeli Tolvanen
is starting to make good on the promise he showed as a prospect. Fellow
Finns Juuse Saros and Pekka Rinne have been sensational in the crease
of late, especially Saros and his .977 save percentage during his past
five outings.
Also — and perhaps we’re all guilty of overlooking this a bit — Nashville
has been battered by injuries to key players like Roman Josi, Ryan Ellis
and Matt Duchene. This weekend marked Josi’s third and fourth games
back in the lineup, while Ellis and Duchene could both return around the
April 12 trade deadline. Will this soaring team really still be sellers
leading up to that day?
• It was awful watching Aaron Ekblad writhe around in panicked pain on
Sunday evening after he got tangled up in the corner with Dallas’s Esa
Lindell.
Here’s hoping the Norris-calibre defenceman — whose overtime winner
for Florida versus Dallas on Saturday was his 11th goal of the season,
giving him a share of top spot for goals by D-men — is back to his
dominant self whenever he’s able to return to the Panthers blueline.
• It took two tries, but the National Women’s Hockey League was finally
able to hand out the 2021 Isobel Cup on Saturday. The league’s original
championship tournament in Lake Placid, N.Y., was cut short in January
because COVID-19 couldn’t be contained. This time out, playing at the
Boston Bruins practice facility, the hometown Boston Pride beat the
Minnesota Whitecaps 4-3 in a “re-match” of the 2020 Isobel Cup that had
to be cancelled just before it happened 12 months ago.
Weekend Warrior
Phil Kessel scored a hat trick on Saturday night, 24 hours after ripping
home a goal on Friday in his 1,100th career NHL game. Arizona defeated
the San Jose Sharks in both contests, as the Coyotes keep hanging
around in the West Division playoff picture. Kessel’s first goal on
Saturday was exactly what I’ll always remember this guy for; low, deadly
accurate wrister to the corner of the net.
Remaining Time -2:00
Phil Kessel lights up Sharks for his 7th career hat trick
Fun fact: Kessel leads Arizona with 14 goals this year, but if you remove
his first two outings of the season and his most recent three, he actually
has just six tallies in 30 contests. He may not be the model of
consistency in the desert, but he still leads the league in “guy who kinda
makes you grin any time you think of him.”
The Week Ahead
• After tying Mark Messier on the weekend, Patrick Marleau will move
into sole possession on the all-time games played list when he suits up
for No. 1,757 on Monday night in San Jose. Marleau is two weeks away
from passing “Mr. Hockey” for first place.
• After being waylaid for a week due to a positive COVID-19 test on the
team, the Habs — if all tests go the way they hope today — will be back
in action Tuesday night, hosting the Edmonton Oilers. Montreal still
managed to stay busy on the weekend, trading for Eric Staal on Friday
and signing Hobey Baker finalist Cole Caufield on Saturday.
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'They can make you pay': Leafs focused on trying to stop high powered
McDavid-Draisaitl line

TSN.CA / Hutchinson starts as Campbell injury remains an issue for
Leafs

Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl's line registered at least a point on all
three of Edmonton's goals on Saturday night, and the Leafs say that they
have to be perfect when the two Hart candidates are on the ice together,
or they will pay the price.

By Mark Masters

The Leafs were able to grab two points on Saturday, because the John
Tavares line outscored Edmonton's second unit by two goals.

After missing Sunday's practice, Jack Campbell was back on the ice at
the morning skate, but will not start against the Oilers tonight.
"We've got to really be smart with how we manage Jack's workload
here," head coach Sheldon Keefe explained. "The reality is that he hasn't
been playing at 100 per cent and the games take a toll on him. The
combination of the fact that he's not used to playing multiple games in a
row and the fact that his body hasn't quite co-operated with him the way
he'd like it to through this season, we've got to be really smart."
Campbell initially sustained a left leg injury on Jan. 24 in Calgary. He
returned to the lineup on Feb. 27 in Edmonton posting a shutout, but also
aggravating the issue and being forced to the sideline again.
Campbell has won three straight starts since returning to the lineup on
March 20. However, he wasn't happy with his performance on Saturday
despite improving to 6-0-0 on the season.
"He took the day [off] yesterday, because he wasn't feeling the best
coming off of the game and I think he's feeling a little better today, and
that's positive," Keefe said. "I just think us continuing to roll him out there
when he's not 100 per cent is not smart. We've got to manage it.”
So, Michael Hutchinson will get his seventh start of the season. He
posted a 31-save shutout in Edmonton on March 1, but has struggled in
his past two starts. He was pulled after allowing two goals on three shots
in his last outing on March 14 in Ottawa.
Keefe wasn't sure if Campbell would be available to dress as the backup
goalie. The recently acquired Veini Vehviläinen, who has played just one
NHL game with Columbus, will suit up for the first time if Campbell isn't
available. The 24-year-old Finn has only skated twice with the team since
emerging from a post-trade quarantine.
Frederik Andersen remained off the ice on Monday as the team awaits
further clarity on his lower-body injury. He hasn't skated since March 19.
Mike Smith will start again for the Oilers.
Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl remained on the same line at the
Oilers morning skate. Edmonton's dynamic duo had a hand in all three
goals scored by the team in Saturday's 4-3 overtime loss.
"It can seem like a two-on-two [rush] and all the sudden it's in the back of
your net so that's the element they bring," said Leafs defenceman Justin
Holl. "It's just a reminder that you have to be absolutely perfect against
them."
It's a big challenge for the coach as well. In Saturday's game Keefe
looked to get either the Auston Matthews line or the Pierre Engvall line
out against Edmonton's big boys.
"It's harder to match against them when they're on separate lines," Keefe
said. "When they're together, you can control the matchup a little bit
better and they're also that much more dangerous when you make a
mistake. Between the Matthews and Engvall line, we really tried to get
that matchup going, but the difficulty is that they play so much. It has the
ability to really disrupt your own flow. I actually felt some of that through
the game where you're worried about that matchup and you lose your
flow a little bit with your own bench. I've got to manage that here tonight.
Certainly, there's that much more heightened awareness and narrowed
focus when they're together."

"We need to be able to contribute just like those [top-line] guys," said
Kailer Yamamoto. "Maybe not as much, but we need to be able get in
there and contribute points. It's definitely a challenge for me and I need to
be better."
Yamamoto registered just one shot while playing 15 minutes and 50
seconds in his first game back from injury.
"It felt different, but it's game one. I got another one tonight so just trying
to improve on it," Yamamoto said. "The biggest thing for me is the speed
of the game and getting your timing back. It's a fast game and you have
to react quick."
"Connor's line generated most of our chances," acknowledged coach
Dave Tippett. "So, we'll look to tweak things a little bit to see if we can
generate more."
Dominik Kahun projects to be a scratch while Kyle Turris took reps
alongside Ryan Nugent-Hopkins and Yamamoto at the morning skate.
Turris hasn't played since March 8. He recently spent time on the NHL's
COVID protocol list.
"We'd like to get him back up and going," Tippett said. "He missed a
week and that's hard on players. You take a week in the middle of the
season where they can't skate, can't really do anything so it's taken him a
few practices to get up and going. He works hard in practice. He's got
unbelievable skill. You talk to our goaltenders about the best goal scorers
on our team and his name comes up all the time."
Oilers' not fazed by Saturday's third period: 'We're confident against
anyone in this division'
The Oilers know they let one get away against the Maple Leafs on
Saturday as they were unable to hold a 3-1 lead in the third period. Their
confidence playing with leads has been evident for most of the season
and Darnell Nurse believes the Oilers put themselves in that position and
just have to play better.
Joe Thornton started Saturday's game on the top line, but was dropped
down to the fourth line with Alex Kerfoot and Jason Spezza. What's it like
bouncing around the lineup?
"I love it," he said enthusiastically. "I love it. Just put me anywhere. It
don't matter. I'm starting to feel good. I'm starting to feel comfortable. It
doesn't matter where I play as long as we keep winning. That's all that
matters."
Thornton was asked about the unlikely bond he's formed with 22-year-old
defenceman Mac Hollowell, who has been on and off Toronto's taxi
squad of late.
"He's just a super kid," the 41-year-old said. "He's a fun guy to be
around. The guys like him being in the locker room. He just lightens
things up. He's 20 years younger than me, but we have the same
interests and it's kind of cool. He's teaching me a lot of things and I'm
teaching him some things and it's a good friendship."
What are they teaching each other?
"He's got some different music than me," Thornton said. "I'm trying to
teach him stuff about The Doors, Jimi Hendrix, Def Leppard so we can
teach each other lots of different things."
Jumbo Joe strikes up unlikely bond with Hollowell
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When asked about his moving up and down the line-up, Joe Thornton
said he is happy to play anywhere, just as long as the Leafs keep
winning. Thornton also spoke about his bond with prospect Mac Hollowell
after an Instagram post showed the two together on a flight.

Playing at a 101-point pace (82-game adjusted) and with an eight-point
lead over the Calgary Flames and Vancouver Canucks entering play
Monday, Dave Tippett’s team is well-positioned to play beyond the end of
the regular season.

With his sister Kia Nurse starring as part of TSN's basketball coverage,
Darnell Nurse was asked if he's interested in being an analyst one day.

Reaching the postseason is not an insignificant milestone. In the six-year
era of Connor McDavid in Edmonton, the Oilers have just two playoff
berths – a disappointing showing for an organization icing the best
hockey player on Earth.

"It might intrigue me," the Oilers defenceman said with a smile. "Seeing
her do it and how well she's been doing it for TSN, for me, that's a lot of
pressure to step in behind that. I don't know if I have the confidence to
hop in behind Kia, because she's been doing such a great job. It's been
fun to watch. I know she did the Raptors game with the first all-female
broadcast last week and, I mean, she can do it all. Not just an analyst in
between games, but also during the game, so it's so cool to see her do it.
So, like I said, it might be a little too much pressure."
Darnell Nurse in awe of sister Kia's broadcasting work: 'She can do it all'
Darnell Nurse had high-praise for his sister Kia and the job she has done
on both TSN's NCAA Basketball coverage and the work she did during
the all-female broadcast of the Raptors' game last week. Asked if he
could do a similar job, Nurse quickly responded by saying 'it might be too
much pressure.'
Projected Leafs lineup based on Sunday's practice:
F
Hyman - Matthews - Marner
Galchenyuk - Tavares - Nylander
Mikheyev - Engvall - Simmonds
Thornton - Kerfoot - Spezza
D

It goes without saying that the organization and fan base alike are
looking for a little bit more than qualifying for the round of 16.
But one of the points of concern with the Oilers so far this season is that
they really have been a tale of two teams.
There is one that pummels lower-tier teams, especially ones that can’t
contain the pace and speed of the Oilers’ attacking units.
There is a second that struggles when the competition stiffens. To be
sure, it is not merely the fact that the Oilers have had a hard time
accumulating wins against more talented clubs. It is more so how
significant the splits in performance between the two are.
The North Division already has notable separation between playoff and
non-playoff teams – Toronto, Edmonton, Montreal, and Winnipeg all have
an 85 per cent or greater chance of qualifying. As such, we will bifurcate
the division into two and measure results.
Edmonton is 7-9-1 against playoff-bound teams, and 13-5-0 against nonplayoff teams. That’s well within reason. But consider the splits
underpinning those games:
The Oilers have absolutely bludgeoned the weaker teams in the North,
outscoring them 76 to 44 (+32) in the process. The opposite has been
true against tougher competition, with the Oilers being outscored 57 to 43
(-14) there.

Rielly - Brodie
Muzzin - Holl
Dermott - Bogosian
Projected Oilers lineup based on Monday’s skate:
F
Draisaitl - McDavid - Puljujarvi
Turris - Nugent-Hopkins - Yamamoto
Shore - Khaira - Archibald
Ennis - Haas - Kassian

Expected goal rates indicate that Edmonton’s had a bit of poor luck
against the playoff teams, but consider the splits there between playoff
and non-playoff teams. On the offensive side, the Oilers have been about
15 per cent less effective at creating dangerous offence.
Some of this is percentage driven. The shooting and save percentage
splits, as one would envision from the rate goal numbers above, are
significantly variant:
Another important point: Edmonton seems to be trading these goals off
everywhere when they have to step up against better competition.
The one area that has held, ironically enough, has been their defensive
play at even strength. But scoring at even strength has been a nightmare
for the Oilers against playoff-calibre clubs, and those failures so far this
season carry over (significantly) to the man advantage.

D
Nurse - Barrie
Lagesson - Larsson

Compounding the issue: a penalty kill that looks Jekyll and Hyde,
depending on who they are playing:

Russell - Bear
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One of those (2019-20) came during the pandemic-paused season, and
the Oilers ended up losing in a 3-1 upset at the hands of the Chicago
Blackhawks in the qualifying round.
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TSN.CA / Oilers’ season has been a tale of two teams

By Travis Yost

It would take a minor miracle for the Edmonton Oilers to not reach the
postseason this year.

If you aggregate just the special teams results here, you can explain why
Edmonton is in the middle of the playoff pack instead of sitting atop the
division.
Against playoff teams, the Oilers net special teams advantage is -7
goals, and we know that’s the result of a slowed power play and a leaky
penalty kill. In nearly the same amount of minutes against non-playoff
teams, the Oilers are +13 goals better than their opponents – a 20-goal
swing between the two.
Outside of the superstars (and even they have had a relative step down
in performance) in McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, the entire team just
hasn’t been good enough against tougher competition.
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The good news? They have seven more opportunities against the
Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg triumvirate, and a chance to position
themselves for a run beyond postseason qualification.
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